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PREFACE.

As the diffusion of intelligence is the most certain

means of insuring the perpetuity of onr present desira-

ble form of government, so also the spirit of inquiry

and the thirst for knowledge, now universally preva-

lent, indicate that the information is surely being ac-

quired which will accomplish that end.

The constitutions of most of our States contain the

declaration that 4t a frequent recurrence to the funda-

mental principles of civil government, is absolutely

necessary to preserve the blessings of liberty.*'

To this proposition every reflecting mind will readily

assent. For how can any people be prepared to defend

their. rights unless they know them.

The era of the discovery of printing, with the conse-

quent general diffusion of knowledge, was also the birth-

time of liberty. For it is an established fact that Error

cannot survive the conflict with enlightened Truth.

The art of printing has likewise made easy the task of

the historian. No longer compelled to grope in dark-

ness, he is now able to appeal to written records in

support of facts, and to satisfy the inquiries of his

readers without resorting to the aids of fiction or the

imagination.

The following pages have been compiled for the pur-

pose of giving, in compact form, full information on
the subjects treated, at a price within the reach of all,

—a compendium of facts which have been hitherto ac-

cessible to those only within the reach of large libraries.

Though written by a Democrat, and from a Democratic

(iii)
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standpoint, yet it Is believed that the spirit of truth

has not been, in a single instance, sacrificed to party

bias.

Believing that facts—plain facts—alone are demanded

by the inquiring spirit of the present age, the attempt

has been herein made to give these facts in concise but

clear language, repressing every impulse to use unne-

cessary words, or to waste, by long-drawn statements

or superfluous comments, tbe reader's time.

The work has been arranged so as to present, In ad-

dition to the history of parties, a complete account

of the different questions that have occupied the atten-

tion of the country in the past, thus enabling the

reader to form just conceptions of what interests were

involved, and what rights affected, by the questions of

"State Rights," " Disunion," "Nullification," "Freo

Trade," "Tariffs," etc., etc.

In addition, biographical sketches of a number of our

most eminent statesmen are given, to illustrate more

fully the truths which they may have advanced or

opposed. A copy of the Constitution of the United

States, which ought to be in the hands of every citizen

ia the country, is also appended. It is believed that

the work will thus possess invaluable information for

every person, but especially for those just entering

upon the rights and duties of citizenship; and that un-

like a newspaper or periodical, soon read and forgotten,

its usefulness and interest, as a work of reference,

will not be early impaired.

The opinions of opponents have also been treated

with respect. Violent language may inflame and in-

cense, but will not convince an adversary. The moral

of the old fable should never be lost sight of: "The

Sun and Wind disputed which was the stronger, and

agreed to a trial, in depriving a traveler of his cloak.

First the Wind blew with great fury, which only

caused the man to wrap the closer; then the Su:i

beamed forth with pleasant rays, and soon the cloak was

cast asido."'



INTRODUCTION.

Han lias been defined a gregarious animal. In other

words, the advantages of society have been found such,

that from the remotest times until the present, in all

countries, and amongst all races, men have instinctively

come together, first, for the advantages of combined

strength in offensive or defensive war, and next for

the benefits of the division of labor which finally re-

sulted, through trade and commerce, in the develop-

ment of civilization.

This tendency to association has created a necessity—

that of government—in direct proportion to the advance

in the varied stages of civilization. For society has de-

veloped evils as well as advantages, and it was to pal-

liate these evils that rules of action were laid down,

and the means of their enforcement provided, which, in

a word, constitutes Government.

The first forms of government, as the earliest histo-

ries of all nations show, were simple ; men attached

themselves to the leaders most able to defend them

from enemies, or to lead them to victory. This dispo-

sition was usually taken advantage of by these leaders

to increase and extend their own authority, which finally

resulted in large masses of society, and the establish-

ment of nations and governments, by written laws.

But as men progressed in intelligence, these laws began

to be framed by themselves, for their own benefit, in

place of the arbitrary systems hitherto imposed on them

by their rulers. Yet this was not always of easy ac-

complishment. The contest indeed has been one of
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great effort, extending over long periods of history, and

oven now has proved successful in but a few Instances.

To us the proposition tnat all governments can only

justly derive their powers from the consent of the gov-

erned seems self-evident. Yet it has cost years of toil

and immense sacrifices of treasure and hlood to estab-

lish the fact ; still unrecognized, except by the people

of a few nations, who " know their rights, and know-

ing, dare maintain."

The different forms of government by which man-

kind have been governed, may be divided into three

classes : the aristocratic, democratic, and representa-

tive. The first was found among all nations just

emerging from barbarism. Dissatisfied with this, the

second form was adopted, which, though correct in

theory, has been found too unwieldy to be practicable:

and the third from a combination of the features cf the

other two has been established in most civilized lands.

The conflict which naturally exists between Monarchy

and Democracy, has caused antagonism i:i the formation

of the representative plan, and the wars thus induced

form a large portion of history. In our own country

although pronouncedly democratic, this antagonism has

been freely exhibited,* and we still have a large party

in the country which openly professes measures and

principles that lead directly to centralization, and to

the concentration of all power in the hands of those

servants of the people who constitute the government.

Opposed to this party of aristocratic principles, has

always stood the one of which it is proposed to give

the general history in these pages. Always opposed to

* Hamilton (Federalist) advocated appointing the President for

life, and a property qualification of all voters of $1,000. He said:

"The King is necessarily above corruption—who must always in-

tend the true interest and glory of his people." When Samuel

Adams (Democrat) remarked: "The love of liberty Is interwoven

in the heart of man." John Adams (Federalist) replied :

M So it is

in that of a wolf."
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" rings'- and monopolies, it has steadily sought the

greatest good to the greatest number, and has exempli-

fied, by the practices of its leaders and their lives of

probity and unostentatious republicanism, the great

principles which have been its foundation.

These two principles, antagonistic in fact as well as

in theory, have been opposed to each other in Eng-
land from the restoration of the Stuarts until the pres-

ent day, under the names of Whig and Tory.* The

same ideas crossed the Atlantic with the Pilgrims to

New England, and the Cavaliers to Virginia, and during

the Revolutionary War were designated by the same

names—the patriots being termed Whigs, and those who
were still loyal to the King, Tories.

While the war was in progress, the colonies had

united under articles of confederation, adopted in 1778.

It soon became apparent on the conclusion of peace,

that a "more perfect Union'' was desirable, and a con-

vention for that purpose assembled in 1787, whose la-

bors resulted in the establishment of our Constitution.

In the debates in that convention the same antagonistic

principles were developed—one party proposing a strong

central government, with the President and Senators

appointed for life, a property qualification for voters,

and the State organization to be nearly abolished; the

other, fearful of monarchy, and believing that the in-

dependence of the States would best secure the per-

petuation of liberty, were jealous of this establishment

of the central power. Our present Constitution is a

compromise of the ideas of these parties, secured by

the influence of Washington, Madison and other emi-

nent men. But the party nomenclature was changed

—

those who favored a strong government became known
as Federalists ; the State Rights party as Republicans.

*"The Whigs now (1688) held that extreme oppression might

justify resistance; while the Tories claimed t
v at all resistance to

the Sovereign was unlawful.'
1— Jlacaulay,
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The latter party were also called Democrats by their

opponents as a term of reproach, and it was not unt 1

1815, when the Republican party divided, that the desig-

nation of Democratic was generally adopted.

It will thus be seen that the old adage, u names

change—principles never," is not a mere theory. The

right of man to control the institutions under which he

lives—this had been the battle-cry of Whig and patriot

and early Eepublican in succession. To enjoy the right

of self-government they had opposed tyranny in its

most odious forms, and having in our country won the

battle for liberty, they have bequeathed it to us, with

the warning that "eternal vigilance is the price of its

preservation." It remains to be determined whether we

shall continue to prove worthy of our inheritance, and

in the irrepressible conflict always going on between

right and wrong we shall fulfill an honorable destiny

and acquit ourselves as men.

"What constitutes a Sta'e?

Not high raised battlements, nor labDr'd mound3,

Thick walls, or moated gate

;

Nor cities proud, with spires and turrets crown'd;

Nor star'd and spangled courts,

Where low-born baseness wafts perfume to prile:

But men—high-minded men,
Who know their duties, and who know tholr rights,

And knowing, dare maintain.

These constitute a State."

But it is not in good resolutions alone that a citizen

can discharge his political obligations. Unfortunately it

has become a custom with very many men to under-

estimate the importance of political affairs. Connecting

with them the idea of all that is dishonorable or con-

temptible, they give the subject little or no attention,

and leave all party management to the unscrupulous

and ambitious. And then having neglected their duties

because unpleasant, they indulge in unfavorable reflec-

tions on the present situation and future prospects of

the country. And indeed it seems at times, on first in-
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spection, that no man can mingle in politics without self-

stultification. The primary elections having been "fixed"

and the leaders chosen, and the platform set up, there

immediately ensues scenes of "flunky-ism," the advo-

cacy of men known to be unworthy, and the denunci-

ation of opponents without justice, a thing entirely too

common in American politics, and almost enough to dis-

gust all right-thinking men with the "trade of politics.''

And this feeling is increased after the contest is decided,

when, as T. II. Benton once remarked: "We sec ro-

busterous men going through a scene of supplication,

tribulation and degradation to obtain office, which the

salvation of the soul does not impose on the vilest

sinner."

Yet it must be apparent on a little reflection that

there is no other method by which to set the machinery
of our government in motion, and that the abuses of

the system are the results in part of the apathy of the

better class of citizens, inexcusable and unjustifiable in

the non-exercise of their political duties. For under-

neath and covered by this debris are the great political

truths which have been patiently evolved from the ex-

perience of the past centuries, and upon which our polit-

ical fabric must be based to become endurable and
equitable, and to enable it to fulfill the great problem
of "Peace on earth, good will to men."

It is believed that the great political truths to which
we have been referring, have found their fittest expres-

sion in the great party of Franklin, Jefferson and Jack-

son, whose writings and teachings have become the

compass and guiding star of the grand Democratic party
of the Republic of the United States.
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POLITICAL FACTS.

PART I .

CHAPTER I.

THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY.

Meaning and Origin of Democracy—Its Immemorial Principles Unfolded

in the Declaration of Independence—Maintained in, the Revolution

and Embodied in the Constitution—Discussions on the Adoption of

the Constitution— Two Parties Developed—Democrats and Federalists

—State Rights—Early Significance rf the Term—Jealousy of the

Small States—Alien and Sedition Laws—Bitter Party Spirit— The

Hartford Convention—Secession— Curious Somersaults rf Public Men
—John C. Calhoun—Forcing the Issue of Slavery—Measures of Pres-

ident Jackson's Administration—Strong Opposition to the Electoral

College—Nullification

.

The word Democrat, derived from two Greek

words, demos Krateo,—the people to govern—lias

been applied to those men, who, from time imme-

morial, have contended for the right of the indi-

vidual to participate in the government of the

nation, or community, of which he forms a part.

At first indirectly, and by the inculcation of such

rules for conduct as made aggression on the

rights of others appear wrong, they exerted only a

moral influence. For, the direct tendency of the

great maxim, " Do unto others as you would that

they should do to you,"— (taught by Confucius,
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by Moses, and by Christ), is to prevent men
from infringing on the rights of others. And,
though these liberal-minded men liavo had to

encounter the most formidable opposition, the dun-

geon, the scaffold, and the rack, yet these prin-

ciples have emerged from every conflict brighter

and more firmly established.

Of all the wars undertaken to defend the prin-

ciple (the right of the people to govern them-

selves), that which resulted in the separation of

our country from Great Britain is the most

notable. For, though many years before, the

English barons had wrung from King John his

unwilling consent to the "Magna Charta"—the

first ray of light of constitutional liberty that

broke through the clouds of the dark ages; and

though Cromwell's iron-clad soldiers had, with

strange persistency, driven every vestige of royalty

out of England, after beheading an unfortunate

king, yet it was not until our own revolutionary

forefathers set the example, that the world beheld

the spectacle of an intelligent people taking up
arms in the defence of the right of self-govern-

ment, and having achieved success, also knew
how to secure the substantial fruits of liberty.

Yet the idea was not a new one. It had been

practiced upon in ancient lands thousands of

years ago. In the transitions from primitive to

the advanced states of human society, the experi-

ment had been successfully tried and then dis-

carded, as fruit drops from the tree when decay
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appears. Yet the good seed was not destined to

be lost. Like pure gold, invaluable and inde-

structible, this democratic principle has never

failed to have intelligent, zealous and conscien-

tious appreciators ; and the patriotic fire which

had animated a Hampden and a William Tell

finally appeared on our western shores to incite

John Adams's firm determination, and Patrick

Henry's fervent speech, Lafayette's offering of

youth and fortune, and "Warren's ready sacrifice

of life. Never before in the world's history had
such a boJy of sober, steadfast, patriotic men
been assembled in the interests of freedom, and
at the risk of life and fortune and reputation,

as was collected around John Hancock at Phila-

delphia in the Continental Congress of 1776.

And of all the acts of this distinguished body

of men which history lias preserved, that page

is brightest which unfolded to mankind the im-

mortal Declaration of Independence, claiming for

all the right of self-government, the right to be

a Democrat.

As the exposition of the first principle of

democracy by the chief apostle of that political

faith, it commends itse.f to the intelligence of all

reasoning men as eminently just and proper, and
worthy of the great reputation it has achieved.

And the Democrat must search far and wide to

find a clearer enunciation of the fundamental

idea of democracy—the people to govern—than

this: "We hold these truths to be self-evident,
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that all men are created equal, that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inaliena-

ble rights, that among these are life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure

these rights governments are instituted among

men, deriving their just powers from the con-

sent of the governed; that whenever any form

of government becomes destructive of these end3

it is the rigid of the i^cople to alter or abolish

it, and to institute a new government, laying its

foundations on such principles and organizing its

powers in such form as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness."

The successful conclusion of the war was fol-

lowed by the adoption of our Constitution in 1787.

This was done in an eminently proper manner.

It was the act of a majority of the people

through their representatives who were careful to

avow that they only performed this duty through

delegated powers; and it was afterwards submit-

ted to the people represented in the State govern-

ments, each of whom through their regularly con-

stituted majorities approved and accepted it. The

Constitution wTas thus formed and ratified by reg-

ular democratic proceedings, and must be accepted

as a legal instrument; binding, until legally ter-

minated, upon the people of the United States,

who executed the covenant.

In the discussions which attended the adoption

of the Constitution, two parties, actuated by

quite different opinions, appeared. One, as has
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been previously observed, feared the absorption

of power by the new government as tending

towards monarchy; the other, apprehensive of

anarchy, thought the only safety of the coun-

try lay in a strong central government. Of the

fundamental democratic principle—the right of

the people to govern—there was no question.

Not a dissenting opinion existed as to the right

or power of the people, through their represen-

tatives, to enact the Constitution. It, therefore,

now seems strange that many of these worthy

men, representing the people, should have shown

a disposition to prevent rather than encourage

the expression of the people's will. It was pro-

posed that the Senate and President should hold

office during good behavior, or, in other words,

for life, unless impeached. Mr. Hamilton thought

the governors of each State ought to be appointed

by Congress, and even Mr. Madison advised a

veto power by Congress on all State legislation.

We now can see the wisdom of a frequent

submittal of the choice of the chief magistrate^

and of other officials, to the people. By this

method, should a public man lose the confidence

or oppose the will of the people, the evil is

cured effectually at the next election, all the

excitements which would attend an impeachment

are avoided, and the citizens of the country

acquire the habit of regarding the government

as an expression of their will, rather than that
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of a set of officers set over them through the

exercise of some vague idea of divine right.

It has also been thought by some that a fre-

quent change in public men tended to prevent

efficiency in the public service. This may be so

in certain instances, requiring peculiar skill and

knowledge, but such cases will prove to be the ex-

ception to the general rule exemplified in the old

adage, "a new broom sweeps clean." And it

certainly is in accordance with the democratic

principle—the people to govern—that their will

shall be expressed as often as prudence and expe-

rience shall demonstrate to be necessary.

The subject of State Eights was also freely

mentioned in the debates upon the Constitution.

But the subject at that time had a very differ-

ent and opposite signification to that which

was afterwards understood by the term. The

smaller States were determined to submit to no

Union which did not admit them with equal

representation without any reference to number

of population. The present arrangement of the

Senate is due to this absurd relic of colonial

independence, and the right of the small States

to defend themselves against the encroachments

of the larger. We shall see that to " State

Eights " was afterwards attached a very different

meaning. The electoral college plan of electing

the President was the result of the same jeal-

ousy of the smaller States, and was concurred

in as a scheme which would probably secure
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the selection of the most suitable candidates.

This feature of our Constitution, entirely at var-

iance with the democratic idea of the people to

choose, has not accomplished its intended pur-

pose, and should be changed, as strongly recom-

mended by Jackson and Benton. These discus-

sions and differences led to the formation of two

parties, which, quiescent during Washington's

administration, soon afterwards rose into promi-

nence, then known as Federalists, led by Alex-

ander Hamilton and John Adams, who having

but little confidence in the ability of any people

to govern themselves, desired a strong govern-

ment modeled on that of Great Britain. The

other party, led by Jefferson, Samuel Adams,

Benj. Franklin and Patrick Henry, were fearful

of the establishment of a monarchy, which to

them seemed imminent, and towards which Pat-

rick Henry thought the new Constitution had an

" awful squinting." The sovereignty of the States,

they thought, was the best defence against any

tendency towards centralization, and they were

therefore in favor of the retention of as much

power as possible in the hands of the people

through the different State organizations. An
extract from a letter of Samuel Adams, dated

1788, gives a fair idea of this position: "I con-

fess as' I enter the building I stumble at the

threshhold. I meet with a National government

instead of a federal union of sovereign States.

* * * If the several States of the Union are
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to be one entire nation, under on3 Legislature,

and its laws be supreme and control the whole,

the idea of sovereignty in these States must be

lost. But should we continue distinct sovereign

States, confederated for the purpose of mutual

safety and happiness, the people would govern

themselves more easily, the laws of each State

being well adapted to its own genius and cir-

cumstances, and the liberties of the United States

would he more secure than they can be under the

proposed Constitution."

But the discussions on the adoption of the new

Constitution did not eventuate in the formation

of political parties until the latter part of Wash-

ington's second term, Jefferson having been Sec-

retary of State, and Hamilton Secretary of the

Treasury. A wide difference of opinion was soon

manifested between them* Hamilton was a sin-

cere believer in an aristocratic government, and

the establishment of an aristocratic or privileged

class of society. Jefferson, on the other hand,

was strongly opposed to any thing that resem-

bled monarchial fame and state. The contest

between these eminent persons extended to their

friends and followers, and thus originated in the

United States the two great parties which have

ever since striven for the mastery.

This party spirit was much intensified by the

passage of the "Alien and Sedition Laws" dur-

ing the Adams's administration in 1798. France

and England being then at war, as usual in
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those days, it was feared that the citizens of

those countries, of whom there were large num-

bers in the United States, would prove detri-

mental to the public welfare, and the Alien laws

were passed authorizing the President to expel

any alien who might be suspected of conspiracy

against the Republic. The sedition law author-

ized the suppression of publications calculated to

weaken the authority of the government. Some

of these publications were under the control of

aliens, and were very bitter in their tone. (See

resolutions of 1798).

These measures were very unpopular and con-

tributed largely to the influence of the Demo-

cratic party.

In the discussions which attended the forma-

tion and adoption of the Constitution, there were

two parties developed, as has been already men-

tioned, one of which came to be designated as

Federal. This party had been victorious in elect-

ing Mr. Adams over Mr. Jefferson in 1797 by

71 to OS electoral votes. Opposed to the Fed-

eralists were the States Eights Republicans, as

the Domocrats were then designated, who feared

an undue absorption of power by the central

government. The celebrated Kentucky resolu-

tions of 1798, passed by the Legislature of that

State, are noted as an expression of that senti-

ment. The following is an extract:

" That the government created by this compact

was not made final judge of the extent of the
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powers delegated to itself, but that, as in all

other eases of compact among persons having

no common judge, each party has an equal right

to judge for itself, as we!l of infractions as of

mode of redress.'
1

Of the bitter party spirit which obtained in

those days we can now scarcely credit the records.

Witness the following extract from a Fourth of

July oration, delivered at New Haven, Conn., soon

after Jefferson's inauguration in 1801, by Theodore

Dwight, brother of President Timothy Dwight,

of Yale College. He announced to his hearers

that the object of the new administration was

" to destroy every trace of civilization, and to

force mankind back into a savage state. * * *

We have even reached the consummation of

Democratic blessedness. We have a country gov-

erned by blockheads and knaves. The ties of

marriage with its felicities are severed and de-

stroyed; our wives and daughters are thrown into

the stews; our children arc cast into the world

from the breast forgotten ; filial piety is extin-

guished, and cur surnames, the only
.

mark of

distinction among familes, are abolished. Can the

imagination paint anything more dreadful this

side of Hell?" That this man was afterwards

secretary of the famous Hartford convention was

not any wonder. It should, however, be added

that this language was used soon after the awful
CD <D

" Reign of Terror " in France, from the fear3 of

a repetition in this country of the terrible scenes
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enacted there. And thus it was that many a

worthy man, John Adams included, had . a hor-

ror of anything that savored of Democracy.

But the country had no such fears, and Jef-

ferson and Burr were elected in 1800 by large

majorities. And in every succeeding presidential

election until 1840 the Democratic candidates

were victorious.

The Federalists having elected John Adams in

1797 were never afterwards in power, and hav-

ing made opposition to the war with England

in 1812 an issue, the termination of the war,

in a perfect blaze of glory at New Orleans, extin-

guished the party. And thus it was that during

Monroe's administration, from 1810 to 1821, there

was scarcely rmy opposition to the Democratic

party.

It seems now strange to us to read the his-

tory of those times. John C. Calhoun support-

ing and voting in 1816 for a tariff and denounc-

ing disunion. Daniel Webster opposing the tariff

in 1824, and advocating States Rights in 1814.

Henry Clay and Webster opposing the United

States bank, of which in after years they were

the especial champions. And, still stranger,, the

right of disunion claimed by the New England

States, and denied by the South. As this fact

may be questioned, we will quote from Benton's

Thirty Years in the Senate, vol. i, p. 94

:

" The doctrine of secession, or the right of a

State or combination of Suites, to withdraw from
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the Union was born of that war—1812. It (the

war) was repugnant to the New England States,

and opposed by them, not by arms, but by

argument, remonstrances and refusal to vote sup-

plies. They had the famous Hartford conven-

tion, to which the design of secession was im-

puted. * *
::' * At the time of its first appear-

ance, 1812, the right of secession was repulsed

and repudiated by the democracy generally. The

leading language in respect to it south of the

Potomac was, that no State had a right to

withdraw from the Union ; that it required the

same power to dissolve as to form the Union,

and that any attempt to dissolve it, or to

obstruct the action of constitutional law, was

treason."

The following extract from the address of the

Hartford convention, explains Benton's term of

"imputation" of secession:

" But in cases of deliberate, dangerous and

palpable infractions of the Constitution, involving

the sovereignty of a State and the liberties of

the people, it is not only the right but the duty

of such a State to interpose its authority for

their protection. * * * States which have no

common umpire must be their own judges and

execute their ovm decisions"

The explanation of this curiosity of politics is

that, previous to this time (1812), the New Eng-

land States, having more interest in commerce

than in manufactures, were favorable to free
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trade, and that the opposition to the war of

1812 arose from the same tact—a fear of the

destruction of the large interests engaged in com-

merce.

Another curiosity was the position of the Dem-
ocratic party on the tariff. Says Benton in 1824:

"Revenue the object, protection the incident,

had been the rule of the earlier tariffs. Now
that rule was sought to be reversed and to make
protection the object of the law and revenue the

incident.'
5

And as strange as any of these curiosities,

John Q. Adams, then a Democrat and the Sec-

retary of State under James Monroe.*

It was in this year, 1825, that a successor to

Mr. Monroe was to be elected. Four candidates,

all Democrats, were in the field, viz : Andrew
Jackson, Henry Clay, J. Q. Adams and Wm,
H. Crawford. Mr. Calhoun had also been a can-

didate, but had withdrawn. The result, decided

by the House of Representatives, was the elec-

tion of Mr. Adams—Mr. Calhoun, Vice-President.

Another result was the withdrawal of the pro-

* "For although Mr. Adams had received confidence

and office from Mr. Madison and Mr. Monroe, and hud
classed with the Democratic party during the fusion of

parties in the 'era of good feeling,' yet he had pre-

viously been Federal ; and in the re-establishment of old

party lines, which began to take place after his elec-

tion, his affinities and policy became those of his former

party."—Benton's t; Thirty Years,*' vol. ?", p. 112.
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tective tariff men from the ranks of the Democ-

racy, and uniting with the remnant of Federal-

ists, the formation of a new party, known for

a short period as the National Eepublicans, after-

wards as Whigs.

The Democratic party, which had hitherto been

commonly known by the designation of " Repub-

lican," from this time was also more generally

called by the name by which it is now univer-

sally designated.

It was about this period (1828) that J. C.

Calhoun also began to break with the Demo-

cratic party, with which, according to his own

statement, he had acted from not very praise-

worthy motives. lie thus explains his position

to Commodore Stewart, in 1812.

" When we cease thus to control this nation,

through a disjointed Democracy, or any material

obstacle in that party shall tend to throw us out

of that rule and control, we shall then resort

to a dissolution of the Union."

In other words, as long as there was a chance

for him to reach the Presidency (he was a can-

didate, as we have seen in 1824), he was will-

ing to remain in the party, but when that pros-

pect failed, he had determined to leave the Dem-

ocratic party and cause the secession of his State,

u for the better conservation of our interests."

Particular attention should be given to the words

italicised, as throwing much light on the subse-

quent actions of Mr. Calhoun and his followers.
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Having seemingly despaired of any further ad-

vancement in the Democratic party, he was ready

to commence the new programme. Assuming

that the tariff was unjust, and an infringement

of the rights of the States, the United States

law was declared null and void, and the duties

forbidden to be paid after the 1st of February,

1832, by South Carolina. And should the United

States attempt to enforce the collection of the

revenue the State would secede from the Union.

Foiled by the vigorous position of General

Jackson (as fully detailed in another chapter on

secession in this work), Calhoun hereafter devoted

himself (to use his own expression) to "forcing

the issue" of slavery upon the country. All his

political acts were concocted with especial regard

to that end, and his efforts in support of that

unholy cause have since ended in the ruin of

those who espoused his principles.

The Presidential election of 1S29 resulted in

the election of General Jackson over J. Q.

Adams by a large majority. The principal issues

before the country were those which have since

come to be known as distinctively democratic, as

in favor of a plain and economic administra-

tion of the federal government, and a close con-

struction of its powers. The principal questions

which occupied the attention of the count ry

during the administrations of Jackson and Van
Buren were : 1st. The nullification scheme already

alluded to, in the discussion of which occurred
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the famous debate between Webster and Hayne.

2d. The Missouri compromise. 3 J. The contro-

versy with the United States Bank, which ter-

minated in the extinction of that institution. 4th.

A modification of the tariff, which had been

highly protective.

The Democratic position was that a tariff for

revenue as the principle aim, and protection as

the incident ought to be the rule.

5th. The admission of Texas. 6th. The estab-

lishment of the United States treasury.

Hitherto the surplus moneys had been loaned

to banks or distributed to the States. The "bills

to establish the treasury were clear in principle

and simple in detail—the government to receive

nothing but gold and silver for its revenues, and

its own officers to keep it—the treasury being

at the seat of government, with branches or sub-

treasuries at the principal points of collection

and disbursement. This measure was vehemently

assailed at the time of its adoption, but expe-

rience has demonstrated its utility and the wis-

dom of its originators.

Another measure, the abolition of the electoral

college, advocated by General Jackson in every

message, deserves mention. He thus alludes to

it in his first :
" I consider it one of the most

urgent of my duties to bring to your attention

the propriety of amending that part of the Con-

stitution which relates to the election of Presi-

dent and Vice-President." * * * " To the
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people belongs the right of electing their Chief

Magistrate ; it never was designed that their

choice should, in any case, be defeated, either

by the intervention of electoral colleges or by

the agency confided under certain contingencies

to the House of Eepresentatives/' * * * "I

would, therefore, recommend such an amendment

of the Constitution as may remove all interme-

diate agency in the election of President and

Vice-President."

It is proper to state that the electoral college

plan of electing our Chief Magistrate was opposed

by Dr. Franklin, John Dickinson and many
others in the convention that framed the consti-

tution. And so early as 1824 a bill was sub-

mitted to Congress providing for the direct vote

of the people, but failed to obtain the two-thirds

vote necessary to carry the measure. Benton's

remarks on this subject are replete with good

sense. He says, Thirty Tears in the Senate,

vol. i, p. 122 :
" Hitherto all attempts to pro-

cure the desired amendment have failed, but the

friends of that amendment should not despair.

The great British parliamentary reform was

cnly obtained after forty years of annual motions

in Parliament. The selection of President has

gone from the hands of the people—usurped by

irresponsible and nearly self-constituted bodies

—

in which the selection becomes the result of a

juggle, conducted by a few adroit managers,

who baflle the nomination until they are able
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to govern it, and to substitute their own will

for that of the people. Perhaps another exam-

ple is not upon earth of a free people voluntarily

relinquishing the elective franchise in a case so

great as that of electing their own chief magis-

trate, and becoming the passive followers of

an irresponsible body, juggled, baffled and gov-

erned by a few dexterous contrivers always look-

ing to their own interests in the game which

they play in putting up and putting down men.

In the meantime the friends of popular elections

should press the constitutional amendment, which

should give the presidential election to the people,

and discard the use of an intermediate body

which disregards the public will and reduces the

people to the condition of political automatons."

On the same subject General Jackso:: concludes

his last message of 1835 in these words

:

"I felt it to be my duty in the first message

which I communicated to Congress, to urge upon

its attention the propriety of amending that part

of the Constitution which provides for the elec-

tion of the President and Yice-President of the

United States. The leading object which I had

in view was the adoption of some new provi-

sion which would secure to the people the per-

formance of this high duty, without any inter-

mediate agency. In my annual communications

since, I have unfolded the same views, from a

sincere conviction, that the best interests of the

country would be promoted by their adoption."
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* "The experience of the country dem-

onstrates that the people cannot too soon adopt

some stronger safeguard for their right to elect

the highest officers known to the Constitution

than is contained in that sacred instrument as it

now stands."

One other quotation on this subject* ought to

be added. It is an extract from a report of a

committee of the House of Representatives in

1821:
" The only effectual mode of preserving our

government from the corruptions which have

undermined the liberties of so many nations, is

to confide the election of our Chief Magistrate

to those who are furthest removed from the

influence of his patronage, that is to say, to the

whole body of American citizens."

In the light of our recent experience, it would

seem that the ideas expressed on this subject by

these great leaders of American democracy are

worthy the careful consideration of every person

calling himself a Democrat cf the present day.



CHAPTER II.

THE DEMOCRATIC TARTY—1S30 TO 1860.

Its Disruption. Causes the Civil War—Mr. Calhoun and South Carolina-

Party Defeat in 181*0—Annexation of Texas—Disunion Sentiment in

Massachusetts—Election of James K. Polk— War with Mexico— Cali-

fornia—Pojntlar ity of War and Jiesults— General Z. Taylor Elected

President—John Tyler's Administration—Overwhelming Election of

Franklin Pierce, 1852—End of the Whig Party— Troubles in Kansas

—John Brown's Paid in Virginia.

The history of the Democratic party now leads

to the consideration of the various events which

led to secession, the great civil war, and the

abolition of slavery. AVe have already seen that

the Southern leaders had threatened—one of them

as early as 1812—in the event of being unable

to control the Democratic party, to resort to

the dissolution of the Union. We now come to

the time when that event was deemed neces-

sary, and the initiatory steps to secure that result

were taken. Among the first of these were the

disruption and defeat of the Democratic party,

which from the days of Franklin and Jefferson

had been the very bulwark of the Union, and

was now led by a man, General Jackson,

who had not hesitated at a banquet (ostensibly

given to celebrate Jefferson's birthday, but really

to disseminate disunion sentiments), to give as

a toast, "The Union: it must be preserved."

CJO)
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As it is now the fashion of the leaders of the

opposing party to stigmatize the Democracy as

having favored disunion and secession, the records

of this period will possess peculiar interest.

As in the nullification movement, so also in

the movements that led to secession, South Car-

olina led off. At first she simply interposed pas-

sive acts, declining to participate in the Presiden-

tial elections of 1829 and 1832 and 183G, or rather

throwing away her vote on citizens who were

not candidates, in 1832 voting for John Floyd,

and in 1830 for W. P. Mangum. In this latter

election the cloven foot began to appear, for

Mr. Hugh L. White, instigated thereto by Mr.

Calhoun, in order to divide the Democratic party

and defeat Mr. Yan Burcn, had stood for the

Presidency, carrying two States, Tennessee and

Georgia. At the election in 1840 Mr. Yan

Buren and General Harrison, as in 1836, were

the opposing candidates, but with opposite results.

For though the Democratic candidate received

364,000 more votes than in 1836, he was easily

defeated by General Harrison, only receiving 60

out of 291 electoral votes. This defeat, the first

the party had sustained in a Presidential con-

test since 1798, was attributed to various causes,

one of the principal of which was the growing

opposition of the Southern party to Mr. Yan

Buren.

And now conies a curious chapter in this his-

tory. General Harrison died after occupying the
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Presidential chair one short month, and was suc-

ceeded by John Tyler, the Vice-President, elected

with him as a Whig. But having been long a

Democrat, the new President was not deeply

rooted in his new faith, and scon fell from

grace, or rather to the secession wing under the

leadership of Mr. Calhoun, whom he now invited

into his Cabinet as Secretary of State.

And now was executed one of those political

schemes unsurpassed by the genius of Tallyrand

or William Pitt. The annexation of Texas—at

this time, 1813, struggling for independence

—

was seized upon as a measure which would

strengthen the slave States in the coming strug-

gle, and the popularity of which would enable

Calhoun perhaps to capture the next Democratic

convention and achieve his life-long ambition to

reach the Presidency. The scheming, and log-

rolling, and letter writing which wTere developed

as accessories to this scheme covered a period of

several years, and included a large number of

persons. But in case of the failure of this enter-

prise, Mr. Calhoun had provided another " String

to his bow." A great meeting was held in

South Carolina in May, 1844, at which a series

of resolutions were adopted, of which the fol-

lowing was one:

" That the President of the United States be

requested by the general convention of slave

States to call Congress together immediately,

when the final issue shall be made up and the
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alternative distinctly presented to the free States

either to admit Texas into the Union, or to pro-

ceed calmly and peaceably to arrange the terms

of a dissolution of the Union."

Similar resolutions were adopted in different

Southern States, and the common toast, " Texas

or disunion," showed that the seeds which Cal-

houn had so industriously sown were beginning

to bear fruit, in " forcing the issue " on the

North.

But this policy was not by any means uni-

versal. A disunion meeting having been called

at Richmond, Virginia, the editor of the En-
quirer, Mr. Ritchie, repulsed the idea, saying

:

"There is not a Democrat in Virginia who will

encourage any plot to dissolve the Union."

Nashville, Tennessee, the home of General

Jackson, was equally emphatic, the citizens of

which place protested against the "desecration

of the soil of Tennessee, by having any conven-

tion held there to hatch treason against the

Union."

Nor was the expression of disunion sentiments

confined to South Carolina. Massachusetts, not to

be outdone in this direction, and incited thereto

by the same pretext—the annexation of Texas

—

made a similar threat by resolution of its Legis-

lature in the same year, 1844.

She resolved, " that the project of the annexa-

tion of Texas, unless arrested on the threshold,

may drive these States into a dissolution of the
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Union." The following extract from an address

in 1843 signed by J. Q. Adams, Joshua Gid-

dings and eleven other Congressmen is to the

same effect

:

" We hesitate not to say that annexation (of

Texas) would be identical with dissolution. It

would be a violation of our national compact, so

injurious to the wishes and feelings of the

people of the free States, as in our opinion, not

only to result inevitably in a dissolution of the

Union, hut fully to justify it"

But to return to our narrative of events.

The Democratic National Convention of 1844, in

which, as usual, South Carolina was unrepre-

sented, nominated James K. Polk for President,

who, after an exciting contest with Henry Clay,

was elected. The annexation of Texas, which

the Tyler administration had favored and par-

tially accomplished, wras soon afterwards com-

pleted, and was soon followed by the war with

Mexico. These measures—leaving the slavery

question out—were unquestionably founded upon

just principles; for Texas was practically inde-

pendent of Mexico, no attempt having been, fur

some years, made for its subjugation; and its

geographical position naturally made its annexa-

tion to the United States desirable. And it

should be remembered that the territory of

which Texas was a portion, had been ceded to

us by France in the Louisiana purchase, and

had only reverted to Spain through the ignor-
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ance or apathy of J. Q. Adams when Secretary

of State under Mr. Monroe in 1819, who, in

arranging the treaty with the latter country,

had, it was charged at the time, made the Sa-

bine instead of the Nueces river our South-

western boundary.""'

It has also been claimed that the annexation

was precipitated by Mr. Calhoun, the Secretary

of State, while peace proposals were being con-

sidered by Texas and Mexico, and that a delay

of a few months would have rendered that

measure possible without the Mexican war, and

that Mr. Calhoun hurried the business for effect

on the Presidential election then about to take

place. This position is confirmed by the follow-

ing extract of a letter addressed to Mr. Upshur,

then Secretary of State, and a strong partisan of

Calhoun's, by the Texas Commissioners

:

" It is known to you that an armistice exists

between Mexico and Texas, and that negotiations

for peace are now going on under the media-

tion of two powerful sovereigns (England and

France), mutually friendly. If we yield to your

solicitation to be annexed to the United States

under these circumstances, we shall draw upon

ourselves a fresh invasion from Mexico, incur

the imputation of bad faith, and lose the friend-

*Mr. Adams lias been relieved from the responsibility

of this boundary line by the production of a letter, show-

ing that he acted in accordance with instructions from

Mr. Monroe and Jus Cabinet.
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ship and respect of the two great mediatory

powers. Now, will yon, in the event of our

acceding to your request, step beticecn us and

Mexico and take the war of our hand*/"

Mr. Upshur's death, by the explosion of a gun

on board the United States steamer Princeton,

having occurred, Mr. Calhoun, who succeeded

him, gave the pledge to the full extent asked

for. An examination of the words italicised

reveals the fact that the first overtures for

annexation had come from the Southern Radicals

represented in Mr. Tyler's Cabinet, and was

really an effort on the part of the Calhoun party

to preserve for slavery the balance of power in

the Union.

From this statement of facts, the attentive

reader will readily perceive that the annexation

of Texas was really a measure of this mongrel

administration of Tyler's, and was not instituted,

as is asserted 1 y many historians, by the Dem-

ocratic party. For the Calhoun faction, which

occasionally acted with the Democratic party, are

no more to be considered as belonging to it

than are the Free Soil Democrats who, under

the lead of Mr. Yan Buren, left the party in

1852 and set up a different organization.

Mr. Folk's inaugural address—1845—dwelt at

considerable length upon the advantages and

blessings of the Union, and of the necessity for

its preservation, and may be taken as the uni-

versal sentiment of the party at that time. But
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he offered Mr. Calhoun a place in his Cabinet,

which he declined, he (Calhoun) at the time

expressing strong Union sentiments. And it

should bo remembered, that although Mr. Cal-

houn had become the especial leader of the

slavery party, which he sought to strengthen in

every possible way, even to the destruction of

the Democratic party, if that were deemed neces-

sary for the preservation of slavery, yet he had

not committed any overt act, and most of his

letters go to show that he did not think that

disunion, the last resort, would ever become

necessary. And the last public act of his life was

the suggestion, in his last speech in the Sen-

ate, of a compromise amendment to the Con-

stitution whereby, he supposed, the Union might

be preserved.

And now, if the expression of disunion senti-

ments merited the rope, how would Wendell

Phillips, J. Q. Adams and Joshua Giddings have

afterwards fared ?

The Mexican war, whether just or not in

its inception, resulted in unmixed good to our

country, followed as it was by the acquisition

of California and Xew Mexico, for which, by the

terms of the treaty, fifteen millions of dollars

were paid.

The era of slavery was not extended, as that

institution was recognized in Texas before annex-

ation. Indeed, if anything, it was somewhat
limited, as the Missouri Compromise of L820 had
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restricted slavery to 36° 30' north latitude,

while the northern boundary of Texas, as claimed,

extended to the 42d degree. The great impulse

given to trade and commerce by the occupation

of the Pacific coast, will be remembered by many

readers as a comparatively recent occurrence.

The conclusion of the war brought one of the

actors, General Taylor, prominently before the

country, and he was selected by the Whig party

as its Presidential candidate in 1S4S. Being

very popular, he was elected over General Lewis

Cass, the Democratic nominee. This result was,

however, directly brought about by the course

pursued by Mr. Yan Buren, who, disappointed by

the rejection of the New York delegates at the

Baltimore Democratic Convention, withdrew from

the party, organized what was known as the

Free Soil party, and was nominated by that

party for the Presidency. This course gave New
York to the Whigs and defeated General Cass.

At the next election, in 1852, Franklin Pierce,

the Democratic nominee, was chosen over Gen-

eral Scott by a very large majority. The Free

Soil party put up Mr. John P. Hale, who polled

a very light vote. This election is noted as the

last appearance of the Whig party, it - having

been mostly merged shortly afterwards into what

is now known as the Itepublican organization, into

which the Free Soilers also disappeared. The

creation of the territories of Kansas and Nebraska

became at this time another occasion of much

contention and wrangling.
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The terms of the Missouri Compromise of 1820

prohibited the extension of slavery north of 36°

30' latitude in the territories north and west of

Missouri. This had been conceded to offset the

admission of Missouri into the Union as a- slave

State, and hence the term compromise. By the

terms of this compromise, Kansas ought to have

been admitted only as a free State. But believ-

ing Congress had no power to legislate slavery

either into or out of a territory, a bill was passed,

mainly by the efforts of Stephen A. Dougla?,

providing for the government of Kansas and Ne-

braska, with a provision attached, that the people

of the territories should determine whether slavery

should be allowed therein or not. This provision,

though in the nature of a compromise, excited

violent opposition, and was stigmatized as "Squat-

ter Sovereignty.*' It was opposed by the North

as extending the limits of slavery in violation

of the bargain, so to speak, by which Missouri

had been admitted with slavery. It was also

equally unpopular in the South, the leaders of

that section taking the position that slavery

being recognized by the Constitution, they had

the right to carry their slaves into the territo-

ries. The position taken by Mr. Douglas on

the question, accords fully with the Democratic

doctrine of government by the people, and as

time removes us further from the ill-will engen-

dered by the slavery agitation, its truth and jus-

tice will be more appreciated and acknowledged.
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The " Dred Scott" case ought alsD to be noted

here. A negro of that name, a slave of a

United States army surgeon, Mr. Emerson, was

taken by his master to Rock Island, Illinois,

where they resided two year?, 1834 to 183G,

when Dred married a slave woman belonging to

a Major Taliaferro, living at Fort Snellinfr, Min-

nesota. Returning to St. Louis, Mr. Emerson

bought Dred's wife, and the family accompanied

him back where they had resided several years.

Finally, on this state of facts, Dred brought suit

for his freedom, and also that of his wife and chil-

dren in the State Circuit Court, which he gained.

It was appealed thence to the Supreme Court

of that State, and finally to the United States

Supreme Court at Washington, where the case

came to trial in 1854. The decision—adverse to

the poor claimants—has been much discussed

as favoring the extreme Southern view of the

right of the owner to carry his slaves into any

territory of the United States, as in the case of

Dred's wife. At the North the most violent

assaults have been made upon this decision of

Chief Justice Taney, supported by the entire

bench of s'x associate judges. Perhaps, when

the ill-feeling engendered by the angry discussions

of those days shall have passed away, it will

occur to followers of William H. Seward's

"higher law" doctrine that judges are not respon-

sible for the good or bad effects of the laws

they are called to determine upon, and that
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in all cases, if the " law allows it," the " court

awards it," if it does its duty.

The Democratic National Convention met in

Cincinnati June 2d, 1856, and on the 17th bal-

lot nominated James Buchanan. The principal

feature of the platform was the adoption of the

Douglas principle as evinced by the 3d resolu-

tion, viz. :
" That by the uniform application of

the Democratic principle to the organization of

the territories, and the admission of new States

with or without domestic slavery, as they may
elect, the 'equal rights of all the States will be

preserved intact; the original compacts of the

Constitution maintained inviolate, and the per-

petuity and expansion of the Union insured to

its utmost capacity."

On this profession of principle, the question

went to the people, and Air. Buchanan was

elected by a large majority, receiving 174 elec-

toral votes to 111 for Mr. Fremont, the Repub-

lican candidate.

The peace of the country was much disturbed

during the next four years by the violent scenes

enacted in Kansas; the question whether it

should be a free or slave State, the cause. A
convention was held and a constitution formed

at a place called Lecompton favorable to slavery,

which upon representations that the voice of the

people was not consulted, was rejected by Con-

gress, Senator Douglas taking strong grounds

against it Another convention, held at Wyan-
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dottc, in March, 1859, framed a new State con-

stitution, which was opposed to slavery, and

under which Kansas was finally admitted into the

Union in 1861.

The agitation of the slavery question had now

again become intense. It needed but a spark to

kindle a great explosion. This spark was soon

not wanting. A poor fanatic named John Brown,

who had already been conspicuous in the border

troubles of Kansas, incited by the settled con-

viction that he was the chosen instrument' of

the Lord to free the slaves, collected a small

band of followers, and on the 16th of October,

1859, made a descent upon Harper's Ferry, in

Virginia, with a total force of twenty-two men,

seventeen white and live black. The surprise

was complete, and he was in possession of the

town and the government arsenal in a few hours.

But the slaves failing to respond to his invita-

tion, he was surrounded, his followers killed
#
or

dispersed, and being badly wounded and cap-

tured, the poor fool was afterwards hanged. That

he was a fanatic may be judged from this

extract from Eedpath's biography:

"Often, I was told, the old man (Brown) would

retire to the densest altitudes to wrestle with

his God in prayer. After thence retiring, he

would say the Lord had directed him in visions

what to do, and that he was only acting in

obedience to the will of the Lord, and fighting

God's battles/'
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The effect of this raid was most intense. In

the North, Brown was regarded as a martyr; in

the South, as only the tool of a large body of

zealots, ready to kindle again the fires of San
Domingo in the sacred name of liberty. It was
no longer necessary for any Calhoun to " force

the issue" on the North, the North had forced

the issue on the South.
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In this state of excitement, the Presidential

election of 1860 came on. The Democratic con-

vention was held at Charleston, S. C, April 23,

1S60. After live days' contention, a resolution

affirming the right of the people of a State or

territory to decide for or against slavery, as con-

tained in the Cincinnati platform of 1856, was

adopted ; whereupon the delegates from nearly all

the Southern States, acting upon instructions

contingent upon the adoption of such a resolu-

tion, withdrew from the convention. A member

from Mississippi said :
" In such a contingency

of things, it is right we should part. You go

your way, and we will go ours. The South

leaves you. But I tell the North that in less

than sixty days you will find a united South

standing side by side/' To which among others

Mr. Pugh, of Ohio, answered :
" The Democracy

of the North are willing to stand by the ' old

(31)
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landmarks,' to reaffirm the old faith. They will

deeply regret to part with their Southern brethren.

But if the gentlemen of the South will abide

with us only on the terms they now propose,

they must goP And the Southern party went

out of the Democratic party then, and out of

the Union soon thereafter.

After a number of ineffectual attempts to make
a nomination under the two-thirds rule, the con-

vention adjourned to meet at Baltimore June IS,

1S60. Thus was fulfilled the threat of Calhoun

in 1812: " When any obstacle in that (the Demo-
cratic party), shall tend to throw us out of its

control, we shall then resort to a dissolution of

the Union.'' For it was known that the dis-

ruption of the party would result on the suc-

cess- of the llepublicans, an event ardently

desired by the secessionists, as affording them
the rretext they were seeking.

The regular Democratic Convention reassembled

at Baltimore, pursuant to adjournment, with 200

delegates in attendance, and Stephen A. Douglas,

of Illinois, was nominated for President, and

Benjamin Fitzpatrick, of Alabama, for Vice-

President, who declining, was substituted by

Herschel Y. Johnson, of Georgia.

The seceders, or Southern faction, also met at

Baltimore June 28, 18G0, and nominated John
C. Breckenridge, of Kentucky, for President, and

Joseph Lane, of Oregon, for Yice-President.

Another party, the remnant of the old native
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Americans, calling itself " Constitutional Union/
1

also assembled at Baltimore, and put in nomi-

nation John Bell, of Tennessee, for President,

and Edward Everett, of Massachusetts, for Yice-

President.

The Republican Convention met at Chicago

May 16, 1S60, and Abraham Lincoln secured

the Presidential nomination on the third ballot,

Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine, being nominated

for Vice-President. The platform consisted of

seventeen resolutions, of which the 4th, as affirm-

ing non-interference with slavery where it existed,

is interesting. It reads

:

4th. " That the maintenance inviolate of the

rights of the States, and especially of the right

of each State, to order and control its own
domestic institutions according to its own iudsr-

ment exclusively, is essential to that balance of

powers on which the perfection and endurance

of our political fabric depend ; and we denounce

the lawless invasion, by armed force, of the soil

of any State or territory, no matter under what

pretext, as amongst the gravest of crimes.

"

Thus were the preliminaries for this great

contest arranged, with four contestants entered.

The result was the defeat of Mr. Douglas and

the election of Mr. Lincoln, as foreseen and

desired by the Southern party. That it would

have not so resulted but for the division of the

Democratic party the return of votes indicates

very plainly. The result of this quadrangular
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race for the Presidency in 1860, on the popular

vote of the country, was as follows

:

For Douglas 1,291,574

For Breckenridge 850,082

Total 2,141,656

For Lincoln ....1,857,610

Combined majority of Douglas and Breckinridge... 2S4,04G

For Bell and Everett G4G,124

Total opposition to Lincoln 930,170

By the above figures it will be seen, that

though the Republican party, through the dis-

sensions of its opponents, had been able to elect

Mr. Lincoln, yet the conservative opposition were

in a large majority, and at the same time actually

had control of the United States Senate by a

majority of four, and of the House by twenty-

two votes. Yet, as though urged by some evil

genius to tempt fate, the Southern leaders, shut-

ting their eyes to all consequences, proceeded,

as soon as the election of Mr. Lincoln was

ascertained, to carry out their programme of

secession.

We have already seen that there was but little

difference in the positions of the different parties

on the slavery question at this time, affecting

only its existence in the territories, viz. : The
Democratic position—the inhabitants to determine

yes or no ; the Southern position—the Constitu-

tion allows it; the Republican position—the Mis-

4
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souri Compromise forbids it; the Bell-Everett

position—the Constitution to determine.

It is needless to repeat that the position of

the Democratic party was in accordance with

its avowed principle from its earliest history.

The election of Mr. Lincoln was the signal

for the secession of most of the Southern States,*

followed immediately by the formation of the

Southern Confederacy, and the firing of the first

gun of the war upon Fort Sumpter. In the new
situation party lines were forgotten, and the two

sections stood face to face, the North determined

to uphold the authority of the Union ; the South

equally determined to separate from those they

deemed inimical to their interests.

The position of the greater portion of North-

ern Democrats in this emergency is reflected

by the remarks of Mr. Douglas, who, in a

speech at Norfolk, Virginia, in 18^0, frankly

declared, that in the event of the election of

Mr. Lincoln he would adhere to and uphold the

Union. (See Life of Douglas.) That this feeling-

was general at the North is evidenced by

extracts from some of the leading newspapers of

that section at the period. From the New York
Tribune, April 15, 1861:

''Democrat as well as llepublican, Conservative

as well as Radical, instinctively feel that the

* Maryland, Kentucky, Missouri and West Virginia did

not, by their regular constituted authorities, at any

time secede from the Union,
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guns fired at Sumpter were aimed at the heart

of the American Republic." From the Albany

Argus, (Dem.): "If its (the government's) objects

and results were to restore the Union and re-es-

tablish the Constitution over these States, it

might be worth all the sacrifices it imposed.

For ourselves, we should place no impediment

in its way, but bid it God-speed to the end.

Every Democrat in the North will take the same

position." From a letter of George Law to Mr.

Lincoln, April 25, 1SG1 :

u There is entire una-

nimity on the part of the people of the free

States to sustain the government and maintain

the Union/'

Mr. McClernand, (Dem.), of Illinois, offered a

resolution, which was adopted by Congress July,

1861, which resolved, " That this House pledges

itself to vote for any amount of money and any

number of men that may be necessary to secure

a speedy and effectual suppression of the rebel-

lion."

As it h now the fashion of Republican

leader?, with more zeal for their party than

regard for the facts, to accuse the Democrats

with having been opposed to the Union, it is

well to remember that the Democratic Northern

States furnished their full quota of troops as

promptly as any, and that it* they had not done

so it would' have been utterly impossible to have

upheld the supremacy of the Union.

The civil war thus having boon forced upon
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the country by the united efforts of the Radicals

North and South, neither of whom recognized

the authority of the Constitution," soon spread

beyond control ; was prosecuted on either side

with the most resolute determination, and was

only terminated by the complete exhaustion of

the South, which was compelled to succumb,

to use the language of General Lee, "by the

superior numbers and resources of the North."

The next Presidential election occurred in lSGi,

durin^ the continuance of the war. The Demo-

cratic party put General George B. McClellan

in nomination against Air. Lincoln, renominated

by the Republicans. The platform asserted devo-

tion to the Union, but deprecated the war and

the manner in which it had been conducted.

The result was the re-election cf Mr. Lincoln

by the following vote

:

Lincoln 2,213,055

McClellan 1,802,237

These returns arc quite incomplete. Owing to

the existence of the war, the elections were held

in the border States and in the army under the

Many cf the Northern States had passed what were

called "personal liberty bills," in direct opposition to a

clause of the Constitution requiring the return of fugitive

slaves. Mr. Seward had also announced a "higher law"

in a speech, March 11, 1850. "I know," Jie said, "that

there are laws which regulate the conduct of men, but

when avc are legislating for State?, all these laws must

be brought to the standard of the laws of God.*'
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surveillance of the Eadical leaders. It is non-

sense to affirm that this large Democratic vote

was opposed to the Union. Had it been so, it

is not necessary to say what the result would

have been.

The extreme Eadical Republicans of the North

also held a convention at Cleveland, Ohio, in

18G1, and nominated General Fremont for the

Presidency. And, with brass enough to start a

foundry, in view of their personal "Liberty

Bills," which their influence had caused to be

passed, and their direct violation of the Consti-

tution, these people had yet the cheek to adopt

the following resolution

:

2d. "That the Constitution and laws of the

United States must be observed and obeyed.''

Another resolution of this delectable set of

patriots reads as follows

:

13th. " That the confiscation of the lands of

the rebels and their distribution among the soldiers

and actual settlers, is a measure of justice.
, ''

In order that the law of compensation and

general average should not be too grossly vio-

lated, probably the convention had enough good

sense left to pass the following

:

11th. "That the Constitution shall be so

Tourgee, the author of tlie "Fool's Errand," must

have been of this breed of Radicals, lie said: "This

snuffling whine about peace and conciliation is sheer

weakness. The North is simply a conqueror, and if

the results she fought for are to be secured, she musl

rule a-; a conqueror.* 1

P. 1"»:».
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amended that the President and Vice-President

shall be elected by a direct vote of the people.''

But before the election the leaders in this

movement were placated, and the organization

was abandoned.

The surrender cf General Lee, April 9th, 1SG5,

was soon followed by an entire cessation of

hostilities. But the joy which this occasioned

was soon marred by the assassination of Presi-

dent Lincoln, April 14th, 1865, by a fanatic

named John Wilkes Booth. The most improba-

ble tales were concocted as to the motives which

prompted Booth to the commission of the dread-

ful crime. One representative, Loan, of Missouri,

charged Andrew Johnson with connivance in

the murder to enable him to reach the Presi-

dential chair, but time has abundantly demon-

strated that this insinuation was totally ground-

less.

Of the various " .Reconstruction " measures

which were proposed it is unnecessary to speak,

as the Democratic party was out of power and

had no measures before the people. Andrew

Johnson failed to please the party which had

elected him, by whom he was subsequently im-

peached, but was not convicted or removed.

The next Presidential contest, in 1868, resulted

in the election of General U. S. Grant, Repub-

lican, over Horatio Seymour, Democrat, and the

same Eepublican leader was also successful over

the Independent candidate, Mr. Horace Greeley,

in 1872.
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-The period of time during Grant's adminis-

tration has become noted for the profligacy and

corruption which reigned at Washington. "Whis-

key Ring?," "Indian Steals,'' "Credit Mobilier

Swindles," and District of Columbia " Paving

Frauds" will be long remembered as among the

infamous transactions of those days. And the

"carpet-bag" governments of the South, inflicted

upon the States "lately in rebellion" by the

Republican party—"the perfection of knavery;" a

"synonym of rascality"—will not be soon for-

gotten.

The exigencies of the war had compelled the

Republican party to emancipate the slaves. That

this assertion may not be doubted, the following

testimony is adduced ; it occurs in the speech

of .Representative Brown, of Illinois, in Con-

gress, July 18, 1861:

" The war is not for the extermination of

slavery, nor has the general government ever

assumed the power of, in any shape or manner,

controlling the institution of slavery in the

States where it exists. These troubles have grown

out of precisely the opposite, out of the aggres-

sions of slavery itself and its continued strug-

gles for expansion. But if they force the issue

on us, whether the government shall go down

to maintain the institution of slavery, or whether

slavery shall be obliterated, then I am for the

government and against slavery."

And Dixon, of Connecticut, at the same time
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said: "If it shall turn out that this government

or slavery must he destroyed, then the people

of the North will say, rather than lot the gov-

ernment perish, let slavery perish/'

And in compliance with the necessity here

presented, on the 1st of January, 1S63, Presi-

dent Lincoln issued his proclamation, declaring

that the slaves in the States and parts of

States then in rebellion "are and shall be free,"

which was further stated to be done as "a

fit and necessary war measure—upon military

necessity.'' This step was followed by an amend-

ment to the Constitution the same year, forbid-

ding slavery in the United States—the last act

in the " irrepressible conflict"—the final result of

Calhoun's " forcing the issue en the North"—

hardly foreseen by him.

The rio-ht of suffrage also was soon afterwards

bestowed on the freed slaves—a measure deemed

by its leaders as necessary to maintain the

ascendancy of the Republican party in the South.

But contrary to their sanguine expectations, the

negroes have been influenced to a great extent

within a few years by their employers and from

disaffection with the Republican party, to vote the

opposite ticket, and the ballot in their hands

has simply increased the strength of the anti-

Republicans. On Democratic principles—the right

of self-government—the negroes ought to be

allowed to vote. Yet a large and sudden

increase of ignorant voters is not desirable in

any State.
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The Presidential contest of 1S76 between Til-

den and Hayes will long be remembered for the

closeness of the result. Mr. Tilden had 184

electoral votes, one less than necessary for a

choice, not including Louisiana, South Carolina

and Florida. Each of these States had un-

doubtedly gone Democratic, but the Republican
" returning boards " threw out votes enough to

change the result. A long and bitter contest

ensued, which was finally submitted to an Electoral

Commission created by an act of Congress, com-

posed of five members of each House and five

Associate Justices of the Supreme Court, of which,

by skillful management, the Republicans secured

eight of the fifteen members. The following is

the list—the Republicans in italics :

Senators, Edmunds, Morton, Frelinghuyun,

Thurman and Bayard; members of the House,

Payne, Hun ton, Abbott, Garfield and Hoar.

The associate justices were Clifford, Miller,

Field, Strong, and Bradley.

Composed as this Commission was, of men
occupying the highest positions of honor and

trust, it would seem that their decision would

have been rendered in accordance with the facts

of the case, and in favor of Mr. Tilden. But
unable to rise above party considerations, by a

strict party vote of eight to seven the commis-

sion gave the seat to Mr. Hayes.

It is now well known and freely admitted by

leading Republicans that Mr. Tilden was the
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undoubted choice of the people, and the result

was set aside by party management in securing

upon the Commission a majority of unscrupulous

Republican politicians, who would, and did, stoop

to fraud to secure party success.

That ward politicians might have been expected

to have done this is, perhaps, quite creditable,

but that United States Senators and Justices of

the Supreme Court could have thus stultified

themselves, was hitherto supposed to be impos-

sible.

That the election of Mr. Tilden was get aside

in utter disregard of the expressed will of the

majority, is now generally admitted. The fol-

lowing from the Chicago Journal (Republican),

of March 9, 1861, is to the point:

u Xo man in the Republican party owes so

much to Democratic blundering as ex-President

Hayes. The first blunder they made was ia con-

senting to the Electoral Commission to settle the

dispute about the Presidency when they held the

power in their own hands under the Constitu-

tion to settle it in favor of their own candi-

date. But they waived their right, consented to

an arbitration and got dickered"

This is a remarkable confession— that Demo-

crats, or the people rather, may always expect

to get dickered whenever they submit their case

to the highest tribunals in the land, if composed

of Republican-.

A similar declaration was made in the Sen-
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ate of the United States by Conkling, of New
York, at that time one of the " noblest Eomar.s

of them all." But as " Conk," as they now

style him, is no longer Lord Eoscoe, his asser-

tions may be derided as of no authority.
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The returns of the popular vote of 1870, as

published in the New York Tribune Almanac,

also clearly indicate the election of Mr. Tilden :

For S. J. Tilden 4,285,992

For R. B. Hayes 4,033,708

Tildcn'.s majority 252,224

It may be said that this monstrous injustice

ought not to have been submitted to by the Amer-

ican people. To this it is only necessary to

answer, that the cause had been submitted to a

very high court, with the confident expectation

that justice would be done. To the decisions of

lawfully constituted authorities it is the practice

of our people, and especially of the Democracy,

to bow, and though this decision was heinously

and flagrantly wrong, no instance can be pointed

t) of a Democratic hand being raised in oppo-

sition. Yery different the conduct of General

Grant, the Republican President, who surrounded

Washington with soldiers while this delicate sub-

ject was under discussion. And it follows ns

,iS,
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a necessary consequence that the remarkable

frauds and Star Itoute stealings of the Hayes

administration since find their only parallel in

those perpetrated during Grant's terms of the

previous years. Hal Mr. Tilden been assigned

the seat to which he had been fairly elected, it

is just to presume that the same high principle

of opposition to official corruption which had so

distinguished his course as Governor of New York

State would have been displayed at Washington,

and the Chief Magistracy of the nation would

not have been, during his time at least, as it

has been during the last administrations, tho head-

quarters of "dens of thieves."

Another incident in connection with tho selec-

tion of Mr. Hayes by the Electoral Commission

should be here noticed. In Louisiana and South

Carolina there was a conflict between the two

parties, each claiming control of the State gov-

ernment. It has been stated in certain quarters

that the installation of Mr. Hayes was conceded

by the Democrats on the condition that the

" Carpet Bag " State governments of these States

should not be recognized by the Hayes admin-

istration. This arrangement, whether formally

stipulated between the parties or not, was, how-

ever, immediately carried into effect, and the

" travelling politicians" soon after packed their

valises, with hearty objurgations on the " wise

men" who had made their political venture at

the South "a fool's errand."
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The curious part of this transaction remains

to be noticed. The same vote which was given

for Mr. Tilden in one of these States, and which

was decided to be illegal by the Electoral Com-

mission, was afterwards held to be valid, and

the State government elected by it was recog-

nized by the Republican party.

The truth probably is, that the Southern people

were so tired, had been so plundered by the

" Carpet Bag" adventurers, that they were will-

ing to consent to almost any measure that would

relieve them of the incubus. For, under the rule

of the miscreants, the debts of South Carolina

and Louisiana had more than trebled in a few

years.

And now it came to pass that one of the

actors in this chapter of fraud and connivance in

defeating the people's will, and who had also

been implicated in some of the peculiar trans-

actions of Grant's administration, was selected to

be tho standard-bearer of the Republican party.

When it is remembered besides that Mr. Gar-

held had supported the bill increasing the Presi-

dential salary from $25,000 to §50,000—a measure

very obnoxious to the great majority of the

American people—it is amazingly strange that

he should have been elected in 1880 over Gen-

eral Hancock, of whose patriotism, ability and

honesty there was not a shadow of doubt.

Two causes combined to produce this effect.

The first was, that the South had been, since
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Reconstruction, solidly Democratic. This fact

was distorted, and every effort made to keep

alive the ill-feeling produced by the late war,

and to alarm the fears of the North—that Dem-

ocratic success meant re-enslavement of the black

people, payment of Southern war debts, the

re establishment of the Southern Confederacy, and

a hundred other things equally absurd.

Another cause for this defeat was the tariff

question. The position of the old Democratic

party—" revenue the object, protection the inci-

dent"—is undoubtedly the correct one as com-

bining "the greatest good to the greatest num-

ber" of citizens, and if fairly placed before the

people will command their support. The oppo-

site position—"protection the object, revenue the

incident"—is too absurd to deserve much com-

ment. But sustained by powerful rings of inter-

ested manufacturers, it exerted a deciding influ-

ence upon this political campaign, which resulted

in the election of Mr. Garfield.

As the statement has often been made that

the Democratic party is dead—was killed by the

war, etc., their vote in the Presidential election

of 1880 is appended. It will be readily seen

that although not successful the vote polled still

indicates the active existence of a very large and

powerful party

:

For Garfield 4,445,839

For Hancock 4,443,535

Republican majority 2,304
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These figure:-, published soon after the election,

were slightly changed by the fuller returns,*

increasing Mr. Garfield's majority, which may be

set down at less than 3,000 in round numbers,

out of an aggregate vote of over 9,000,000. The

total vote, indeed, including 308,486 for Weaver

(Greenbacker), and 10,835 for Dow (Temperance),

was published as 9,210,095. By these figures it

would appear certain that the Democratic party,

without the aid of the government patronage or

thieving rings, is neither dead nor yet sleeping.

From the incidents already narrated in this

work, the following general deductions may be

stated as Democratic principles:

1st. It is the right of the people to govern

themselves; through representatives if desired.

2d. As differences of opinion exist in all socie-

ties, it is necessary that the will of a designated

majority shall be obeyed.

3d. That all laws ought to be based upon

the principle of the greatest good to the greatest

number.

4th. That the habits of economy and frugality

of the people ought to be practiced by their

representatives.

In conclusion it may be said, that when these

principles are carried out to their legitimate

*The New York Spirit of the Times, April, 1881, pub-

lished the result from returns on record at Washington,

giving Mr. Garfield less than 539 votes more than Gen-
eral Hancock received.
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results the evils imposed upon society by the neces-

sity of governments will be reduced to the

lowest possible minimum. For, it is now a

universally accepted maxim that the world is

governed too much, and also that the objects of

legislation should be as few as possible.

The power to make laws should be kept near

the people, who are the best, as they are of

right, the only judges of that which will best

conduce to their welfare. Jefferson happily

alluded to this principle in his inaugural address.

"Sometimes it is said that man cannot be

entrusted with the government of himself. Can

lie be then entrusted with the government of

others? Or, have we found angels in the form

of kings to govern him? Let history answer."

From what has been so far recorded, the fol-

lowing axioms may be confidently asserted:

1st. The people to govern (demos hrateo).

2d. The will of the majority is the will of

the people.

3d. The popular expression of that will is

law.

4th. The law, until repealed, must be observed.

From these general principles the deduction has

been made, that the Constitution, being the prop-

erly expressed will of the majority, is binding

on all. And that it may not be terminated at

the will of an individual.

The further deduction then follows, that the

Constitution includes the delegation of a portion
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of the sovereignty to the general government for

special purposes, to which extent the United

States are superior to, and its laws have priority

over any other legislative body.

It has also been still further shown that the

people of the States have erected a tribunal

—

the United States Supreme Court—to which to

refer all controversies arising out of the estab-

lishment of this limited central government.

And that the people of any State, acting in

opposition to this Constitution are guilty of resist-

ance to the regularly constituted authority, which

constitutes treason.

These facts fully confute the assertion of the

Northern and Southern .Radicals, that the prin-

ciples of the Democratic party sustained the

secession of the South.

It has also been shown that the Democratic

party opposed and defeated " Nullification," which

was founded on the peculiar doctrine, that a

State may oppose and nullify a law of the United

States; and that it also opposed secession,

grounded upon the same belief, supporting Mr.

Douglas, who openly declared his purpose to

uphold and sustain the Union in the event of

the election of Mr. Lincoln. (See Life of Douglas,

p. 120).

The party was also opposed to and prevented

the waste of the public money by the United

States Bank, and instituted the United States

Treasury, in which the public money is kept by
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the government's officers. It has also uniformly

favored a low tariff, with incidental protection,

as the interests of consumer?, as wrell as pro-

ducers, ought to be consulted, and the greatest

good to the greatest number should continue

always to be the rule.

The party has also proposed an amendment
to the Constitution doing away with the agency

of the Electoral College, and submitting the choice

of the Presidency to the direct vote of the

people. This measure, so eminently wise and

democratic, was strongly recommended by Gen-

eral Jackson, and should still be continuously

brought before the people until consummated.

And the party has also always been in favor of a

plain, economical administration of the govern-

ment, and opposed to the extravagant habits of

public men, which has lately necessitated so large

an increase in their salaries.

To conclude, the Democratic principle—the

people to govern—is a practical rule by which

all public acts can be measured, a comra^s by

which every man can, and if he knows his own
interest, will direct his political course.

To illustrate, suppose the question should arise,

shall the President continue to appoint the vast

army of some 70,000 government officials? this

rule gives the answer without hesitation : should

some Hamilton suggest that the people don't

know enough to govern themselves, a Democratic

Jefferson is ready with the reply, kings and presi-

dents arc but men.
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In view of all these facts, the Democratic

party must be in the future, as in the past,

the party of the people. Vindicated from the

unjust accusations of its enemies, it will always

aim to promote the true interests of the people

in their right of self-government.

Leaving the dead issues of the past, it recog-

nizes the futility of again " threshing the old

straw," and now proposes to meet the issues of

to-day in the establishment of a government "of

the people for the people."



CHAPTER V.

STATE RIGHTS.

The Term Not Understood at (he North—New England Ccnfedtration

of I6h3— Congress cf 177k and Articles of Confederation— Views of

Leading Statesmen on the Adoption cf the Constitution—Attempts to

Destroy the Union—Shay's Rebellion— Whiskey Insurrection—Hartford

Contention—Nullification— General Jackson's Opinion of State Mights

— 'Two Half Shears cf Disunion.

In
-

1861, Dr., Russell, the correspondent of the

London Times, was ascending the Mississippi

river in a steamboat, on board of which were a

number of Confederate troops. One poor fellow,

wounded and wasted by disease, said to him

:

" Stranger, if I die, remember I die for State

Rights. Put that in the papers, won't you?"

Robert Fallon died for State Rights. Mr. Par-

ton, who relates the above incident in his very

readable biography of John Randolph, truly re-

marks that seven-tenths of the voters at the

North hardly know what this man meant by

"State Rights."

In the following pages it is proposed to give

a comprehensive account cf the formation of the

Union of the United States, and of the different

attempts that have been made to oppose or

destroy it. In doing so, quotations will be freely

given from the speeches and writings of the

principal actors in the scenes, or from the his-
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torians of those times, to enable the reader to

draw his own conclusions. The limits assigned

to this subject preclude more than a sketch of

the different moves upon the political chess-

board, and of the actors who participated in

them, yet sufficient will be given to enable the

general reader to form an idea of the value of

the Union and of the efforts that have been

made for its destruction and for its preservation.

As the facts herein adduced may lead to different

conclusions from those which the reader may

have been accustomed to entertain—that disunion

sentiments have had existence only in one sec-

tion, or one party of our common country—it

is proper to say that only the exact facts are

given—" Nothing extenuated nor aught set down

in malice."

The circumstances which led to the formation

of the Union of the States will first be noticed.

In those troublesome times which " tried men's

souls," the full force of the maxim "in Union

there is strength," was quickly recognized. Con-

sequently as early as 1643 four New England

colonies sent commissioners to Boston, who agreed

upon twelve articles of confederate Union. As

the first attempt at Union in our country they

possess much interest.

1st. " The Colonies cf Massachusetts, Plymouth,

Connecticut and New Haven, do agree and con-

clude that they will hereafter be called and

known as the United Colonies of New England."
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2d. " The said united colonies, for themselves

and for their posterities, do jointly and severally

hereby enter into a firm and perpetual league

for offence and defence—mutual safety and gen-

eral welfare."

3d. "Each colony retains its distinctive juris-

diction and control over its domestic and local

affairs, institutions and laws—no other colony to

be admitted without consent of the whole."

4th. " The charge of all wars and other gen-

eral expenses to be borne in proportion to the

number of male inhabitants between sixteen and

sixty years of age."

5th. " The Assembly was to consist of two

members from each colony, to meet annually

—

had power to determine all affairs cf war and

peace, pertaining to the general welfare, out not

to intermeddle with the local affairs of the col-

onies" Two-thirds concurrence required to carry

into effect any proposed measure.

6th. " Upon due notice of invasion each col-

ony shall immediately send forward its quota of

troops," etc.

7th. " The President to be elected annually."

8th. "Authorizes the Assembly to make gen-

eral regulations for preserving peace and pre-

venting war, and to regulate intercourse with

the Indian tribes."

9th. "It is also agreed that if any servant

shall run away from his master into any other

of these confederated jurisdictions, that in such
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case, upon the certificate of one magistrate in

the jurisdiction ont of which the said servant

fled, or upon other due proof, the said servant

shall be delivered either to his master, or to any

other that pursues and brings such certificate or

proof."

10th. ''Provides against hasty or inconsiderate

wars," etc.

11th. "Provides for extraordinary meetings of

the Assembly."

12th. " The confederacy to be perpetual, and

any violation of the articles of confederacy to be

considered and adjudged by the Assembly ; so

that the peace and the confederation shall be

entirely preserved without violation."

This confederacy, formed over two hundred

and forty years ago, was the model of the Con-

tinental Congress of 1771—130 years afterwards.

The discussions attending its adoption were also

similar ; Massachusetts, the largest colony, insisted

on relative suffrage, while, on the other hand,

the Plymouth delegates were instructed not to

yield the principle of colonial equality, as finally

adopted in the sixth article.

The ninth article, it will be seen, reveals a

fugitive slave law identical with that which was
afterwards embodied in the United States Con-

stitution, and in nearly identical language. The
third, and the latter clause of the sixth article,

show that at this early day the people of the

smaller colonies were jealous of " State Rights."
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The next confederation, usually known as the

Continental Congress, was occasioned by the

troubles with England. As early as 1772, the

Assembly of Massachusetts had appointed a com-

mittee of correspondenc?, which action was soon

followed by the other colonies. This step was

naturally followed by a proposition for an annual

Congress of all the colonies—the suggestion of

Virginia. The proposition was immediately acted

upon, and the first Congress assembled in 177-i

—

a step in the national direction. In 1776 the

celebrated Declaration of Independence was made
by the Congress, declaring all connection with

the mother country dissolved. This national act

was "done in the name and by the authority

of the good people cf these colonies." Two
years later, that is, in 1778, the Continental

Congress adopted the well-known "articles of con-

federation and perpetual Union.'' The following

sentence, which occurs therein, indicates an inten-

tion to erect an authority superior to, and above

that of the States, on all designated subjects:

"Every State shall abide by the determination

of the United States, in Congress assembled, on

all questions which, by this confederation, are

submitted to them."

It is also provided in Article 21: "Each State

retains its sovereignty, freedom, and indepen-

dence, and every power, jurisdiction and right

which is not by this confederation expressly dele-
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gated to the United State?, in Congress assem-

bled."

In the articles of confederation the words,

" perpetual Union,*' occur three times, and the

sentence, " the Union shall be perpetual,"' twice,

indicating clearly the intention of the delegates

that it should never be dissolved.

As the question of slavery was not then a

subject of much consideration—slaves being held

in every colony—they could net foresee any

reason why the Union should not be perpetual,

and must have been very highly impressed with

its value to desire its endless continuance.

Nine years afterwards—1787—having experi-

enced much trouble from the insufficiency of the

confederation, a convention was held which

framed our Constitution. The question whether

there should be a national government formed

was much debated, most of the delegates, especially

those who represented the smaller States, being

quite jealous of the influence of the larger ones,

and of being overshadowed by them. The prin-

cipal debate, occupying much time, occurred on

the clause in Article 1, Sec. o: "The Senate of

the United States shall be composed of two Sena-

tors from each State. Finally the clause was

adopted as a compromise, the compensation being

that all bills for raising money and for fixing

salaries should originate in the House of Rep-

resentatives. In the debates on this proposition,

as we'd as many others, two parties began to
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be developed, one wishing much power to be

delegated to the general government, the other

inclined to reserve nearly all to the States. Mr.

Randolph said :
" The true question is, whether

we will adhere to the federal plan, or introduce

the national plan." Mr. Madison "was of

opinion there was less danger of encroachment

by the general government than from the State

governments. All the examples from other con-

federacies prove the greater tendency, in such

systems, to anarchy than to tyranny— to disobe-

dience in the members than to usurpations of the

federal head.
1 '

One of these parties, since known as Feder-

alists, proposed to have the President and Sen-

ate elected to serve "during good behavior,"

and it was suggested to have the governors of

each State appointed by the general government.

In the Constitution finally submitted to the

States for ratification, a very complete system of

government, consisting of legislative, executive

and judicial departments, was developed, which,

it provided, "shall be the supreme law of the

land, anything in the laws or Constitutions of

the States to the contrary notwithstanding."

It also made a very careful enumeration of

all subjects upon which Congress might legis-

late, and provided "that the powers not dele-

gated to the United States by the Constitution

nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved

to the States respectively or to the people."
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Under these provisions, the scope and extent of

State Rights are easily perceived.

Amendments to the Constitution were provided

for when desired by two-thirds of both Houses

of Congress or of the legislatures of each State,

to become valid only when ratified by three-

fourths of the same bodies. Unlike the articles

of confederation, the Constitution contains no

intimation that it is designed to be perpetual,

and it may be legally ended whenever three-

fourths of the States desire it. Or, in other

words, such a majority is capable of making an

amendment to the Constitution to that effect.

In this instrument we have a full-fledged gov-

ernment, deriving all its powers and authority

from the consent of the governed, and, if con-

sidered with regard to the true objects of all

governments, viz : the promotion of the welfare

of the people, the most admirable which has

yet been devised by the wisdom of man.

This Constitution was accordingly submitted to

the States for adoption, to go into effect when

approved by nine of them. It was accepted in

the following order by quite a close vote in

several of the States, and was in the first instance

rejected by both North Carolina and llhode

Island: Delaware, Dec. 7, 1TS7; Pennsylvania,

Dec. 12, 1787; New Jersey, Dec. 18, 1787;

Georgia, Jan. 2, 1788; Connecticut, Jan. 9,1788;

Massachusetts, Feb. 6, 1788; Maryland, April

28, 1788; South Carolina, May 23, 1788: New
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Hampshire, June 20, 178S; Virginia, June 26,

1788; New York, July 26, 1788; North Caro-

lina, Nov. 21, 1789; Khodc Island, May 29,

1790.

General Washington, president of the conven-

tion, announced the result of its labors in a

letter to Congress, of which the following is an

extract: "It is obviously impracticable in the

several governments of the States to secure all

the rights of independent sovereignty to each,

and yet provide for the interests and safety of

all. Individuals entering into society must give

up a share of liberty to preserve the rest."

But such was the opposition to the new Con-

stitution evinced by the two contending parties,

that it required all the influence of its friends,

including most of the eminent men of that day,

to secure its adoption. Samuel Adams, who

afterwards gave the new Constitution a reluctant

support, used this language in a letter to a

friend

:

"I confess, ai 1 enter the building, I stumble

at the threshold. I meet with a national gov-

ernment instead of a federal union of the States.

If the several States of the Union are to be one

entire nation, under one legislature, and its laws

be supreme and control the whole, the idea of

sovereignty in these States must be lost. But

should we continue distinct sovereign States, con-

federated for the purposes of mutual safety and

happiness, the people would govern themselves
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more easily; the laws of each State being well

adapted to its own genir.s and circumstances

;

and the liberties of the United States would be

more secure than they can be under the proposed

new government."

Under this Constitution our country has en-

joyed nearly a century of unparalleled pros-

perity. Yet clouds have occasionally obscured

our skies, and we have had one terrific storm.

To give some account of these wr
ill be our next

object.

The first armed opposition to the new govern-

ment occurred in 1787 in New England. Barnes's

History says :
" In New England large bodies of

men assembled, refusing to pay their taxes, and

threatening to overturn the government" This

insurrection, known as " Shay's Kebellion," reached

large proportions, and was only suppressed with

considerable effort.

Lossings' History gives this account of the

affair :
" This effort (to collect the taxes) pro-

duced great excitement in many of the States,

and finally, in 1787, a portion of the people in

Massachusetts openly rebelled. Daniel Shay,

who had been a captain in the Continental

army, marched at the head of a thousand men,

took possession of the town of Worcester, and
prevented a session of the Supreme Court. He
repeated the same, thing at Springfield. The in-

surrection soon became so formidable that Gov-

ernor Bowdoin was compelled to call out several
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thousand militia, under General Lincoln, to

suppress it. Lincoln captured one hundred

and fifty of the insurgents, and their power

was broken. A full pardon was finally offered

to all privates who had engaged in the rebellion.

Several of the ringleaders were tried and sen-

tenced to death, but none were executed."

The next trouble occurred in Pennsylvania.

Great opposition was made to raising money by

taxation. In Western Pennsylvania it was

agreed that no tax should be paid on whiskey.

The rioters were so numerous and so well organ-

ized that fifteen thousand militia wTerc ordered

out to subdue them.

The next opposition to the government occurred

previous to and during the wTar of 1812, and cul-

minated in the celebrated Hartford Convention.

Oppositi m to the war was the leading feature of

the Federal party, but though considerable oppo-

sition to the government was manifested, yet like

the nullification project of South Carolina, it

never reached the proportion of armed resistance,

as it perhaps would have done had not the wTar

ended in a blaze of glory at New Orleans.

It is now well known that Massachusetts re-

fused to allow her troops to leave the State, and

that the British declaration of war exempted the

Eastern States from blockade. It was also

charged by J. Q. Adams that a league wTith

Canada to oppose the war was partially con-

summated.
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The next serious attempt at resistance to the

national government was the nullification scheme

of South Carolina under the leadership of John
C. Calhoun. At first a Democrat, he supported

all the leading measures of that party, and in

1816, in a speech in the Senate in favor of a

tariff bill, he used this language :
" The liberty

and union cf the country are inseparable,-' and
" Disunion, this single word comprehends almost

the sum of our political dangers, and against it

we ought to be perpetually guarded."

In 1828, an excessive tariff bill having been

enacted, he opposed it, although previously an

advocate, and he supported General Jackson, as

the "choice of two evils," and at the same time

was chosen Vice-President. In December of the

same year the celebrated South Carolina exposi-

tion, of which he was the author, was put

before the country. In this document a pro-

tective tariff was pronounced unconstitutional;

enriching manufacturers at the expense of the

agriculturists, and foretelling the ruin of the

latter in consequence. The remedy for all this

was "Nullification." South Carolina was to de-

clare the tariff acts "null and void" after a cer-

tain date, and to refuse obedience to them. All

this, too, it was claimed, without infringement of

the Constitution.

This "exposition" bore its fruit in 1832, when
a State Convention was called, which resulted

in a provisional ordinance of secession. By its
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terms the tariff act was pronounced unconstitu-

tional and "null and void," and the duties were

forbidden to be paid. It also prescribed that an

appeal to the United States Supreme Court should

not be allowed, and should the federal govern-

ment attempt to enforce the law thus " nulli-

fied," South Carolina would no longer consider

herself as a member of the Federal Union.

General Jackson in this emergency acted with

his usual decision. Troops were ordered to

Charleston, and proper steps were taken to ensure

the collection of the revenues. Calhoun, who
had resigned the Yice-Presidency, was also notified

that he would be arrested on the commission of

the first overt act. He also issued a proclama-

tion, in which he announced his determination

to crush nullification as treason, and to uphold

the Union. In this document President Jackson

used no uncertain language, nor has there been

any statement made of equal ability on the sub-

ject of secession by any other of our public men.

A few extracts will be given. Of the right to

nullify, he says: "I consider the power to annul

a law of the United States incompatible with

the existence of the Union, contradicted expressly

by the letter of the Constitution, unauthorized

by its spirit, inconsistent with every principle on

which it was founded, and destructive of the

crcat objects for which it was formed." * * *

t: To say that any State may at its pleasure

secede from the Union, is to say that the United
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States arc not a nation, because it would be a

solecism to contend that any part of a nation

might dissolve its connection with the other parts,

to their injury or ruin, without committing an

offence/' * * * " The States severally have not

retained their entire sovereignty. It has been

shown that in becoming part of a nation, they

surrendered many of their essential parts of sov-

ereignty. The right to make treaties, declare

war, levy taxes, exercise exclusive judicial and

legislative powers, are all of them functions of

sovereign power. The States, then, for all these

important purposes are no longer sovereign/'

* * * u rp}
ie Tjn ion was formed for the bene-

fit of all; it was produced by mutual sacrifices

of interests and opinions. Can these sacrifices be

recalled? Can the States who surrendered their

title to the territories of the West recall the

orant? Will the inhabitants of the inland State?

agree to pay the duties that may be impesed

without their assent by those on the Atlantic or

Gulf? Shall there be a free port in one State

and onerous duties in another? No one believes

that a single right exists in a single State to

involve all the others in these and countless

other evils contrary to engagements solemnly

made. Every one must sec that the other States

must, in self defence, oppose it at all hazards/'

* * * "The duty imposed upon me by the

Constitution to take care that the laws be faith-

fully executed, shall be performed to the extent
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of the powers vested in me by law." * - *

"Be not deceived by names. Disunion by armed

force is treason. Are you ready to incur its

guilt? You may disturb the peace of the Union;

its destroyers you cannot be. You may attempt

its prosperity, yet its tranquility will be restored,

but the stain upon its national character will

remain an eternal disgrace on the memory of

those who caused the disorder.''

l$o ambiguous language this, and the last

clause truly prophetic. Let it be now remem-

bered that its author was a Democrat—a South-

ern Democrat, the leader of the party.

Through the efforts of Mr. Clay, a compro-

mise tariff was effected in 1833, and Mr. Cal-

houn giving a reluctant consent while threatened

with arrest, the storm subsided and no further

attempts at nullification were made.

But although opposition to the tariff had been

the ostensible reason for dissatisfaction, a deeper

current flowed beneath the surface. The institu-

tion of slavery, which had been a subject of

some contention at the formation of the Con-

stitution, had been gradually increasing in import-

ance until 1819, when Missouri applied for

admission into the Union as a slave State. A
violent altercation then ensued, which was finally

settled for the time being by the adoption of a

policy of compromise. One measure in this con-

nection was what should be properly termed the

Missouri Restriction, which prescribed the exist-
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cnce of slavery to the line of 36° 30' north

latitude, prohibiting it in all the territories north

and west of Missouri beyond that line. The

other was in the admission of the State of Mis-

souri itself, which was required to declare, by an

act of her legislature, that a certain provision in

her Constitution relating to slaves should never

be put in force, as a preliminary step to her

admission into the Union. It was in effecting

the latter object that Mr. Clay raised his famous

committee of thirteen, and which was really the

true Missouri Compromise of which Mr. Clay

may be said to be the author, and not of the

line of 36° 30' which, the records show, he not

only did not propose or originate, but that he

never spoke on it, nor did he indeed vote upon

it. (See this subject more fully treated in a

subsequent chapter.)

But although the slavery agitation of that time

was by these measures temporarily allayed, it

remained a slumbering fire ready to burst forth

whenever fanned by the slightest breeze.

To two men, both professional disunionists, our

country is indebted for most of the ''agitation"

which finally culminated in the extraction of the

"thorn in the flesh." Calhoun, in 1833, said:

" The South can never bo united against the

North on the tariff question ; the basis of South-

ern union must be shifted to the slavery ques-

tion." Garrison, of Massachusetts, soon after pro-

claimed: "The Constitution is a covenant with
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death and an agreement with hell." Benton,

in his Thirty Years in the Senate, aptly com-

pared the efforts of these disturbers of the peace

to the action of a pair of shears—without the

opposition of each half the other would have

been ineffectual to disturb the quiet of the

country.



CHAPTEE VI.

STATE EIGHTS—CONTINUED.

Causes Leading to Secession—Personal Liberty Bills—A Broken Consti-

tution—Delusions of Southern Leaders— Objects of Secession Cher-

ished for Thirty Years— Conservative Policy of President Lincoln-

Different Significance of the Term "State Mights"—Application to

General Citizenship, d%\

To relate all the events which terminated in

the secession of the Southern States is not within

the scope of this article. The repeal of the

"Missouri Kestriction," the annexation of Texas

and the Dred Scott decision of the Supreme

Court already referred to, all contributed fresh

food to the agitation, which finally culminated in

the secession of the Southern States in 1861

and the attempted establishment of the Southern

Confederacy. This was justified by their leaders

on the ground that the Constitution, having been

broken by most of the Northern States by the

passage of the personal "liberty bills," was no

longer of any binding effect on them. An exam-

ination of these laws would seem to confirm

this position. The law of Vermont—1S54—on

this subject contained the following provisions:

"Every person who may have been held as

a slave, who shall come or be brought, or be

in this State shall be free. Every person who

shall attempt to hold any free person in any

(74)
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form, or for any time, under the pretense that

such person has been, or is a slave, shall, on

conviction thereof, be imprisoned, not less than

five nor more than twenty years, and be fined

not less than one nor more than ten thousand

dollars."

Similar laws were passed in the same year,

1854:, by Rhode Island and Connecticut, and by

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Michi-

gan in 1855 ; by "Wisconsin and Kansas in 1858,

and by Ohio in 1859. These laws were in direct

conflict with a plain provision of the Constitu-

tion of the United States, which is in the fol-

lowing words, Art. 4, Sec. 2: "No person held

to labor or service in one State under the laws

thereof escaping into another, shall in conse-

quence of any law or regulation therein be dis-

charged from such service or labor, but shall be

delivered up on claim of the party to whom
such service or labor is due."

Not only did these personal liberty bills squarely

violate the Constitution, but they were also in

direct conflict with the decisions of the Supreme

Court on the same subject. Vet no attempt

was made by the general government, then

under the administration of Mr. Buchanan, to

enforce the authority of the Constitution against

these States, though it has been since the regu-

lar practice of the Radical Republicans to accuse

that President of " truckling to the South."

Many similarly false accusations have been
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indulged in to his discredit, from all of which

however his friends have fully vindicated his

reputation in a work entitled Buchanan's Ad-

ministration. This exhibition of "State Eights,"

or the right of a State to disregard its Consti-

tutional obligations, has never been ex?eeded by

any Southern State.

In support of the Southern view cf a broken

Constitution, the following extract of a speech

of Daniel Webster in 1851 is given:

" I have not hesitated to say, and I repeat

it, that if the Northern States refuse willfully

and deliberately to carry into effect that part

of the Constitution which requires the restora-

tion of fugitive slaves, and Congress provide no

remedy, the South would be no longer bound

to observe the compact."

Mr. Webster's great reputation as an expounder

of the Constitution, entitles his opinion to the

weight of absolute law.

AVe have already seen that Mr. J. Q. Adams had

expressed himself on the question of the annex-

ation of Texas, "as a violation of our national

compact, so injurious to the interests and feel-

ings of the people of the free States as not

only inevitably to result in a dissolution of the

Union, hit fully to justify it" Besides, it will

be seen that not only Mr. Adams but Joshua

E. Giddino-s and eleven other members of Con-

gress signed the address from which the above

extract is taken, and were thus of the same
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opinion as Daniel Webster, quoted above, that

a broken compact justified the dissolution of the

Union.

It is yet perhaps too soon to impartially con-

sider the question as to which of the two par-

ties, the Northern or Southern Radicals, are

responsible for the late civil war, with all its

attendant horrors, of lives destroyed, homes

ruined, property wasted, and morals perverted.

But in either event, the Democratic party can

point with pride to its past record and say:

"Shake not your gory locks at me; thou cans't

not say I did it." For the Democratic doctrine

—the people to govern—as propounded by

Douglas, would have eventually and peaceably

settled the question cf slavery, as the majority,

rapidly inclining to anti-slavery sentiments, would

have determined.

To relate all the incidents which led to and

accompanied the secession of the Southern States,

would require volumes. If the student of history

will consult Wilson's Rise and Fall of the

Slave Rower, Greeley's Great American Conflict,

A. II. Stephens's Constitutional View of the War

Between the States, and Benton's Thirty Years

in the United States Senate, comparing each

author's account of the events with the others,

he cannot fail to form a pretty just conception

of the subject under consideration. But enough

is given in these pages to enable the general
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reader to acquire a correct view of the causes

which produced these great events.

The secession movement was also justified on

the general grounds of necessity, and as a right

of revolution possessed by all nations, who deem
their rights to be invaded ; knowing that the

necessary concurrence of three-fourths of the

States could not be secured to an amendment

of the Constitution, providing for separation, no

effort was made in that direction. Indeed, the

Constitution was too little regarded at the time,

both in the North and South, as of far lesser

consequence than some imaginary t; higher law"

to which obeisance was made.

Many, very many fruitless efforts for concilia-

tion were made at this time by the conserva-

tives of both parties, Democrats and Republicans,

without visible effect upon the South. Puffed up

with an exaggerated idea of their own import-

ance and strength, the course marked out by the

leaders was steadily pursued. It is now almost

impossible to credit the fact that the leading

men uttered such sentiments as are on record,

and which fully confirm the ancient adage,

" Whom the gods would destroy, they first make

mad." Could more arrogance and ignorance be

condensed in lesser space than this :

ht England

will recognize us, and a glorious future is before

us ; the grass will grow in the streets of the

Northern cities, now worn by commerce; we

Will carry war where it will be easy to ad-
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vance, where food for the sword and the torch

await our enemies in their densely populated

cities ; in less than twelve months there will be

a Southern Confederacy formed, and it will he

the most successful government on the earth."

It soon appeared that the course they were

pursuing was not the outgrowth of spontaneous

impulse, caused by recent events. In the South

Carolina Secession Convention Mr. R. B. Ehett

said

:

" The secession of South* Carolina is not the

event of to-day. It is not anything produced

by Mr. Lincoln's election, or by the non-execu-

tion of the fugitive slave law; it is a matter

which has been gathering head for thirty years."

Mr. Parker also said: "It is no spasmodic

effect that has come suddenly upon us; it has

gradually been culminating for a long period."

And Mr. Inglis also declared that "most of

us have had this matter under consideration for

the last twenty years."

In point of fact there was less cause in 1860

for secession, as far as the institution of slavery

was concerned, than for many years before. The
restriction on its introduction into the territories

had been removed, and the incoming party had

announced its intention not to interfere with the

institution where it existed, and also to enforce

the provisions of the fugitive slave law. (See

resolution of the Chicago Convention.)

In his inaugural President Lincoln was also
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very explicit. He said: "Apprehension seems to

exist among the people of the Southern States,

that by the accession of a Republican administra-

tion their property and their personal peace arc

to be endangered. There has never been any

reasonable cause for such apprehension. I have

no purpose to interfere, directly or indirectly,

with the institution of slavery. I believe I have

no lawful right to do so, and I have no inten-

tion to do soP

He also quoted the resolution of the Repub-

lican party platform, just referred to above, as

expressing the sentiment of his party in full

accord with his own. But he, however, expressed

the determination of his party to prevent the

further extension of slavery into the territories,

while he at the same time announced his de-

termination to execute the fugitive slave law.

On the right of secession, the perpetuity of

the Union, etc., his position was almost identical

with that of General Jackson, some thirty years

previous. And he announced his determination

to execute the laws and preserve the authority

of the Union, etc.

But nothing would placate the Southern lead-

ers. Having determined to set up a new gov-

ernment at the South, they let the election go

by default, as a consequence of the division in

the Democratic party which they had effected,

and making the election of Mr. Lincoln a pre-

text, they proceeded to pass their acts of seces-
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sion and confederation, and to seize upon forts,

arsenals and other government property, and

finally to commence the war by opening lire on

Fort Sumpter.

Greeley, in the American Conflict, contends

that the election of Lincoln was the end and

aim of the Southern leaders when they put up

Breckenridge against Douglas. As these two

candidates together polled 28-1,000 more votes

than were cast for Lincoln, it now seems that

perhaps such was the fact.

Be this as it may, no sooner had hostilities

commenced than party lines almost entirely dis-

appeared, and the North and South went through

the conflict supported almost unanimously by the

people of each section respectively.

The appeal to arms, thus provoked by the

South, resulted most disastrously to that section,

and the loss of lives, of property and individual

happiness which ensued therefrom, is almost in-

calculable. Defeated in its aspirations, it was

compelled by the "inexorable logic of events"

to acknowledge its " destiny" and return to the

Union.

To the American citizen the lessons to be

derived from this narrative are most instructive,

of which the following appear to be the main

points

:

1st. The people of the States have delegated

a limited portion of their law-making power to

the general government for national purposes.
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2d. That fearful of usurpation, all powers not

so delegated arc expressly retained to the States,

or the people.

3d. That the Constitution so established may
not be disregarded by any State, but may be

amended, etc.

4th. That a large majority of the citizens of

the United States are attached to the form of

jrovernment thus instituted.

5 tli. And that slavery, the principal cause of

ill-feeling between the people of different States,

having been incidentally removed, their devotion

to the Union will not be again disturbed.

From the perusal of these pages the reader

will learn that the term " State Rights" has

been used .to express several very different ideas.

1st. It was used in the discussions attending

the adoption of the Constitution to designate the

right of each State, without regard to size, to

an equal representation in the general govern-

ment. This position, as we have seen, was the

subject of much debate, and was finally com-

promised by giving the smaller States an equal

representation in the Senate, but providing that

all bills for raising revenue should originate in

the House.

2d. The words "State Rights" were in the

Virginia and Kentucky resolutions of 179S, as

explained by Jefferson and Madison, to express

the right and duty of the States to resist en-

croachments of the general government by con-
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stitutional means. This signification is the one

attached to the idea by the Democratic party.

3d. The same term, " State Eights," was used

by the " Nullification " party of South Carolina

in 1S32, who claimed the right of a State to

annul any law of the United States whenever,

in their judgment, it conflicted with the interests

of the State, which right, it was claimed, was

lestowed by the Constitution itself. Mr. Hayne's

deductions were that a State may resist a law of

Congress, which would then be of no force and

void, unless confirmed by three-fourths of tho

States.

4th. " State Rights," in its later sense, was

used in the South to signify the right of any

State to secede from the Union at pleasure; that

the State being a sovereign might retreat from

a compact whenever its interests or inclination

should require. It was in this sense that it was

employed in the anecdote at the beginning of this

article.

We have now seen that disunion was first

threatened by the New England States in oppo-

sition to the war of 1812. That the next threat

came from South Carolina in opposition to a

protective tariff. That it was again threatened

by both Massachusetts and South Carolina on

the annexation of Texas ; and was finally actually

attempted by the Southern States in the vain

hope of perpetuating the doomed institution of

slavery.
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To this general statement of the history and

principle of " State Rights," we may here appro-

priately add a few more practical, or so to speak,

domestic reflections upon the subject.

As has been already frequently intimated, our

system of government is founded almost exclu-

sively upon the idea that the people are sover-

eign. Their will, as expressed by a majority, is

law. They have divided themselves into certain

districts cr States, described by certain bounds.

Through these State organizations or governments

the people exercise a portion of their authority.

The inhabitants of the original thirteen States

and that of Texas were independent of each

ether until they entered into the compact. The

people of the balance of the States were not,

however, entirely so, having no power originally

to form territorial or State governments, except

by permission of the authority created by the

compact or Constitution. Yet the people of the

incipient tarritories did not the less possess the

right of sovereignty. They were in the position

of infants not yet come into full possession of

all their rights.

The people of the original thirteen States were

by the successful termination of the war, under-

taken for that purpose, rendered completely inde-

pendent. They then delegated a portion of their

power to a common government which they thus

instituted. They decreed that in the exercise of

certain powers their general government should
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be supreme. But the exercise of all other pow-

ers was forbidden. Neither the general nor the

State governments have a constitutional right to

legislate upon any but designated subjects. In a

few words, we are entirely free, only bound by

the acts of our authorized agents on specified sub-

jects. "We have delegated authority to a town

organization through the Legislature for special

purposes—the care of roads, bridges, schools, etc.

To this extent the town may be said to be

supreme; no other town, State, or nation, having

the right to exercise for it these powers. In

the same way, and to the same extent—that is

so far as the power has been delegated—the

county, State, and general government, or nation,

are each in their proper sphere supreme. We
have ordered it to be so.

It has also been further ordained that in

case of conflict of State and United States laws,

in that case the laws of the United States shall

be supreme. And we have erected a Supreme

Court to decide all controversies on these powers

that may arise.

"We have thus carried the theory, the right to

govern ourselves, into practice with most benefi-

cent result?. Our general government has man-

aged the mails, the army and navy, our foreign

intercourse, etc., with an efficiency which could

not have been displayed by any inferior

agency. It has also, by general agreement, con-
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ferrcd upon us the right of general citizenship.

We may change our business or our residence,

as we may desire, without any impediment, to

any other locality within the Union, with all

the rights of any citizen of the place to which

we have removed guaranteed to us. Wo may

send our grain or our merchandise to market

without being subject to any interstate toll gate

cr tax. We may travel abroad with the security

that we have a strong government behind us able

to afford us protection. These great advantages

should be enough to secure the perpetuation of

the Union—its desirableness is its sufficient recom-

mendation.

But our State, county and town organizations

are equally desirable, and each, within its assigned

limits, is equally sovereign. It would be impos-

sible to have the powers assigned to these

inferior political agents performed by the general

government. It would be folly to delegate to

Congress the supervision of our town roads.

Practically, we have two points to guard against.

The first is the disposition manifested in some

directions to centralize—to concentrate undue

powers and privileges in the hands of the fed-

eral officers. This is being advocated by " rings "

and monopolists generally, of late years, who
therein find their advantage. A second is a dis-

regard for all law, the citizen forgetting that

he is the government, opposing his own authority
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and thereby substituting anarchy for order. It

is fortunate that this class is very small, and,

therefore, not dangerous. It is the first, the

centralizers—numerous, powerful, wealthy and

unscrupulous—of whom we have the most to fear.



CHAPTER VII.

BANKING AND CURRENCY.

Old United States Banks—Paper Money—Liberal Charters and Monopo-

lies— Opposed by General Jackson and the Democracy— Collapse of a

Botten Institution—"'Wild Cat" Money—Establishment of United

States Svb-Treasury System—Specie and "Greenback*'*—National

Banks.

It is now proposed to give an account of the

United States Bank, and, incidentally, of the

issue of paper money by the general govern-

ment. This subject also includes the National

Banks and their issue of currency as authorized

by the government. As the right of doing so

is seriously questioned, and as the question is

second to none in general importance, the sub-

ject will receive all the attention necessary to

a correct understanding of the general princi-

ples of a sound circulating medium. Of all the

questions upon which a people have to decide,

there is none more involved in the fog of

obscurity, and yet none that yields more readily

to the light of common sense than this. And
it may be also said that there is none more

important in its consequences on the welfare of

a nation, for, with an easily disarranged or

unstable currency there can be no established

and settled standard of values—there will be
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excessive and wild periods of inflation of prices,

necessarily to be followed by corresponding- de-

pression and financial ruin.

The first emission of paper money by the

United Colonies, known as Continental money,

was issued in 1775. Other issues were author-

ized from time to time until the amount out-

standing reached three hundred millions of dol-

lars. The value steadily declined until at the

end of the Revolutionary War it was totally

worthless. It is now at this distant day com-

mon to speak of a valueless thing as " not

worth a continental." It is one of the saddest

reflections attending the Revolutionary War, that

in addition to the hardships and loss of life

which those noble men endured, there was added

nearly the total loss of all the means which

were patriotically loaned to Congress to aid in

the great struggle. The first bank established in

America wTas the Bank of North America in

Philadelphia, founded in 1781 by Robert Morris.

This bank commenced business with a capital

of $100,000, of which $254,000 were subscribed

by the government. Its notes were made by
law receivable for duties and taxes in every

State, and from the respective States by the

treasury of the United States. This bank, incor-

porated in 1782 by the State of Pennsylvania,

is still in existence under the national system,

with a capital of $1,000,000 and $1,000,000 sur-

plus. The first bank of the United States was
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established at Philadelphia in 1791. The prin-

cipal features were, charter for twenty years,

capital $10,000,000, payable by subscribers in one-

fourth specie, the remainder in United States

stocks. The notes of issue, payable in specie,

were legal tender. The government was also to

subscribe for §2,000,000, in consideration of which

the bank loaned the government the same

amount to be paid within ten years.

This bank, devised by Alexander Hamilton,

was highly successful. Its charter expired in

1811, when opposition was manifested against it

in the House of Representatives, which prevented

a renewal of its charter. Besides paying annual

dividends of 10 to 12 per cent, the stockholders

received a premium of 8 per cent, on the par

value in the final settlement.

The Second Bank of the United States, char-

tered in 1S1G, grew out of the disordered state

of the finances caused by the war of 1812. The
capital was $35,000,000, of which $7,000,000 was

subscribed by the government. Its privileges con-

sisted of the following, as summed up by Mr.

Benton :

1st. " To carry on thc» business of banking on

the revenue and credit of the United States, and

in the name thereof.
1 '

2J. " To hold the moneys of the United States

without making compensation for undrawn bal-

ances."

4th. " To discredit other banks by excluding

their notes in the collection of the revenues.''
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5 tli. " The stockholders to be exempt from

liability on failure of the bank."

6th. "The monopoly of these privileges."

The charter was to run for twenty years ; but

in 1829, President Jackson, in h!s message to Con-

gress, condemned the institution as unconstitu-

tional and unnecessary, and strongly advised the

repeal of its charter. Then commenced a furious

altercation, which was in 1832 the leading feature

of the contest between Mr. Clay and General

Jackson for the Presidency, and which resulted

in the triumphant re-election of General Jackson.

In the same year the bank applied for a new
charter, although its present charter had yet four

years to run. In this attempt it was defeated

by the veto of General Jackson, and in 1836 it

procured a charter from the State of Pennsyl-

vania, under which it continued business under

the same name after the expiration of the United

States charter. In 1837 it suspended specie pay-

ments, in common with all the other banks, and

again in 1840, when in compliance with a reso-

lution of the State Legislature, it was compelled

to resume or suspend. On winding up its affairs,

after paying off its debts, there remained nothing

to its stockholders, its entire capital having been

sunk.

In a political aspect it may be said that the

charter of the first United States Bank was
opposed by the leading Democrats of the time,

and at the expiration of its charter a renewal
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was prevented by a strict party vote. In 1815

a charter Laving passed in Congress, was vetoed

by President Madison, and was very reluctantly

signed by him the following year. President

Jackson was strongly opposed to it, and his oppo-

sition was the occasion of very great abuse by

the friends of that institution. Believing the

institution unsound, he took the liberty, as his

position required him to do, to remove the gov-

ernment deposits from the bank, which hastened

its downfall. That the institution was rotten,

its utter collapse shortly afterwards abundantly

proved, and that the government should allow

any set of men to '-bank" on the government

surplus money no one will now claim.

The State and " Safety Fund Banks" had no

political significance. They were chartered in

large numbers by the different State govern-

ments, it being estimated that there were no

fewer than 1,500 in existence in 1856. Their

circulation not being sufficiently secured, there

had been much loss, especially in the Western

States, through these institutions. The old desig-

nation "Wild Cat" will be remembered by all

who had occasion to handle money forty years

ago. The remedy then proposed—a hard money
currency—arose out of the sense of insecurity felt

in the solvency of these institutions. The gen-

eral failure of those in existence was directly

occasioned by the order of General Jackson to

refuse these " wild-cat " issues in payment for
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the government lands. Though furiously assailed

at the time as the author of the commercial

distress which the collapse of these bubbles pro-

duced, he is now fully justified by the verdict

of later events.

The lesson which we learn from the experience

with these banks is, that it is the province of

the government to furnish the people with a cir-

culating medium. This has been made practical

by the establishment of the United States Treas-

ury, in which the government money is kept by

United State officers. The next step, the issu-

ance of treasury notes, generally called green-

backs, was taken during the continuance of the

civil war, in consequence of the great necessity

for money by the general government. At first,

though not immediately redeemable in specie, they

were made legal tender for all debts except the

custom house dutie?, and fluctuated frequently in

value, according as the ability of the government

and its stability and determination to pay them

in gold became apparent, or otherwise. Subse-

quently the demonstration of the government to

maintain itself and its credit, and the assumption

of their payment in specie, have made them equal

in value with gold, and as a circulating medium

they meet all the requirements of the country.

They have been attacked by interested rings, and

their circulation attempted to be diminished or

discredited, but every attempt in that direction

has been met with such a decided expression of
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affection for them on the part of the people,

that "hands off" has been the rule of action

with regard to them.

A considerable party which in 18S0 polled

303,4S5 votes, has advocated the policy on the

part of the government of issuing an almost un-

limited amount of these " greenbacks " without

any reference to their redemption in specie,

claiming that the credit of the government was

alone sufficient for their stability, and that the

fiat of the government could give them value.

This idea, that iron is as valuable as gold, if so

decreed by government, pound for pound, and

that paper is as valuable as either, has been ex-

perimented upon frequently in older countries,

especially in France, and always with an extrav-

agant inflation of values at first, to be soon fol-

lowed by widespread ruin. A very little reflec-

tion will convince any one that if a neighbor's

note is offered in trade, we instantly judge of its

value by the ability to convert it into gold, or

its equivalent in cash. That metal, from its

scarcity and freedom from rust, has been in all

nations prized and used, and in reality possesses

intrinsic worth which fits it admirably for a stand-

ard of value and a medium for commercial ex-

changes. Yet, as in the instance of the note just

mentioned, it will frequently happen that if satis-

fied that the note, in common language, is good,

the holder will prefer to keep it rather than carry

about or take care of a considerable quantity of
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coin. It is for this reason that the " greenback,"

on a speck) basis, is a perfect circulating medium,

"good as gold," and more convenient. The

amount of greenbacks, legal tenders and fractional

currency in circulation April 1, 1881, as per

report of the Secretary of the Treasury, was

$353,872,639. The public debt at the same date

was $1,873,763,593. The debt was decreased the

last year about $75,000,000, at which rate it will

only take about twenty-five years to wipe it out.

In this connection a few other items of interest

may here be added. By the census of 1S80 the

population of the United States is about 50,000,000

of inhabitants. The national debt is about $37.50

each for man, woman and child. The amount

of money in circulation is, in specie, greenbacks

and national currency about $750,000,000, or $15

per capita.

The " National Banks," also a war measure,

grew out of the necessities of the government

during the war, the leading idea being to prevent

the depreciation of the greenbacks by stopping

their issue, and to create a demand for the govern-

ment bonds.

The leading feature of these banks is the

deposit of government bonds with the treasury at

Washington in security for their circulation, while

it in return issues to them notes, printed and

certified by the government officers, at the rate

of ninety dollars for every hundred dollars worth

of bonds—ten per cent, being retained as a mar-
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gin in case of the necessity to wind up a bank.

The security and plan of redemption being the

same, it has naturally followed that one of these

national bank bills is as good as another, and

have thus furnished a general currency peculiarly

desirable in all business transactions.

Much foolish opposition to these banks has

existed, especially by the "grangers," as the

farmers are sometimes called. But though sus-

ceptible of improvement, they have been of such

benefit in the business transactions of the country

that there are very grave doubts if it would be

gcod policy to disturb them.

By the act of Congress of 1S64, the amount

tf the national bank notes was limited to

$300,000,000. By act of 1S70 $54,000,000 addi-

tional were permitted. On the 1st of September,

18S0, there were 2,072 national banks in operation,

with an outstanding circulation of $343,534,000.

The State banks were in effect all driven out

of circulation by act of Congress March 3, 1865,

taxing their circulation ten per cent, per annum.

There remains one view of this question to

be considered. It has been noticed that the

national banks have some $340,000,000 of their

bills in circulation. To secure the payment of

these they have deposited with the United States

Treasurer about $380,000,000 United States bonds

on which they draw interest. Another feature

of the question is, that as a debt not drawing

interest, and with no prospect of payment ever

being demanded, is not a debt, the greenbacks
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may be considered as an actual reduction of

the public debt to the extent that they are in

circulation, and the public debt can thus be

reduced by the sum of nearly or quite

$500,000,000, after providing a coin reserve of

say one-fourth, or cne dollar specie for four of

new greenbacks, by issuing them to the extent

needed by the country for circulation. It is

believed that the increase of our population will

soon require $1,000,000,000, if indeed it has not

already reached that mark. It ought to be added

that opposition to the national banking system

is not here intended. Fifteen years' experience

has demonstrated that system to be the best

that has yet been tried in this country. But

it is very frequently claimed by the banks that

they make but little by their circulation. And it

is but lately that quite a number of national

banks have voluntarily relinquished it. It may,

therefore, be presumed that the privilege is not

very valuable to them.

But no change should be made suddenly.

The whole financial machinery is extremely sen-

sitive, and while dependent upon the banks for

currency will always be so. ' And it may be

well to be satisfied with doing well, as we are

now doing, than try to do better at the risk

of financial ruin. At the same time, as future

legislation may become necessary, this principle

exchange of greenbacks for interest-bearing

bonds—should be kept in mind.



CHAPTER VIII.

PROTECTIVE TARIFFS AND FREE TRADE.

Speculations of Various Authors— Tariff for llevenue, with Protection

the Incident, Democratic Doctrine—The Reverse that of its Oppo-

nents—Changed Positions of Leading Statesmen on the Question-

Views of John Stuart Mitt—Extracts.

The science of political economy lias attracted

much attention, and exhaustive speculations with-

out number have been indulged by many dif-

ferent writers, without having thus far eluci-

dated much of value. There being no agree-

ment on the definition of the term, upon the

subjects which it ought to include, or in the

conclusions arrived at, the whole science, if

indeed it be a science, is involved in obscurity,

and the efforts of Malthus, of Adam Smith,

John Stuart Mill, Say, Ricardo, Carey and

others, have been only productive of about as

many different theories. These writers, instead

of establishing facts, have only succeded in

making darkness still more visible.

By most of those who have given the sub-

ject close attention, it is understood to include

the causes of national wealth, and the laws

which appear to govern its accumulation or dis-

tribution, and they have consequently attempted

to lay down rules by which the commercial
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intercourse between nations ought to be governed.

Here a very wide difference of opinion lias at

once been manifested; some contending that no

obstruction whatsoever to the exchange of the

products of industry ought to be permitted;

some advocating a tax to be imposed on most

descriptions of property in transit from one

country to another, for revenue purposes, and

some favoring the idea that this tax should be

laid upon those articles exclusively which com-

pete with " home" manufactures, for the pur-

pose of giving to the latter a monopoly. The

first of these classes are known as " free

trade" advocates; the second as favoring a tariff

for revenue only, while the latter are for a

tariff for protection.

The " free trade" advocates insist that the

principal reason for the unparalleled prosperity

of the United States, is that there has been

unrestricted trade between the States, and that

the same principle carried into our foreign trade

would produce equally favorable results. The

advocates of this policy are generally of three

classes: the agriculturists; those manufacturers,

the price of whose products are not affected by

foreign competition, and merchants, with whom
may be included all owners or employers of

railroads, steamboats, etc. Comprising, as these

classes do, more than three-fourths of the inhab-

itants of the United States, their interests would

dictate free trade at once, if it were not for

167655
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one fact—the necessity for revenue to meet the

large expenditures of the general government.

This introduces a tariff for revenue.

Having a large public debt, $1,850,000,000—
the interest on which, added to the expense of

running our government, amounting to about

$275,000,000 per annum, must be provided for.

There is no escape apparently from a heavy
import tax, in addition to the direct tax upon
real estate and personal property, and upon
tobacco, liquors, matches, etc. It is claimed by
some political economists that a tax upon im-

ports is more easily collected, and that the

burden is more universally distributed among all

classes of citizens than can be done by any

other mode. Being paid in the slightly increased

cost of our almost daily purchases at the stores,

the time of its payment, as well as the amount,

is so divided and uncertain that it is almost

unnoticed. Thus an amount of blood can be

drawn in the course of a year which would
kill the patient if all were taken at once.

It is objected that this plan of raising revenue

is expensive, necessitating custom houses, revenue

officers and other complications of government,

particularly undesirable in a republic; and that,

at least in one serious respect, it is unequal—it

compels the man who may have the largest

family to pay the greatest tax, thereby reducing

his ability to raise his children properly, and

obliging him who is least able to do it, to pay

the most taxes, which is manifestly unjust.
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An incidental benefit of a tax o.n importa-

tions occurs in the increasing of prices, so as

to enable home manufacturers to extend their

business and give employment to many hands,

who would otherwise be compelled to seek

—

and who wTould of course depress wages—other

fields of labor. In this view i: would seem

eminently just and proper, that in arranging

the terms of a tariff, a discrimination should

be made in favor of those industries which only

need a start to enable them to become firmly

established and able to compete in the markets

of the world. It is sometimes necessary for

farmers to nurse a lamb until it can go alone.

But in these days of cheap transportation it is

folly to attempt to overcome the effects of

natural laws. It is better for Ohio to send its

flour and meat to Florida, and get her oranges

and tropical fruits in return, even though the

construction and care cf hot houses would

create a considerable demand for home labor.

It is better that manufactures should be carried

on where the conditions of cheap food, good

laws, good labor, healthy climate, natural water

power or cheap fuel, and cheap transportation

all occur, than to attempt to force an unhealthy

growth under adverse circumstances by subsidies

and government aid.

There is nothing to be said in favor of a

tariff act so high that it stops importation alto-

gether. In this case the government gets no
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revenue, and the only effect of the arrangement

is to tax everybody for the direct benefit of a

few. The present tax on salt is an instance in

point.

The questions of high tariff, low tariff, and

no tariff at all have frequently received the

attention of our law-makers.

The first tariff act, originated by Alexander

Hamilton, was enacted in 1790 by the Federal

party, then in the majority, though it was

opposed by Madison, Jefferson and other promi-

nent Democrats. Its provisions were few, placing

a light duty on a few articles, but the duties

were soon increased, until in 1S15 it was the

principal measure before Congress. It is some-

what remarkable that at that time the bill

under consideration was supported by J. C. Cal-

houn, afterwards its principal opponent, and was

opposed by Henry Clay and Daniel Webster,

who also afterwards reversed their positions. It

is said that the speech of Mr. Clay on this

occasion was unanswerable, and was mainly

relied upon by his opponents in after years to

offset his arguments in favor of a protective

tariff. The bill was vetoed by President Madi-

son, but the next year, some of its features

having been modified, it was supported by

Webster and approved by the President.

The war of 1812-14 had left the country in

debt, which made it necessary to increase the

duties at that time. But the debt having been
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nearly extinguished in 1828, the Democrats

demanded a reduction of the duties, while the

Whigs insisted that the duties should be

increased, and the surplus thus raised be used

in an extended system of internal improvements,

roads, canals, etc. It was in opposition to this

scheme that the " Nullification" scheme of South

Carolina arose in 1830.

In 1832 important changes were made, and a

scheme of gradual reductions was agreed upon,

which in ten years—1842—would relieve the

country of most of the duties. In that year,

the Whigs being in the majority, a high tariff

was again enacted, but was vetoed by President

Tyler. A moderate tariff, with some changes

and modifications from specific to ad valorem

duties and the reverse on some articles, was the

rule of the government's policy until the civil

war.

Previous to 1824, Benton says that revenue

the object, protection the incident, had been the

established rule. At that time, or shortly after-

wards, the Republican party divided—the high

tariff advocates under the lead of President John

Q. Adams and Henry Clay, and the remnants

of the old Federalists, of whom Daniel Webster

was one, united in the formation of the Whig
party, with whom the rule was reversed and
" protection " became the object and revenue the

incident of the tariff policy. The positions of

the parties since then on this subject have
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changed but little, the successors to the old

"Whig party—now Kepublicans—having avowed
in 1860 a " protective" tariff as one of the

planks of their platform.

The Democracy have continued to announce
their rule of action to be a tariff for revenue

only, with incidental protection when compati-

ble with the public interests, as stated by their

last candidate, General Hancock, and advocated

by the party during Jackson's administration.

One feature of the Democratic position remains

to be stated. It has been the rule of the

party to place a high duty on articles of

luxury, silks, etc., leaving articles of necessity,

mostly used by the poor, comparatively free.

The following extract from the Principles of
Political Economij, by John Stuart Mill, him-

self a free trader, is given as an excellent

expression of sentiment upon this subject:

" The only case where protective duties can

be defensible is where they are imposed tempo-
rarily, especially in a young and rising nation,

in the hope of naturalizing a foreign industry,

in itself perfectly suitable to the circumstances

of the country. The superiority of one country

over another in a branch of production, often

arises from having begun it sooner. There may
be no inherent advantage on one part or dis-

advantage on the other, but only a present

superiority of acquired skill and experience. A
country which has this skill and experience
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yet to acquire, may in other respects be better

adapted to the production than those which

were earlier in the field. But it cannot be

expected that individuals should, at their own

risk, or rather to their certain loss, introduce a

new manufacture and bear the burden of carry-

ing it on until the producers have been educated

up to the level of those with whom the pro-

cesses are traditional. A protecting duty, con-

tinued for a reasonable time, will sometimes be

the least inconvenient mode by which a nation

can tax itself for the support of such an experi-

ment. But the protection should be confined to

cases in which there is good ground of assur-

ance, that the industry which it fosters will,

after a time, be able to dispense with it ; nor

should the domestic producers ever be allowed

to expect that it will be continued to them

beyond the time necessary for a fair trial of

what they are capable of accomplishing.'
7

Over half the revenue of our government is

now derived from a tax on imports. lor the

year ending June 30, 1880, the entire receipts

were $333,526,610. Of this amount $186,522,064

was received from customs; $124,109,373 from

internal revenue; $1,016,506 from sales of pub-

lic lands, and $21,078,665 from other sources-
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THE REPUBLICAN TARTY.

Its '-Tory" Ancestry—A Strong, Aristocratic Government—Alien and

Sedition Laics—All the Old Features of the Federal and Whig
Parties Reappear in their Offspring—Its Higher Law and Per-

gonal Liberty Bills—Disappointed in its Enfranchisement of the

Negro— The Great Centennial Fraud—A Fable.

This history would scarcely be complete with-

out a notice of the present Republican party,

and of the measures which it lias advocated in

opposition to the Democracy.

It has been mentioned that during the Revo-

lutionary War a considerable party, embracing

much wealth, known as " Tory," still adhered to

the British throne. These were the American

representatives of a party in England, long

known by the same designation, who were prin-

cipally distinguished by the advocacy of the

divine right of kings to govern—the most rad-

ical of them insisting, during the reigns of

the Stuarts, that no act of the monarch, how-

ever tyrannical, could absolve the subject from

his allegiance.

At the conclusion of our war for indepen-

dence, this "Tory" element was naturally absorbed

into the Federal party. In the debates which

accompanied the formation and adoption of our

(106)
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present form of government, it was held by the

Federalists that a strong central government was

necessary to prevent foreign interference and

domestic violence. Having no confidence in the

ability of the people to govern themselves, it

was proposed to keep as much power as possi-

ble out of their hands, A government modelled

on that of England was the ideal proposed by

them—the Chief Executive to hold his office for

life ; the Senate to be a privileged class,

to remain in office during good behavior; and

a property qualification of all voters, requiring

them to be possessed of property to the amount

of §1,000, was suggested. And as the States, if

independent, might become an obstacle to the

exercise of supreme power, it was proposed that

the central government should have an absolute

veto power on all State legislation. On the

other hand, the extreme Democrats, believing that

the people could govern themselves, were satisfied

with the old articles of confederation, with only

a slight additional power bestowed on Congress,

to provide for the payment of the war debt

and the regulation of commerce. The present

Constitution, as a compromise between these

extreme views, was adopted through the in-

fluence of the immortal Washington, who

presided over the convention, and James

Madison, who preserved the notes of its secret

proceedings. It was considered a great conces-

sion by the extreme Democrats, Franklin. Jet-
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ferson, Samuel Adams and Patrick Henry, who

gave it only a reluctant support, while the Fed-

eralists, Hamilton and John Adams, were better

pleased and warmly advocated its adoption.

And, in truth, there are some features of our

Constitution that might he improved upon. The

bungling Electoral College, the equal representa-

tion of small and large States in the Senate,

the useless office of Yice-President, and the im-

mense power of appointment to office in the

hands of the President, are all features in our

form of government which experience has proved

to be deleterior.s or useless, and in conflict with

the fundamental principle—the people to govern

—upon which our political fabric has been

reared.

And whilst the welfare and best interests of

each inhabitant of our country can be best pro-

moted by our Union, it may be well to remem-

ber that that Union can be made an engine of

oppression by the influence of powerful "rings"

and " lobbies," taxing the whole people for the

interests of a few, and creating numerous and

useless offices to be filled with useless and

indolent camp followers. The natural remedy

for all this is to retain all possible law-making

powers in the hands of the people, to be dele-

gated, first, to the town organization, where all

subjects of a local nature may be considered

;

next to the county, and then to the State,

only permitting Congress to legislate on those
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subjects of general interest which experience has

demonstrated to be just and necessary. The
powers now enumerated and granted in the Con-

stitution are, with the slight exception alluded

to, eminently wise and just, testifying to the

good sense and practical knowledge of the

framers of that, in most respects, perfect instru-

ment.

The first serious conflict of opinions after the

adoption of our form of government occurred

on the passage of the Alien and Sedition

Laws, in which the Federalists authorized and

empowered the President to arrest and expel

from the country any foreigner whom he might

suspect to be dangerous, and to stop the pub-

lication of any pamphlet or newspaper he should

consider seditious. These arbitrary powers, placed

in the hands of the Executive, were considered

by the people to be very dangerous, and were

strongly opposed by the Democratic party. The
Federalists became, in consequence of them, very

unpopular, and lost the next elections and the

control of the government. In 1812 the same

party opposed the war with England, which lost

it what little remaining popularity there was left,

and in 1S24-28 it became entirely submerged in

the Whig party.

The principal measures advocated by this—the

Whig party—were a government bank, in which

all the government moneys should be deposited

f;>r the use of the "ring" that controlled it,
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and with no good security for its return ; an

extended system of internal improvements, for

which the money was to be raised by taxa-

tion, to be spent by rings in the furtherance

of private interests; and a high protective tariff,

the effect of which is to give certain manufac-

turers a monopoly at the expense of the public.

Of course all these measures, inimical to the

interests of the people, were opposed by the

Democratic party, and constantly defeated as

often as they appeared under whatsoever dis-

guise or party nomenclature.

The "Whig party having been finally over-

whelmed in 1852, wa3 disbanded, and the present

Republican party stepped into its shoes, adopting

the old name by which the Democratic party had

been designated previous to General Jackson's

administration.

The distinctive features of the old Federal

and Whig parties reappeared in the new organ-

ization—a tariff for the nrotection of " rin^s

"

and monopolies, and a disposition to enlarge

the powers of the central government at the

expense of the State governments and the people.

But the principal feature of the new party

was its position on the slavery question. Openly

disregarding the Constitution, it proclaimed a

" higher law," which its leaders asserted was of

greater authority than any law of man or Con-

stitution of the country, and which authorized

it to take the stand that slavery should not be
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permitted to enter the territories. For the fact

that, however much we may dislike polygamy,

intemperance and other evils, we may not

attempt their suppression, in defiance of lav), is

too just to be a moment disputed by reasonable

men. We should change laws, not nullify them.

But although the Eepublican party took this

position in regard to slavery in the territories,

it distinctly disclaimed any intention to inter-

fere with the institution where it already existed.

And when the Southern States, without waiting

for any actual infringement of their rights, pre-

cipitated the " Rebellion," the Eepublican lead-

ers had no other course left them than to

"take care that the laws and the Constitution

be obeyed.

"

It is true that they themselves had been

strangely and persistently blind to their own

violations of the Constitution by the enactment

of the Personal Liberty Bills in many of the

Northern States, in which their refusal to obey

the laws and their determination to obstruct

their enforcement, had been for several years ex-

hibited, and this fact renders them liable to the

charge of a neglect of duty, and a disregard

for law, most strongly at variance with their

professed new-born zeal for the Union and the

Constitution.

The war for the " maintenance of the Union

and the Constitution " having been inaugurated,

it was prosecuted by a united North to a sue-
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cessful conclusion. It is true that there were

very many persons in both parties who, like

Henry Ward Beecher and Horace Greeley, were

willing to let the k
' erring sisters depart in

peace." Actuated by kindly motives, which did

their hearts credit, many of them sought to stop

the clash of arms and restore the country to

its normal condition of friendly feeling and good

will, which was, however, simply impossible after

the fires had been kindled and the violent alter-

cation had begun between the Northern and

Southern Radicals.

The remarkable assertions of the Republi-

cans, that their party alone preserved the

Union and re-established the supremacy of the

Constitution, and that the Democratic party

favored the rebellion, are scarcely worthy the

attention of sensible people, and bear upon their

face their own condemnation. Nearly equally

divided as both parties were, both before and

since the war, it is simply preposterous to sup-

pose that if the Democrats, or a majority of

them, had favored the secession of the South

that the Republicans alone could have overcome

their united strength.

The vote of the States not in secession was

:

In 18G4, for LLicoln...2 .213,663; fcr McClellan...1,802,237.

In 1S80, for Garfield...3,714,846; for Hancock 3,353,338.

These figures abundantly show that it was

physically impossible for the Republican party

to have conquered the South if the Northern
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Democrats had been opposed to the Union. And,

though these facts are plain and conclusive to

all reasonable men, yet it is sad to think that

the misrepresentations will not cease, and that

the party which arrogates to itself all the vir-

tue is most incorrigibly addicted to prevarica-

tion.

The conclusion of the war was followed by

the lamentable assassination of President Lin-

coln and the attempted impeachment of Andrew

Johnson, the various "reconstruction" measures

and the enfranchisement of the negroes. The

latter measure, ostensibly advanced to enable

the African to take care of himself, was really

intended to increasa the Eepublican vote at the

South, but it has not resulted as they anticipated

—the black man having shown an unexpected

willingness to vote as he pleases, and not hav-

ing yet got his "forty acres and his mule," is

somewhat inclined to go back on his self-con-

stituted friends. And hence the long tales of

Southern outrages and crimes—a few, perhaps,

too true, but for the most part simply a tissue

of falsehood

The next epoch—the reign of General Grant-

will long be remembered as the high carnival

of licentiousness; of whisky rings, Indian thefts,

and Union Pacific steals; of an increase in the

President's salary, when it was already, perhaps,

too large, and of the "third term" proposition,

"squinting,
,,

as Patrick Henry used to say,
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towards monarchy. All of this, we think, goes

to prove the Republican party a legitimate child

of its old Federal ancestor.

The crowning act of infamy, however, remains

to be recorded.

The Presidential election of 1S7G resulted in

the election of Mr. Samuel J. Tilden. This fact

is now fully acknowledged by leading Republi-

cans, and was lately admitted in Congress by a

distinguished Senator from New York, hitherto

a "machinist" of that party. It is also con-

firmed by the official vote as afterwards ascer-

tained :

For T.kbP. 1,283,992. For Hayes 4,033,768.

Yet through the connivance and corrupt

machinery of the " Carpet Bag " governments in

the Southern States, established by the Repub-

lican party, and the ready compliance of some

of its most distinguished men in a grand scheme

of fraud, the party leaders were enabled to

defeat the will of the people and to install a

man in the Presidential office whom they now
confess was never elected thereto.

It may be here inquired, if 3Ir. Tilden was so

unquestionably elected, why did not his friends

persist in his inauguration? The answer is

this: The concentration of troops in and around

Washington showed that usurpation was to

be supported by force, and the rascality of the

"returning boards "—a patent arrangement by

which the carpet-baggers in the South were
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enabled to count or throw out votes just as they

pleased—made it difficult to ascertain for some

time what was the real result. If patient sub-

mission to great injustice, rather than imbrue

his country in the perils of civil war, entitles

one to honorable esteem, then Mr. Tilden will,

in future years, be remembered with far greater

respect than the party tool who was enabled

by a gigantic fraud to enjoy, for a brief time,

his ill-gotten wages.

This subject will be dismissed with the remark

that true to its Federal instincts, this party now

proposes that the central government shall be

the sole judge of any question of usurpation

of power or principles not delegated to it by

the people—in their charter, the Constitution

—

which may in future arise. When that measure

shall have been accomplished the party will be

then able to imitate the wolf in the fable.

"A wolf went to a brook to drink, and see-

ing a lamb a little below him, said: ' How dare

you muddy the water which I must drink?'

to which the lamb answered :
' Since the water

flows from you to mo, how can you complain V
Whereat the wolf was wroth," and the party

papers of the day give glowing accounts of his

gallantry in vindicating his right to drink at

the stream, and in punishing the insinuation of

the pusillauimous sheep.
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No Nullification—No Secession— Constitutional Methods for Pedress

of Grievances— Yieivs of Their Authors— Extracts— Webster and
Hayne—Misapplied by South Carolina—Identical Language of the

Hartford Convention.

As the earliest avowal of the distinct rights

of States, these resolutions have received much
attention. First drafted by Madison and Jeffer-

son respectively, their illustrious origir, as well

as their general tenor and import, have con-

tributed to give them a wide reputation. As

endorsed by the Democratic party in 1856, in

their "obvious meaning and import," it will be

interesting to every Democrat to learn all the

facts connected with their appearance, as well

as the precise ideas of State Rights, which tbey

asserted and promulgated. As the heresies of

separation, nullification, and secession have been

sought to be justified by appeals to these reso-

lutions, it is essential that every Democrat

should understand the true facts. That they are

in their obvious meaning and import full of

professions of attachment to the Constitution,

(11C)
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and of the strongest desires for the preservation

and prosperity of the Union, and that the right

of the State to agitate against and procure the

repeal of unconstitutional laws of Congress, by

the methods prescribed by the Constitution, were

all that the authors of these resolutions in-

tended to claim, or have been sin^e claimed by

the Democratic party. When it is remembered

that several acts of Congress have been pro-

nounced unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,

and that this result was obtained by a just and

patriotic opposition to these obnoxious laws, it

will readily be perceived that cases may again

occur, as they have in the past, which may

call for opposition. That this may be attempted

by the people of one or more States in con-

cert with other States in the endeavor to pro-

cure the repeal of unconstitutional laws, or by

calling conventions to amend the Constitution,

no one can justly question. But that the reso-

lutions under consideration teach the right of a

State or States to oppose a law of Congress by

force, was denied by their authors, and has

never been accepted by the Democratic party.

The acts of Congress, however, known as the

Alien and Sedition Laws, against which these reso-

lutions were aimed, expired in 1801, and have long

since ceased to possess any political significance,

yet the frequent reference to these resolutions

as the origin of the Democratic idea of State

Rights, require* a careful consideration of them
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by those who desire to be well informed upon

the subject. These resolutions, like almost every

other declaration of principles, are capable cf

different constructions, and have consequently

been supported or denounced as they may have

been held to contain proper or improper views

of the nature of our government.

These resolutions were endorsed by the Demo-

cratic National Convention cf 1856 in the fol-

lowing language

:

" That the Democratic party will faithfully

abide by and uphold the principles laid down

in the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions of

1798; that it adopts those principles as con-

stituting one cf the main foundations of its

political creed, and is resolved to carry them

out in their obvious meaning and import." It

is, therefore, very essential to obtain a correct

idea of such "obvious meaning and import/'

especially as very objectionable and obnoxious

principles have been attributed to them. The

following extract is given as an instance

:

" Now history proves that the doctrine of

secession, or the hypothesis of original and im-

minent State Eights, of which secession is a

corollary, has been continuously held and

preached as a tenet of the Democratic party

faith from 17S7 to the present time. In 1798

it was formally promulgated as the party creed

in the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions, writ-

ten respectively by Jefferson and Madison, and
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from that time to this it has been continuously

held and taught." (Chicago Times, May 9, 1881.)

That this violent assertion is entirely unsustained

by the facts, it is believed the following state-

ment will prove. It will be necessary, for a

full understanding of the matter, to give an

account of the circumstances in which these

celebrated resolutions had their origin.

France had lately changed its form of gov-

ernment to a republic and was at war with

England. The two parties—Federal and Demo-

cratic—naturally espoused the causes of England

and France respectively. The French minister

at Washington, M. Genet, endeavored to engage

this country in a war with England, and being

foiled in the attempt undertook to disregard the

neutrality of our government, and to fit out

privateers, etc., for which his recall was de-

manded and obtained. The natural sympathy

felt by the people for France for her assistance

in the Revolutionary War, and in her efforts to

establish for herself a Republican government,

created a strong party feeling, and the papers

were filled with violent language on both sides.

At this time the Alien and Sedition acts were

passed, the first of which authorized the Presi-

dent to order aliens out of the country. The

following is an extract

:

" That it shall be lawful for the President to

order all such aliens as he shall judge danger-

ous to the peace and safety of the United
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States, or shall have reasonable grounds to sus-

pect are concerned in any treasonable or secret

machinations, to depart.''

The Sedition Law was aimed at the freedom

of the press, as follows

:

Art. 2. "And be it further enacted, that if

any one shall write, print, ntter or publish any

false, scandalous and malicious writing against

the government of the United States, with an

intent to defame the said government, or either

House of Congress, or the President, or to

bring either of them into contempt or disrepute,

or to excite against them the hatred of the good

people of these United States, then such persons

being convicted before any court of the United

States, having jurisdiction thereof, shall be pun-

ished by a fine not exceeding two thousand

dollars, and by imprisonment not exceeding two

years."

By the terms of this act it was dangerous to

print any adverse opinion or criticism of the

government, then invested in John Adams's

administration and the . Federal party, and it

was moreover considered by the Democrats as

especially aimed at them. Against these acts,

then, the legislatures of Virginia and Kentucky

passed the famous resolutions, the material por-

tions of which, bearing upon State Eights, are

here given

:

The Virginia resolutions of 1798 expressed

"a firm resolution to maintain and defend the
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Constitution of the United States and the con-

stitution of this State."

2d. "Declares a warm attachment to the

Union of the States," etc.

3d. " That it views the powers of the Fed-

eral government, resulting from the compact to

which the States are parties, as no further valid

than as they are authorized by the grants

enumerated in that compact, and that in case

of a deliberate, palpable and dangerous exercise

of other powers not granted by tke said com-

pact, the States which are parties thereto have

the right and are in duty bound to interpose

for the purpose of arresting the progress of the

evil, and for maintaining within their respective

limits, the authorities, rights and liberties apper-

taining to them."

4th. " Protests against the Alien and Sedition

laws."

5th. " Having been instrumental with other

States in procuring the amendment to the Con-

stitution of the United States, securing the lib-

erty of the press, it would now be criminal to

remain indifferent on that vital subject."

6th. " Feeling the truest anxiety for the per-

petuity of the Union, and the most scrupulous

fidelity to the Constitution, the Assembly asks

the other States to join in declaring the acts

aforementioned unconstitutional."

7th. " The Governor is required to transmit

copies to the other States."
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Thcso resolutions, drafted by Madison, have

been much debated as to their meaning and

intent. In the third, the lines italicized contain

the dubious point—the right of the States " to

interpose." This right is plainly claimed for

the States, but not for a single State. Another

section " regrets that a spirit has been mani-

fested to enlarge the powers of the general gov-

ernment so as t3 consolidate the States by de-

grees into one sovereignty, and the Kepublican

gystem into an absolute or, at least, a mixed

monarchy."

In the debates which occurred on the passage

of these resolutions, the manner in which the

" interposition " was expected to be made, was

clearly indicated. Nowhere in the resolutions,

or in the debates upon them, is the idea

advanced or countenanced that a State or a

minority of States may repudiate their federal

obligations or secede from the Union, as will

fully appear from the following extracts

:

Mr. G. K. Taylor was opposed to their pas-

sage. He thought the " consequences of pursuing

the advice of the resolutions would be insurrec-

tion, anarchy and confusion."

General Lee suspected that they "covered the

promotion of disunion and separation of the

States."

In reply, Mr. Mercer said : "An attention to

the resolutions would prove that the qualities

attempted to be attached to them by the gen-
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tleman could not be found. Force was not

thought of by any one. The object in address-

ing the States is to obtain a similar declaration

of opinion, ar.d thereby obtain a repeal/'

Mr. Barbour said :
" The gentleman had said

that these resolutions invited the people to

arms, but if he could conceive the consequences

foretold could grow out of the measure, he would

become its bitterest enemy. The resolutions were

addressed to the sister States, praying in a

pacific way their co-operation in arresting the

tendency and effect of unconstitutional laws.

For his part, he was for using no violence. It

was the peculiar blessing of the American people

to have redress within their reach by constitu-

tional means.

"

Mr. Daniels said: "If the other States think

with this that the laws arc unconstitutional, the

laws will be repealed, and the constitutional

question will b3 settled by this declaration of

a majority of the States/'

Mr. Taylor, of Carolina, said :
" He would

explain in a few words. If Congress, upon

being addressed to have these laws repealed,

should persist, they might, by a concurrence of

three-fourths of the States, be compelled to call

a convention to change the Constitution of the

United States."

From these extracts it is placed beyond dis-

pute that the friends and supporters of these

resolutions entertained no thought of forcible
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opposition, separation or dissolution of the Union

or anything equivalent thereto. On the contrary,

it is manifest that they intended by " pacific

"

means and the co-operation of the other States

simply to accomplish the repeal of the obnoxious

laws of Congress, or by a convention, in the

last resort, to change the organic law. An
examination of the 1st, 2d and 7th resolutions

discloses the firm desire to maintain and per-

petuate the Union of the States, totally at

variance with the idea of the opposite construc-

tion which has been attempted to be placed

upon them. The resolutions also disclose the

object to be to obtain co-operative action by the

other States, and as also fully evidenced by the

remarks of Mr. Mercer, Mr. Daniels and Mr.

Taylor.

The attempt at " nullification " by South Car-

olina in 1850 having brought out the question

of State Eights quite prominently, these resolu-

tions were quoted as authority by Mr. Hayne

and others to justify their action. This elicited

from Mr. Madison the following declarations:

"I do not consider the proceedings of Vir-

ginia in 1798-99 as countenancing the doctrine

that a State may secede at will from the con-

stitutional compact with the other States."

" I know not whence the idea could proceed

that I concurred in the doctrine, that although

a State could not nullify a law of the Union,

yet it had a right to secede from the Union.

Both spring from the same poisonous root."
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" The awful consequences of a final rupture

and dissolution of the Union should never for

a moment be lost sight of."

"That the legislature could not have intended

to sanction any such doctrine, is to be inferred

also from the debates in the House of Delegates.

The tenor of these debates discloses no refer-

ence whatever to a constitutional right in any

individual State to arrest by force a law of the

United States."

"It (the Constitution) being a compact among

the States in their highest sovereign capacity,

and constituting the people thereof one people

for certain purposes, it cannot be altered or

annulled at the will of the States individually,

as the constitution of a State may be."

These declarations of Mr. Madison, the author,

and from the friends of .the resolutions in the

Assembly at the time of their adoption, are as

conclusive as it is possible for testimony to be—

-

that nothing like secession or disunion was

thought of by these early Democrats.

Attention is now asked to the opinion of one

who has had no superior as an expositor of the

Constitution and laws of the Union.

Daniel Webster, in the famous debate with

llayne, of South Carolina, said: "I wish now

to make a remark upon the Virginia resolutions

of 1793. Their language is not a little indefi-

nite. In the case of the exercise by Congress

of a dangerous power not granted to them, the
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resolutions assert the right on the part of the

States to interpose and arrest the evil. This is

susceptible of more than one interpretation. It

may mean no more than that the States may
interfere by -complaint and remonstrance, or by

proposing to the people an alteration of the

Federal Constitution. This would all be quite

unobjectionable. Or, it may be that no more

is meant than to assert the general right of

revolution, as against a'l governments in cases of

intolerable oppression. This no one doubts,

and this, in my opinion, is all that he who
framed the resolutions could have meant by

them, for I shall not readily believe that he

ever was of opinion that a State, under the

Constitution and in conformity to it, could upon

the ground of her own opinion of its uncon-

stitutionality, however clear and palpable she

might think the case, by her own will annul

a law of Congress, so far as it might operate

on herself, by an act of her legislative power."

This latter opinion was Mr. Hayne's notion

of State Eights, and which he had expressed as

follows

:

" He did not contend for the mere right of

revolution, but for the right of constitutional

resistance. What he maintained was that in a

case of plain, palpable violation of the Consti-

tution by the general government, a State may
interpose, and that this interposition is constitu-

tional."
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"I would resort to a peaceful remedy, the

interposition of a State, to arrest the progress

of the evil until such time as a convention,

assembled at the call of Congress or two-thirds

of the States, shall decide."

The disclaimer of Mr. Madison of this peculiar

idea has been given.

The Kentucky resolutions of 1798 may now

also be specially noticed. The original draft by

Mr. Jefferson was changed considerably, and as

passed contained the word " nullification,'' which

is not in the original as published
a
in Elliot's

debates. The principal features of these resolu-

tions arc the same as those of Virgin in. The

following extract contains the State Rights'

clause

:

" That the government created by this com-

pact was not made the final judge of the ex-

tent of the powers delegated to itself, since

that would have made its discretion, and not

the Constitution the measure of its powers, but

that, as in all cases of compact between parties

having no common judge, each party has an

equal right to judge, as well of infractions as

of the modes and measure of redress/'

Of the first position there is no question.

The Supreme Court has decided several acts of

Congress to be unconstitutional, as well also as

many State laws. The second position, that the

States (L e., a constitutional majority of them)

may judge of infractions as well as of tho
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modes of redress, is simply an expression of

the fact that a majority of the States—three-

fourths—are paramount to and may repeal any

law of Congress, amend the Constitution, and

even terminate lawfully the Union itself.

The following extract from the resolutions as

reaffirmed in 1790 shows this lo have been the

intention of them

:

" That the several States which formed the

instrument being sovereign and independent,

have the unquestionable right to judge of the

infraction?, and that a " nullification
M by those

sovereignties (not by one of them) of all unau-

thorized acts done under color of that instrument,

is the rightful remedy.*'
<; That this commonwealth does, under the

most deliberate consideration, declare that the

said Alien and Sedition laws are, in their

opinion, palpable violations of the Constitution,

and however cheerfully it may he disposed to

surrender its opinions to a majority of its sis-

ter States in matters of douhtful interest, yet

in momentous interests like the present, it vtoidd

consider a silent acquiescence as highly crimi-

nal."

"That although this commonwealth, as a party

to the federal compact, will low to the laics of
the Union, yet it does at the same time declare

that it will not now, or ever hereafter, cease to

oppose, in a constitutional manner, every at-

tempt in what quarter soever offered to violate

that compact."
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The import of these resolutions was not much
called in question until the " nullification

"

events of 1830. Mr. Jefferson was then dead,

but Mr. Madison, his intimate fiiend, made
these statements:

" You will see in Mr. Jefferson's correspond-

ence a letter to W. C. Kicholas, proving that

he had nothing to do with the Kentucky reso-

lutions of 1799, in which the word ' nullifica-

tion ' is found. The resolutions of that State

which were drawn by him, do not contain that

or any equivalent word.''

"That he (Jefferson) ever asserted a right in a

'single State to arrest the execution of an act

of Congress is countenanced by nothing known
to have been said or done by him.''

"And this new-fangled theory is attempted to

be fathered on Mr. Jefferson, whose own words

declare that acquiescence in the will of the

majority is the vital principle,'' (of Democracy.)

There are a few expressions in those resolu-

tions which may seem ambiguous, or to indicate

the risrht of a State to resist the United States.

They will now be noticed

:

" This commonwealth is determined, as it

doubts not its co-States are, to submit to undele-

gated, and consequently to unlimited powers, in

no man or body of men on earth."

" That to this compact each State acceded as

a State, and is an integral party, its co-States

forming, as to itself, the other party."
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This is indefinite; . the use of co-States seem-

ing to indicate a co-partnership and concert of

action, rather than independent action. The
first supposition is in accord with, the declared

disposition, to surrender its opinions to a

majority of its sister States, and to " bow to

the laws " of the Union ; the second is not.

The following is also obscure:

" In case of abuse of delegated power, a

change by the 2^oj)le would be the constitutional

remedy ; but when powers arc assumed which

have not been delegated, a nullification of the

act is the rightful remedy; that every State

has a natural right in cases not within the

compact, to nullify all assumptions of powers by

other States within their limits/'

It has been mentioned that in the original

draft by Mr. Jefferson, the words k
* nullification

"

and "nullify"
1

do not appear. "The people"

have an undoubted right to oppose or change

any abuse of undelegated or delegated powers.

A State may, perhaps, have a " natural right"

—outside of the compact—to nullify all inter-

ference by other States. The United States are

within the compact. It may be claimed that

"other States " does not include the Union, to

which the warmest attachment had been pro-

fessed. Whatever may have been meant by

these expressions, the author of them (not Jef-

ferson) cannot be charged with perspicuity. The
following is to about the same effect

:
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" That this commonwealth does, therefore, call

on its co-States for an expression of their senti-

ments on the acts concerning aliens, plainly de-

claring whether those acts are, or are not,

authorized by the federal compact, and to con-

cur in declaring these acts void and of no

force, and that each will take measures of its

own for providing that neither of these acts

shall be exercised within their respective terri-

tories."'

Here Kentucky asks her co-States to declare

the alien and sedition laws unconstitutional and

void, and to take measures to prevent their

exercise. That she proposed to do so in an

unlawful way docs not appear. All the infer-

ences are against such a supposition. The lan-

guage of the rest of the resolutions does not

countenance it. The State was then, as ever

since, in favor of the Union. The obnoxious

laws were executed without a shadow of forcible

opposition, until their expiration in 1801. These

resolutions then, as we have said, betray no
trace of a claim of the right of a State to

nullify by force a law of the United States, or

to secede from the Union, and like those of Vir-

ginia, in their obvious meaning and import, are

endorsed by' the Democratic party, and are not

to be rightfully charged with inculcating any

design to antagonize the Union. On the con-

trary, as we have seen, a warm attachment to
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the Union, and a determination to how to its

laws, are constantly avowed in them.

In this connection a few remarks on State

Eights will be appropriate. As illustrated in

the resolution wo have been considering, it sig-

nifies the right of a State to express its dis-

approval of obnoxious laws, and to unite with

the others to procure their repeal, or to amend
the Constitution—very different from the right

of a State to prevent ihe execution of a United

States law, or to secede from the Union, as

claimed by Calhoun and Hayne. The whole

subject may be condensed in a "nut shell.'' A
single State cannot constitutionally do what " the

States " may do. And in the assumption that

it may do so, lies the old error of South Car-

olina, as far as these resolutions are concerned.

The ostensible object of these resolutions as

abundantly apparent in them, was to protest

against the alien and sedition laws as null and

void, because unconstitutional, and to invite the

co-operation of the sister States to procure their

repeal. The real object was undoubtedly to

attract public attention to the obnoxious laws,

and thereby procure the defeat of the Federal

party, which was responsible for their passage,

in doing which, the resolutions perhaps, accom-

plished all that their authors desired. The right

of a single State to secede, or that of a num-
ber of States, was not at this time a public

question, nor did it become so for many years
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thereafter. "When hinted at in the Virginia

Legislature, it wa?, as we have seen, instantly

repelled.

In the Virginia resolutions the language ap-

pears sufficiently distinct and clear in its mean-
ing. In those of Kentucky, as wo have already

said, there is some ambiguity in " their obvious

meaning and import"—but the idea of the right

of a State to disregard its constitutional obliga-

tions is not inculcated in either.

The Hartford Convention of 1S14, in its ad-

dress, used nearly precisely the identical language

of the Virginia resolutions, to wit

:

" But in cases of deliberate, dangerous and

palpable violations of the Constitution affecting

the sovereignty of a State, and the liberties of

the people, it is net only the right, but the

duty of such a State to interpose its authority

for their protection. States which have no com-

mon umpire must be their own judges and
execute their own decisions."

The right of a State to interpose is here

claimed. Yet as there is no evidence included

that the interference was to be exercised in an
illegal manner, the assertion cannot be con-

sidered as treasonable. The same remark applies

equally to the latter clause. If the interposition

were to consist in an attempt to repeal obnox-

ious laws, it was not only unobjectionable, but

proper and right. There arc several reasons why
this construction ought to be given to this
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language. The delegates from Massachusetts,

Ithode Island and Connecticut were instructed

to devise means of security and defence not

repugnant to their obligations as members of

the Union. And the Federal party vehemently

denied afterwards any design to disturb the

Union.

w£T,
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CHAPTER XL

THE MISSOURI CONTROVERSY.

Popular Errors on the Subject of the So-called Missouri Compromise—
The Slave Line of 36° 80' not the Heal Compromise—Admission of

the State into the Union—Mr. Clay's Part Therein*

AVe should be derelict in our duty to the

truth of history were we to neglect to notice

in this work the singularly anomalous course

which the public mind has taken with regard to

the real facts connected with the admission of

the State of Missouri into the Union in 1820-21,

and the formidable agitation of that period. The

great masses of our people for more than a gener-

ation have been educated into the belief of two

egregious errors on this subject. The first of

these is, the notion that the establishment of the

line, restricting the extension of slavery to the

South of 3G° 30' north latitude, and abolishing

it in all the remainder of the territories north

and west of the State of Missouri, was the real

Missouri " Compromise" by which that State was

enabled to enter the Union ; and the second is,

that this measure was the work of Henry Clay.

It is perhaps needless to tell the attentive

student of our political history that neither of

these propositions is true ; but it is certainly

high time that the mistakes of the popular mind
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on these important questions should be cor-

rected and put to rest.

It is for the purpose of contributing our

humble share towards this desired result that

we introduce the facts stated in this chapter.

We need scarcely add that we shall draw lib-

erally upon Mr. Benton's Thirty Years in the

Senate for the authority of our statements, than

which, it must be acknowledged, there can be

none better or more reliable. Of the exciting

circumstances attending the admission of his

State, Mr. Benton could truly say with the poet,

" all of which I saw, and part of which I was,'
1

for after taking an active part in the formation

of the State Constitution, he visited Washing-

ton, with his senatorial credentials in hand,

to enter the United States Senate, en her admis-

sion as a member of the Union. If all the

writers of our political history and the biogra-

phies of eminent public men had been as full

and explicit on this subject as Mr. Benton,

the prevalent mistakes of popular opinion would

have long since disappeared. Mr. Colton, for

instance, in his life of Mr. Clay, slurs over this

matter in a careless and invidious manner, evi-

dently afraid to mention the facts which he

must have known. He states the fact that Mr.

Clay had resigned his position as Speaker of the

House and had gone home, where he was de-

tained attending to his private affairs, and did

not again come to Washington until January
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16, 1821. He then proceeds to state that on

February 2d following, he offered the motion

for the appointment of his celebrated joint com-

mittee of thirteen-—the number of the original

States—to consider the admission of Missouri.

We shall see that this committee effected the

real Missouri Compromise in the final work of

admitting the State—the line of 36° 30' having

been adopted at the previous session of Con-

gress, Mr. Clay taking no part in it whatever.

This measure had its origin in the Senate, hav-

ing been proposed by a Senator from New York.

It was passed with very little popular excitement;

sustained by nearly the united voices of the

Southern Senators and Representatives, and unan-

imously approved by Mr. Monroe's Cabinet.

The unanimity of the slave-holding States in

the Senate in favor of the " Restriction," will

be seen by the vote as it appears upon the

journal of that body, on the motion to strike

out the clause constituting the so-called "com-

promise." It stood thirty votes for the " restric-

tion," to fifteen votes against it, every one of

the latter from non-slave holding States, the

former comprehending every slave State then

present and a few from the North.

In the House there was some discussion among

the Southern members, but the whole vote in

favor of it was 131 to 12 in the negative, the

latter comprising some of the Northern members

as the former did a majority of the Southern.
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The array of names of Southern statesmen

voting for the "restriction" shows that it was

acceptable to them, as the events that succeeded

showed that it was popular with their people.

Such is briefly the history of the adoption of

the famous slave parallel of latitude, in which

it is seen that Mr. Clay, so long its reputed

author, had no hand whatever ; that he did not

speak or vote upon it at any stage of its pas-

sage, and was probably absent from AVashing-

ton during whatever discussions that were there

held upon the measure. It is but justice to

Mr. Clay to state that though he was thus

popularly complimented as the author of the

reputed "compromise" of 1819-20, it was done

in spite of his repeated declarations to the con-

trary, notably so, in almost the last public act of

his life—in his speech on his famous "Omnibus"

bill in the session of the United States Senate

of 1850, in which he emphatically disavowed any

connection with this branch of the Missouri

controversy.

But though this measure had been passed as

stated, and was acceptable to the Southern

States, it had not succeeded in allaying the

Northern feeling against the increase of slave

States, then beginning to be openly avowed in

both sections of the Union as a question of the

"balance" of political power in the United States

Senate.

The agitation, therefore, on the subject of the
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admission of Missouri was as far as ever from

subsiding on the adoption of the " Restriction

Act;" on the contrary, it burst forth with re-

doubled strength, and seriously threatened the

separation of the States on the application of

the State for admission in the Union.

The allaying of this excitement and the

removal of the obstacles to a restoration of har-

mony was the .work of Mr. Clay's committee of

thirteen, and fairly entitles him to the credit of

being the undisputed author of the final settle-

ment of the Missouri controversy in the actual

admission' of the State.

The real facts of the case were these: The State

of Missouri had made her constitution sanction-

ing slavery and forbidding the legislature to

interfere with it. There was also a clause in it

authorizing the prohibition of the emigration of

free people of color into the State. This clause

was laid hold of by Northern members of Con-

gress to resist the admission of the State. The
proposition was treated as a breach of that clause

in the Federal Constitution, which guarantees

equal privileges in all the States to the citizens

of every State, of which privileges the right of

emigration is one, and free people of color,

being admitted to citizenship in some of the

States, the prohibition of emigration was held

to be a violation of that privilege in their per-

sons. But underneath this specious argument, it

was soon seen that the real point of objection
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was still the slavery clause, and the extension

of slavery in the State which it sanctioned and

seemed to make perpetual.

The constitution of the State and her appli-

cation for admission on being presented in the

House of Representatives, were accordingly re-

jected by a strict slavery and anti-slavery vote

of 79 to 83. Two distinct resolutions for the

admission of the State were passed by the Sen-

ate, and successively rejected by the House.

It was in this emergency, while the whole

country was ablaze with excitement and trembling

on the verge of disunion, that Mr. Clay came
forward in the House with his motion for the

joint committee of thirteen, "to consider' and

report to the Senate and House respectively

whether it be expedient or not, to make provision

for the admission of Missouri into the Union on

the same footing as the original States, and if not,

whether any other, and what provision, adapted

to her actual condition, ought to be made by

law."

This proposition was adopted in both Houses

with great unanimity, and the joint committee

being appointed—Mr. Clay being permitted to

make his own selection of the members—he was
made its chairman. This committee soon re-

ported a resolution in favor of the admission of

the State upon condition that her legislature

should first "declare that the clause in her con-

stitution relative to the freo colored emigration
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into the State, should never be construed to

authorize the passage of an act by which any

citizen of either of the States of the Union

should be excluded from the enjoyment of any

privilege to which he may be entitled under

the Constitution of the United States ;
and the

President of the United States, on being fur-

nished with a copy of said act, should by pro-

clamation declare the State to be admitted."

This resolution was passed in the House by

the close vote of 86 to 82, several members of

non-slave holding States voting for it. In the

Senate it was passed two to one—28 to 14,

and the required declaration having soon been

made by the legislature of Missouri and com-

municated to the President, his proclamation was

issued accordingly, and the State was admitted.

"And thus," says Mr. Benton, "was ended

the Missouri controversy, or that form of the

slavery question which undertook to resist a

State from having slavery if she chose."

That this interference on the part of the Fed-

eral government in the domestic affairs of a

State, was a usurpation of unauthorized power,

and a violation of every principle of State

Rights, cannot be rightfully questioned. It was

a great humiliation and indignity offered to the

State of Missouri. Some leading members of

Congress from the South voted against the "con-

ditional" admission on that principal—holding

that the State was entitled to absolute admis-

sion—anions them was John Randolph.
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It was an anti-Democratic movement from the

beginning, the advantages, if any, accruing solely

to its adversaries. "When, however, the effects

were seen by the Northern Democrats, they only

awaited an abatement in the popular feeling at

homo to take the first opportunity to get rid of

the question by admitting the State, and re-es-

tablishing party lines upon the basis of political

principles. It is further characterized by Mr.

Benton as "a political movement for the 'balance

of power,' balked by the Northern Democracy,

who saw their own overthrow and the eventual

separation of the States in the establishment of

geographical parties, divided by a slavery and

anti-slavery line.*'

Such, then, is the true history of this great

Missouri controversy— the establishment of the

"slavery restriction " of 36° 30', and the part

taken by Mr. Clay in the measures leading to

the admission of that State into the Union.



CHAPTER XII.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION.

The Various Departments—Employee* and Expenses—American and
English Governments Compared^ Etc.

As an interesting feature t) every tax-paying

citizen of our country, a synopsis of the differ-

ent departments as they existed in 1860 is here

given.

The business of the government is conducted

in seven departments—State, Treasury, Interior,

War, Navy, Post-Office and Attorney-General,

constituting the President's Cabinet.

The State Department, at first designated as

"the Department of Foreign Affairs," has charge

of all correspondence with consuls, foreign min-

isters and nations, etc., and also of the original

laws of Congress. There were twenty-four clerks

employed in 1860, and the expenses of the

department were about $85,000 per annum.

The Treasury Department has charge of all

the moneys and accounts of the United States,

and the collection of the customs. Its duties

are very important and require a large number

of clerks. There were three hundred and sixty-

three persons regularly connected with the de-

partment in 1860, and the appropriation for its

expenses was over $700,000.
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The Department of the Interior was estab-

lished in 1S40. It has charge of the patent

office, land office, Indian affairs, agriculture, pen-

sion office, public buildings and mineral lands.

Each of these bureaus is presided over by com-

missioners, and the regular clerical force num-
bered two hundred and fifty persons in 1860.

The annual cost at that time was $660,000.

The War Department has charge of all mat-

ters connected with the army of the United

States. It had a force of seventy-four officers

and clerks, and the expenses of the department

were estimated at §125,000.

The Navy Department has charge of the con-

struction, equipment and employment of the

vessels of war, and all other matters pertaining

to the naval establishment of the United States.

Its affairs are sub-divided anions; the following

bureaus: yards and docks, construction and re-

pairs, provisions and clothing, ordnance and
hydrography, and medicine and surgery. The
force numbered about fifty persons, and the

expenses were estimated at $110,000.

The Post-Office Department has cognizance of

ail matters pertaining to the mail service, the

selection of mail routes, keeping accounts with

postmasters, etc. There were eighty-seven per-

sons on the rolls of the department in I860, and
its contingent of cxpen:cs was about $175,000
per annum.

The Attorney-General is required to prosecute
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all suits in which the United States government

are concerned, and to give opinion and advice

when required by the President and heads of

departments. He was allowed one assistant and

three clerks, and the appropriation for the ex-

penses of the office was about $17,000 per

annum. The heads of departments are chosen

bj the President with the advice and consent

of the Senate, and constitute his cabinet of

advisors.

A few remarks on the difference between our

government and that of England, upon which it

was partly modelled, will be of interest. In

both countries the general features are the same,

as here shown in contrast:

United States.

The President.

The Secretaries of Departm 1

Congress

:

/lions'*,

\Sena'e.

The Judic'ur y.

England.

The King or Queen.

The Ministers.

rarliament:|£^; M1J

The Judiciary.

But the division of powers is quite differ-

ent. In England the king is a mere figurehead,

the most of the duties of our President devolv-

ing upon the Prime Minister, who is held to be

responsible for all mismanagement of the public

affairs, and i'i expected to resign as soon as

a want of confidence is shown by an adverse

vote of the Parliament. The Commons are

elected, and, like our House of Eepresentative?,

possess the full control of the purse, which
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gives them the controlling influence in shaping

the policy of the government.

The supply of Lords is kept up by the law

of primogeniture, and it has been the policy of

that government to keep up and increase the

ranks of the aristocracy by conferring titles of

nobility upon those subjects who have become

eminent and wealthy.

In every respect our government is a very

great improvement upon that of England, and

we might perhaps increase the improvement by

diverging still further from our original pattern.
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PART II,

CHAPTEE I.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

Any Notice of Him Interesting to Americans—Birth and Parentage—
EducatUn—His Parson and Youthful Sports—Early Employments—
As President—Marriage and Domestic Habits—As Farmer— Views

on Slavery— On the Constitution.

Although but little identified with the polit-

ical parties of his time, any notice of this truly

eminent man can scarcely fail to interest every

American.

He was born in Westmoreland County, Vir-

ginia, February 22, 1732. His parents were of

English descent, and were quite wealthy ; his

education was acquired at the schools of the

neighborhood, and only included the common
branches—reading, writing and arithmetic, and

book-keeping and surveying. In these, however,

he became, for the times, quite proficient, and

was always remarkable for neat hand-writing

and a system of order which pervaded all his

affairs. In person he was tall and of a com-

manding appearance—six feet two inches in

height and muscularly proportioned, and in field

sports and athletic exercises he greatly excelled.
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Ho also early acquired a character for probity,

veracity, justice and sterling honor, the founda-

tion of his reputation, which will long preserve

his memory.

Of his connection with the army previous to

and during the Revolutionary War, it is hardly

possible to allude here ; to do so would be to

write the history of those times. It is sufficient

to say, that he was brave, prudent, perse-

vering under every discouragement, and forgetful

of self, only sought the good of his country.

"When peace was declared and the Constitu-

tion adopted, he was chosen first President.

When the term expired he was, against his

Wishes, again chosen nearly unanimously, and
this, too, at a time when party spirit was be-

coming very warm. He called Jefferson and
Hamilton to his Cabinet, though they were the

acknowledged leaders of the different parties,

and only remembered that he was the Chief

Magistrate of the whole country, which our

Presidents nowadays are somewhat apt to for-

get. Tired of public life, he absolutely refused

a third term, and retired from civil, as he had

previously from military service, to the aston-

ishment cf a world accustomed to the sight of

men grasping for more power instead of re-

signing that with which they had been entrusted.

His marriage with a wealthy widow lady

—

Mrs. Custis—in 1759 was productive of much
happiness, and having inherited his father's
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estate of Mt. Vernon, lie was in possession of

an ample fortune. His estate consisted of S,000

acres, of which 4,000 were in cultivation—wheat

and tobacco the principal crops. In his later

years he abandoned tobacco as too exhaustive of

the soil. He reduced his farming to a perfect

system, divided the estate into several farms,

each one under its own manager, and all under

a general superintendent, from each of whom
he required frequent reports. He also gave

minute directions as to the system of cultivation

and rotation of crops for each field. It was to

this habit of supervision to which his death

—

1799—was attributed, having been caught in a

storm while riding over his estate. He had

provided in his will for the manumission of his

slaves and for their education and support, and

in 1786 had written to Eobert Morris: "There

is not a man living who wishes more sincerely

than I do to see a plan adopted for the abo-

lition of slavery."

The verdict of his fellow-countrymen at the

time of his death is still repeated with ever

increasing emphasis :
" First in war, first in

peace, and first in the hearts of his country-

men."

The following extract from a letter of his,

advocating the adoption of the Constitution,

is an expression of views eminently proper and

just, and worthy of frequent perusal:

" Nor am I such an enthusiastic, partial and
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indiscriminating admirer of it as not to per-

ceive it is tinctured with some real though not

radical defects. "With regard to the two great

points my creed is simply, 1st. That the gen-

eral government is not invested with more powers

than are indispensably necessary to perform the

functions of a good government, and consequently

no objection ought to be made against the

granting of powers delegated to it."

" Secondly, that these powers, as to the ap-

pointment of all our rulers, will ever arise

from, and at short stated intervals recur, to the

free suffrages of the people, are so distributed

amongst the legislative, executive and judicial

branches into which the general government is

arranged, that it can never be in danger of

degenerating into monarchy, an oligarchy or

aristocracy, or any other despotic or oppressive

form so long as there shall remain any virtue

in the body of the people."



CHAPTER II.

JOHN ADAMS.

Second President of United States—Birth and Education—A Leading

Writer in the Revolution—Negotiates Important Treaties— Troubles

with France—Becomes Wealthy and Unpopular—Dies on the same

Day with Jefferson.

The second President of the United States

was born in Braintree, Massachusetts, in 1735,

of English parentage. His father was able to

give him the advantage of a good education,

and he graduated at Harvard University in

1755. For a while he taught school, and being,

as he afterwards said, frightened out of the

purpose of studying for the ministry by the

awful features of Galvanism, lie commenced the

study of the law. Having worked up considera-

ble practice at his profession, he married, in

1764, Abigail Smith, a minister's daughter, and

a» lady of superior mental ability and a judicious

manager.

He immediately became known as a forcible

writer and leader in the stirring events which

led to the separation of the colonies from the

mother country—the war for independence, and

the establishment of our constitutional govern-

ment.

The bare list of all the papers published, and

acts in which lie was engaged, would fill vol-
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umes. It is safe to say, that as a member of Con-

gress he exercised an influence second to none,

and wa3 part of the life and soul of the move-

ment which resulted in the achievement of our

independence ; untiring, energetic, he was not

only one of the principal working members, but

he also possessed the faculty of inspiring others

with his zeal, and his actions constantly exem-

plified the language which has been attributed

to him: "Sink or swim, live or die, survive or

perish, T give my hand and my heart to this

cause."

Being sent to Europe in 1778, he negotiated,

or assisted in negotiating, many important

treaties to the advantage of the United States,

and returned home in 17S3, having crossed the

ocean several times in the interim.

Chosen President in 1796 to succeed Wash-

ington, he became involved in difficulties with

France, then in the throes of revolution, which

nearly involved the two countries in war, and

the issue of which was the loss of influence by

the Federal party, which prevented Mr. Adams's

re-election.

.Retiring thereafterwards to his home, his

thrifty habits, united to the excellent manage-

ment of his wife, so increased his fortune that,

unlike Jefferson, Madison and Monroe, he was

free of debt, and his devotion of a life in his

cguntry's service was not followed by an old

age of impoverishment.
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A good portion of this result was attributed

to his habit of investing his spare means, on

every opportunity, in the cheap lands of that

time. He also, like Mr. Van Buren and one or

two others, lived within his salary while Presi-

dent.

In his later years he seemed to have lost the

confidence of his countrymen, and was scarcely

treated with respect. This may be attributed

to his somewhat aristocratic ideas, which he did

not on occasion hesitate to express freely. He
had a

1

so suffered from the unauthorized publi-

cation of many private letters in which he had

uttered unfavorable opinions of some of his

contemporaries.

His death occurred on July 4, 1826, on the

same day with Jefferson, and the singular and

almost miraculous coincidence did not fail to

attract due notice at the time. The flight of

time has softened the political asperities of those

days, and a grateful country now freely ac-

knowledges his very great and important services

in the hour of its greatest trials.



CHAPTER III.

THOMAS JEFFERSON.

His Name in the First Bank—A Synonym of Democracy—A Ripe

b'cholar, Linguist, Architect and Musician—Early Public Career

and Marriage— Writes the Declaration of Independence—Minister to

France—Secretary of State under Washington—Elected President—

Jiis Flain Manners—Purchase of Louisiana—Style of Spea.iing and
Writing.

Of all the public men who have justly won
a name to be mentioned with respect in the

history of our country, Thomas Jefferson's stands

in the foremost rank. If Washington alone be

accepted, there is scarcely another person who
lias exercised as much influence, been employed

in as many and responsible situations, and

in them all acquitted himself with so much
credit as the one whose name has become the

synonym of Democracy.

Born in Virginia in 1743 of a wealthy and

intelligent family, his surroundings in childhood

and youth were well calculated to develop an

active, intelligent, honest and honorable man. En-

dowed with riches, lie was yet industrious, ener-

getic and moderate—taught by the precepts and

example of his father so to be. From him also

he acquired an aversion to intemperance and

excesses of any kind, and learned those lessons

of equality and sauvity which, pleasantly blended
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with sufficient self-assertion, mark the gentleman

everywhere. But it is probably to his mother,

who was a very superior woman, that he owed

the valuable traits of character which most

pre-eminently distinguished him. For, indeed, the

instances are rare that any man has excelled

in any act or calling whose infancy and youth

were unblessed by the noble precepts and ex-

ample of an excellent mother.

Under such circumstances, Jefferson became

one of the best educated men in the country.

Nor was his physical well-being neglected. He
was noted as a good horseman, and excelled in

most manly sports. Having a taste for music,

he became a fine violinist, devoting, for a con-

siderable period, three hours each day to prac-

tice on that instrument. He was also a good

mathematician and architect, in after years fur-

nishing the plans for the State House at Rich-

mond, the capital of his State, a very imposing

and attractive building, which still ornaments

that city. He was besides well skilled in the lan-

guages. Having acquired Greek and Latin at

college, he afterwards gained a fair knowledge

of French, Spanish and Italian, becoming very

familiar with the French during his residence

as Minister at Paris in later years.

After completing his collegiate course, he ap-

plied himself zealously to the study of the law,

devoting as many as fourteen hours a day to his

studies. It is rare that a young man possessed
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of fortune and, therefore, without that incentive

which has spurred most men to exertion, has

devoted himself so perseveringly to the acquire-

ment of knowledge. His morals were equally

praiseworthy. He neither drank to excess, played

cards, used profane language, or tobacco. It

would seem then that Mr. Parton was not

exaggerating when he avers

:

" I think it safe to say, that of all the pub-

lic men who have figured in the United States

he was comparatively the best scholar and most

accomplished man. The American Democrat

can proudly point to the apostle of his political

creed, and boast that his conduct was as ad-

mirable as his intelligence was commanding."

A recital of all the events with which Mr.

Jefferson was connected would be the history of

the times in which he lived. Having com-

menced the practice of the law, he was imme-

diately in possession of a large practice, and in

1769, then twenty-six years of age, he entered

into political life as a member of the Virginia

House of Burgesses. At this, his first session,

he took a moderate stand against slavery, and

introduced a bill enabling owners to liberate

their slaves with the least possible loss or

trouble. At the age of twenty-nine years, Jan-

uary 1, 1772, he was married to Mrs. Martha

Skelton, a lady then twenty-two years of age,

of great personal beauty, rare accomplishments,

and possessed of a large fortune. This marriage
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was most felicitous, but his happiness was de-

stroyed, by her death in 1782. His grief at

this occurrence was very great, and many years

after his own decease, in the inmost recesses

of his writing desk, were found envelopes con-

taining locks of hair of his wife and little

ones whom he had lost in their infancy, with

many endearing expressions written upon them,

and bearing evidence of having been frequently

handled.

In 1773 he was appointed on the celebrated

committee of correspondence, in which situation

he had the opportunity of forming the acquaint-

ance of the leading men in the new political

movement to oppose the encroachments of the

English government. In 177-1 he was the author

of A Summary View of the Bights of British

America, which was a bold and clear recital

of the rights of the colonies to resist taxation,

and was printed in Virginia and in England,

and caused his name to appear on the list of

those whom the British government would not

pardon.

In 1775 he was chosen to represent Virginia

in Congress, and was warmly welcomed at

Philadelphia. John Adams says " he had the

reputation of a masterly pen, and writings of

his were handed about remarkable for felicity cf

expression."

All attempts at conciliation having failed, he

was placed on the committee with Franklin,
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John Adams and others, to draft the Declara-

tion of Independence. He was unanimously

pressed to undertake the draft, which he did,

the others offering but few alterations. The

debate on the propriety of making the de-

claration occupied three days, and finally ended

in its adoption July 4, 177*5.

This document has secured for itself and its

author more renown than any other State paper

ever before written. It has been sometimes

asserted that it is a mere copy of the cele-

brated Mecklenberg declaration of 1775, so called

from the town in North Carolina in which it

originated. There is certainly a great likeness

in the two instruments, though both Jefferson

and John Adams stated they had never seen

it at the time the Declaration of Independence

was written. Resigning his seat in Congress,

he was returned to the State Legislature, and

was employed on the committee to revise its

constitution, where his influence procured im-

portant changes, of which the repeal of the

law of primogeniture and the establishment of

religious freedom were the most valuable. He
continued to serve in the House until 1779,

when he was chosen Governor, and held that

office until 17S2, when he again entered Con-

gress. Here he prepared our present decimal

currency, which was then adopted, and devised

a plan for the government of the Northwestern

Territory, prohibiting slavery, which was also
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accepted. In 1784 he was appointed Minister

to Europe, with Benjamin Franklin and John

Adams, when several important treaties were

negotiated. In 1785 he was appointed Min-

ister to France, where he represented the United

States while the Constitution was being framed

in 1787. He was not entirely pleased with

that instrument, but afterwards gave it his sup-

port. In 1789 he returned to America, and

immediately entered Washington's Cabinet as

Secretary of State. Thus in 1790 commenced

the struggle between Jefferson and Hamilton,

which soon gave rise to the Eepublican and

Federal parties. The first contest over the

finances resulted in the establishment of the

United States Bank, in opposition to Mr. Jeffer-

son's views.

In 1793 Jefferson resigned his seat in the

Cabinet and retired to his home at Montecello,

to attend to his private affairs, which had be-

come somewhat disarranged. In 1790 Washing-

ton, having declined a third term, the two par-

ties nominated Jefferson and Adams respectively.

Adams, having three votes majority, was declared

elected President, and Jefferson, having received

the second largest number of votes, was declared

Vice-President, such being the law at that time.

The war then existing between France and

England was a great source of contention,

finally culminating in the passage of the alien

and sedition laws of 1798, attended with intense
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political excitement. In the elections following,

in 1800, Jefferson and Aaron Burr, the Eepub-

lican candidates, were elected, but a curious

struggle, ensued between them. Both having

received an equal number of electoral votes, the

election went to the House of llepresentatives,

where the Federalists attempted to elect Burr

as President, but on the thirty-sixth ballot Jef-

ferson was declared elected.

The new President avoided all the stately

shows which "Washington and Adams had in-

dulged in, rode unattended on horse-back to the

capitol, instead of in a coach and six with liv-

eried servants ; and he immediately proceeded to

institute many reforms in the civil service.

Everything that resembled aristocracy was abol-

ished, and the humblest citizen could call on

the President with the certainty of being re-

ceived with proper courtesy.

In 1803 the purchase of Louisiana was

effected, the great and manifest advantages of

that measure impelling the President to that

course, despite his scruples of power delegated

to the general government for that purpose.

In 1806 Jefferson was re-elected President by

148 out of 175 electoral votes. The war still

existing in Europe, was, as we have said, the

occasion of much excitement in this country, re-

sulting in the " Embargo Act," forbidding our

vessels to leave port—a temporary measure, soon

repealed—but the occasion of much political

feeling.
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Oa the expiration of his second term lie left

public life, and was not identified with any

political measures thereafter. But he took great

interest in education, and the University of

Virginia owes it3 existence to him. He died

on the same day with John Adams, July 4,

1826, just half a century from the time when

they pledged their lives, fortunes and sacred

honors to the cause of liberty.

Jefferson never attempted the oratorical art;

but his language, well chosen and clear, always

received great attention in debate. As a writer

on political topics, he has never been excelled,

and the Declaration of Independence will cause

his name to be remembered to the remotest

times.

—an



CHAPTER IV.

JAMES MADISON.

Early Advantages—Political Services to Virginia— Views on, Formation

of ' Federal Government— On Mights cf the States— Writer for the

Federalist—President Fight Years—Aids the Cause of Education—
Unsurpassed as Writer and Thinker.

The fourth President of the United States

was born in 1751, being the eldest of seven

children of a planter of wealth and good posi-

tion of the same given name. He received a

good education, graduating at Princeton College

in 1771. His mother appears to have been a

lady of fine education for those times, and what

is more important in the battle of life, of good

cvery-day sense.

His marriage at the age of forty-three years

to a Virginia lady, Mrs. Todd, then twenty-

seven years old, was productive of the greatest

happiness, though unblessed with children. She

long survived him, dying at Washington July

12, 1819, at the advanced ace of eighty-two

years.

Madison commenced his political life in 1776,

after having read law for several years and

pursuing a general course of literary studies.

He was first chosen a delegate to the House,

losing his election the succeeding year by de-

(164)
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dining to canvass for the place. - lie was, how-

ever, selected in 1779 to represent the common-

wealth in the Continental Congress, and served

in that capacity three years. He was princi-

pally noted during that time for his opposition

to the issuance of paper money. In 1783 he

was again returned to the Legislature, serving

in that body until 1787, when lie was appointed

a delegate to the convention which formed the

United States Constitution. In that work, which

was performed with closed doors, he took a

very active part, and preserved the notes of the

debates which constitute our principal source of

information on that subject.

His views on the proper form of a federal

government are stated in a letter to Washing-

ton, a copy of which, in Washington's hand-

writing, is still extant. He stated that he was

equally opposed to the individual independence

of the States and the consolidation cf the whole

into one simple republic. He was in favor of

Congress having a veto power upon the legisla-

tive acts of the State?, and even thought that

the right of coercion should be expressly de-

clared—though he added that the difficulty and

awkwardness cf operating by force, on the col-

lective will of a State, render it particularly

desirable that the necessity of it should be pre-

cluded. His views on these subjects were after-

wards considerably modified, and most of the

important provisions of the Constitution are the
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results of his work in compromising between

the extreme views of the Hamilton party on

the one hand and the State Eights party on

the other.

The Constitution thus formed and submitted

to the States for ratification wa3 much debated,

and was quite obnoxious to the State Eights

party. Samuel Adams thought the old articles

of confederation preferable. Jefferson, then Min-

ister to France, wrote that it "stagged" him, and

Patrick Henry averred that it had a " strong

squinting " towards monarchy. The acceptance

was, however, though in some instances rather re-

luctantly, obtained from all the States, an issue

much aided by the appearance of a series of very

able papers under the caption of the "Federalist,"

edited by Madison, Hamilton and John Jay.

In 1789, being a representative in Congress,

Madison opposed the National Bank and most

of Mr. Hamilton's other measures, though he

was then regarded as occupying a middle posi-

tion between the two contending parties, and

always retained the warm regard of Washing-

ton. On the return of Jefferson from France,

Madison was offered that mission, which he de-

clined, as also the position of Secretary of State,

which "Washington desired him to accept, from

the consideration that he could not harmonize

with Hamilton. In 1797 his term having ex-

pired he returned to Yirginia.

The Alien and Sedition laws, as we have
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abundantly seen, were the principal political ex-

citement at this time, and were the direct cause

of the celebrated Virginia and Kentucky reso-

lutions of 1798-9, of which the former were

from the pen of Madison, the latter from Jef-

ferson's. These resolutions have been much
commented upon as showing the positions of

these two eminent men and of the Democratic

party at that time on the subject of State

Rights. While the language seems to convey

the idea that a State may judge when the

Constitution has been violated, or its rights in-

vaded, and apply the remedy, yet Mr. Madison

very frequently and emphatically denied any

such meaning.

In a letter to a friend, in 1833, he employs

this conclusive language :
" I do not consider

the proceedings of 1798-9 as countenancing the

doctrine that a State may at will secede from

its constitutional compact with the other States."

In a letter to K P. Trist, 1831, he says:

"I cannot see the advantage of this persever-

ance of South Carolina in claiming the authority

of the Virginia proceedings of 1798 as asserting

the right of a single State to nullify an act of

the United States. Where, indeed, is the fair-

ness of attempting to palm on Virginia an in-

tention which is contradicted by such a variety

of proofs—which has at no intervening period

received the slightest countenance from her, and

which with one voice she now disclaims?"
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The discussions on these resolutions drew from

Mr. Madison a " Report " devoted to their vin-

dication and in opposition to the Alien and

Sedition laws. This report is a very able paper,

and the subject on which it treats mostly—the

relations of the States—possesses the greatest in-

terest.

His next public employment was as Secretary

of State under Jefferson, in 1S01, continuing

until 1809, when he succeeded to the Presi-

dency, and filled that exalted position most

acceptably throughout the war of 1812 and

until 1817. That war was also an occasion of

much party feeling, being bitterly opposed by

the Federalists of New England ; but its bril-

liant and happy conclusion wiped that party

out of existence.

On the expiration of his second term he re-

tired to Montpelier, his estate in Virginia,

where he passed a peaceful old age, only once,

meanwhile, engaging in public affairs, being a

member of the convention to remodel the State

Constitution. Like Jefferson, he also felt a

strong interest in the cause of education, and

particularly manifested a desire for the success

of the University of Virginia, of which he was

long a rector. Universally respected and beloved,

he died in 1S36.

It is difficult to speak of Madison without

employing language seemingly too eulogistic. He
was always temperate, moral, studious and agree-
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able. At first lie was timid, but overcoming

that defect, he became one of the best debaters

of his time. He never indulged in flights of

the fancy, yet his style was not devoid of orna-

ment, and his reasoning powers were unexcelled.

Washington was always his warmest friend, and

Jefferson, who appreciated him highly, has left

on record a very exalted opinion of his genius

and his worth.
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The fifth • President was born in Westmore-

land county, Virginia, April 28, 1758. He was

a student of William and Mary College, which

he quit in 1776, then eighteen years old, to

enter the army as a cadet. He was immediately

placed in active service, where he was distin-

guished, capturing one of the British batteries

at Trenton, and receiving a bullet in his shoul-

der, a3 well as a captaincy.

Leaving the service, he commenced the study

of the law under Jefferson, then Governor of

Virginia, and was elected to the Legislature in

17S2, and though but twenty-three years old,

was appointed a member of the Executive Coun-

cil. In 1783 he was chosen a delegate to Con-

gress, and was soon active in measures which

led to the convention and adoption of our Con-

stitution.

In 1785 he was married to a New York

lady, Miss Kortright, Avho is described as having
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possessed remarkable beauty and accomplish-

ments, and their married life, a happy one,

was terminated by her death in 1S30. In 1787

he was again elected to the Legislature, and -

in 1700 was sent to the United States Senate.

In 1791 he received the appointment of Minis-

ter to France, but was recalled by President

Adams in 1796. Chosen Governor of Yirginia

in 1799, lie retained that office until 1802,

when he again went abroad as commissioner to

negotiate, in conjunction with our Minister to

France, Mr. Livingston, the purchase of Louis-

iana. After the conclusion of that treaty he

was employed in arranging a treaty with Spain,

and afterwards with England, returning home

in 1806. In 1S08 he was a prominent candi-

date for the Presidency, but withdrew in favor

of Mr. Madison. In 1S10 he was again elected

to the Legislature, and in the next year as

Governor of Yirginia. In the same year lie was

appointed Secretary of State, which office he

held to the end of Madison's administration,

when he was, in 1816, elected President by a

vote of 183 out of 217 electoral votes.

Soon after his election he took an extended

tour through the Northern States, which was

marked by the expression of much good-will.

His administration was very popular—nearly

every measure he recommended in his messages

being adopted, and he was re-elected by nearly
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a unanimous vote, receiving all but one of the

whole 232 electoral votes, a compliment shown
to no other candidate since Washington's time.

His first administration is remembered as the

" era of good feeling," the debates in Congress

being attended with an absence of acrimony,

which, unfortunately, has not characterized any

other period of our national existence. But in

1S20 the admission of Missouri opened the

slavery question, attended with much excitement,

which was quieted by the adoption of a com-

promise affecting the constitution of that State.

Mr. Monroe is now often referred to as the

author of the "Monroe Doctrine," he having

advanced the idea that any interference of

European powers to establish themselves on this

continent is opposed to our interests, dangerous

to our peace and safety, and ought to be re-

sisted.

His term of office expiring in 1825, he re-

turned to his farm in Virginia, where he filled

the office of magistrate, and assisted in the con-

vention to remodel the constitution of the State.

His health failing, he removed to New York,

where he died at the residence of his son-in-

law in 1837. His remains were afterwards re-

moved to Richmond, Virginia, with much cere-

mony, where they now rest. Like Jefferson and

Madison, his life was spotless, and his memory
is deservedly held in high estimation, unsullied
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by the recollection of any unworthy act. Like

them, too, lie died in embarrassed circum-

stances—a poor sequel to an honorable career in

the public service, yet almost conclusive evidence

of an honest and conscientious life.
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It has been remarked that the worst epithet

that can be applied to a man is to call him a

fool. No one has ever in all the violent heat

of party strife applied that epithet seriously to

Andrew Jackson. Passionate, determined, willful,

perhaps he was, he has never been thought

wanting in intellect or in patriotism, and few

men have surpassed him in the ability to inspire

the people with confidence in the rectitude of

his conduct, as well as the purity of his

motives. And it is also true that he has had

some of the most bitter and determined haters

that ever any man had.

The seventh President of the United States

was born in " Waxhaw Settlement," in the State

of North Carolina, March 15, 1767. His father,

of Scotch descent, had emigrated from Ireland,

two years previous to his birth, which occurred
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two days after the father's death. It is to his

mother's credit that, without any means what-

ever, she was enabled to give her son's

youthful mind the training and aspirations which
"bent the twig" in the right direction. Young
Andrew is described as a brave, generous and

mischievous boy, very fond of athletic sports,

in which he greatly excelled. His good mother

desired him to prepare for the ministry, and

afforded him every opportunity her situation

could command, but he was not noted for

application, and his education was therefore lim-

ited. But though he was not an intense votary

of knowledge, his heart was in the right place,

and in 17S0, then but thirteen years of age, he
was bearing arms in Sumpter's band of patriots.

Captured by the British, he received a severe

wound from one of their officers for refusing to

black his boots, and contracting the small-pox,

he barely escaped death—the fate of his brother,

also a prisoner with him. His mother also

dying of ship fever, contracted in nursing pris-

oners confined on shipboard in Charleston har-

bor, young Jackson was left at an early age,

with broken health, alone in the world. Per-

haps if those who in after years criticised his

lack of education or want of refinement, had
remembered the sacrifices of his youth in the

sacred cause of liberty, they would have been

prompted to palliate rather than to exaggerate

any seeming short-comings he might have occa-

sionally exhibited in either respect.
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Thus being left friendless and destitute, he

first found employment in a saddler's shop,

which he varied with school teaching, and be-

fore his eighteenth year commenced the study

of the law. It is recorded by some of his his-

torians that he was rather more devoted to

horse racing than to his law books, but as he

finished his course of studies, and was licensed

to practice before he was twenty years old,

these assertions should be accepted with some

caution. Receiving the appointment of public

prosecutor in 17S8 for the district of Tennessee,

he removed to Nashville, and though but just

twenty-one, he immediately secured a large prac-

tice. Here he became acquainted with and

afterwards married a Mrs. Robards, a lady who
had separated from, and, as was supposed, had

been divorced from her husband. It afterwards

appearing that there was informality in the pro-

ceedings, a new divorce was secured, and the

marriage ceremony was again performed This

delicate subject was afterwards made the theme

of unfavorable gossip, which Jackson did not

fail on all occasions to resent, and which in-

volved him in many quarrels. It is now known
that Mrs. Jackson's first husband was a man of

bad character, and that Jackson, on the other

hand, was never known to deviate from the

strictest rules of chastity, while Mrs. Jackson's

conduct was always most exemplary, and the

verdict of the present age is, that Jackson, in
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defending Lis own and his wife's character, did

just what he ought to have done to rescue

both from the aspersions of a set of political

bullies, who were employing such means to

lessen his growing influence. It was fortunate

for all parties that he had both the courage

and ability to do it most successfully.

Prudently investing all his means in land at

this time, 1T9G, its almost immediate rise in

value, with his professional income, placed him

in easy circumstances. Chosen to assist in draft-

ing a constitution for the State, he was also

selected to represent the State in Congress in

the same year. He became an active member

of the House, and with true Democratic instinct

enlisted on the side of an economical adminis-

tration of the government, opposing a large

appropriation for furnishing the President's house,

and in favor of confining the uses of the public

money to the purposes for which it was appro-

priated. His course seems to have given his

State entire satisfaction, as he was sent to the

Senate in 1797, which, however, he resigned

immediately to be elected a State Supreme

Court Justice. Having been elected a major

general of militia over Governor Sevier, a quarrel

arose between them, which, by the interference

of friends at the last moment, was prevented

from terminating in a duel. At this period of

his life he was engaged in extensive business,

which did not result well through the misman-
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agement of his partners, and lie made consider-

able sacrifices in order to meet the obligations

of his firms. But he was a prudent and judi-

cious manager, and all his affairs prospered to

which he was able to give his personal atten-

tion.

In 1816 occurred the famous duel with

Charles Dickinson, occasioned by disparaging re-

marks of the latter reflecting on the character

of Mrs. Jackson, and which resulted in the

death of Dickinson. This fight displayed Gen-

eral Jackson's great nerve and force of will.

Dickinson, who was a noted shot, fired at the

word, breaking a rib and raking the breast

bone of Jackson. Having made sure of killing

Jackson, he exclaimed :
" Great God ! have I

missed him?'' When Jackson, who was able to

conceal the wound, fired, and Dickinson fell

mortally wounded. From the effects of the

wound received at this time Jackson, it is said,

never entirely recovered.

About this time he became acquainted with

Aaron Burr, and engaged in his scheme of

" colonizing Texas,'' as Jackson was led to sup-

pose. When, however, it became known that

Burr really meditated a scheme to dismember

the Union and set up a Western Empire, Jack-

son at once abandoned him, and used his whole

influence to prevent its success. When the war

of 1812 with England began, Jackson promptly

offered the services of his troops—the State
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militia—to the government, which offer was

readily accepted, and 1,500 troops were ordered

to Natchez. There being no occasion for their

services, they were soon disbanded. At this

time, 1813, he had an altercation with the Ben-

tons, in which he narrowly escaped losing an

arm, firmly refusing to permit it to be ampu-

tated, as insisted upon as necessary by the

surgeons.

The Creek Indians having massacred the few

whites at Fort Nimens, General Jackson entered

their country, and though suffering greatly from

his wounds, directed the military operations so

energetically that that powerful tribe was almost

destroyed and were never afterwards able to do

mischief. This war, and its successful termina-

tion, procured for General Jackson an appoint-

ment of major general in the United States

army. It now becoming apparent that the

English had designs on the South, General

Jackson, in 1814, visited Mobile, and finding

that the English were sending out war parties

from Pensacola, then a -Spanish settlement, he

collected a large force and took possession of

the town, without waiting for instructions from

the war office. For this act, and for the hang-

ing of six mutineers, he was afterwards severely

censured. The English having landed below

ISTew Orleans, he reached that place December

2, 1814, finding it without any defences. With
his usual energy he set to work and declared
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martial law, and called out the whole State

militia. On the 23d of the same month, the

enemy had advanced to within nine miles of

the city, when, having been reinforced by some

Kentucky and Tennessee troops, Jackson attacked

him with such resolute determination as to gain

considerable advantage and check their advance

until expected further reinforcements arrived,

which occurred on January 1 following. Jack-

son now exerted his whole force in constructing

a breast-work across a neck of land from the

Mississippi river to an impassable swamp, a dis-

tance of about one mile, over which the British

had necessarily to advance to reach New
Orleans.

On the morning of the ever memorable 8th

of January, 1815, Jackson had only about 4,500

men, of whom the most part were undisciplined,

and for the first time to be under fire, to

oppose the British army of 10,000 effective sol-

diers. But it was probably this very great

disparity of force which contributed to the

British defeat. For, confident that his well-drilled

troops would easily route the untrained militia,

General Pakenham ordered a charge upon

Jackson's whole line of breastworks, which re-

sulted in a terrible repulse and a loss of

life almost unparalleled in modern warfare.

This has never been attributed to want of

courage on the part of the assailants. The
English troops, swept away by the fierce fire
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to which they were exposed, would rally and

return repeatedly to the charge. The loss being

so great on the British side, over 2,000 killed,

wounded and prisoners, to only seven killed and

six wounded on the part of the Americans, was
a most remarkable feature of this famous combat.

The result of this battle rendered General

Jackson the most popular man in the United

States, and he at once received the appointment

of Commander-in-Chief in the Southwest and the

thanks of Congress.

An incident attending this battle ought to be

mentioned. Jackson, having declared martial

law, thought necessary to order the arrest of a

person named Louallier. A writ of habeas cor-

pus having been issued by Judge Hall, General

Jackson arrested him also and sent him out of

the city. On the suspension of martial law
Judge Hall returned to the city, and had Jack-

son in turn arrested for contempt of court,

and fined him $1,000, which the General paid.

It is to his credit, that though many friends

advised him not to pay it, he not only com-

plied with the mandates of the court, but used

his power to protect it, without which it could

not have enforced its decrees; he, moreover, de-

clined all proffers of assistance, and paid the

fine out of his own pockets.

In 1817 a war with the Seminole Indians

having broken out, General Jackson was sent

to Florida with a lar^e force. Without troubling
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himself much about international law, he seized

the Spanish Fort of St. Marks, which had been

a headquarters for the depredators upon our

Southern frontiers, and hung two Englishmen,

named Ambrister and Arbuthnot, after trial by

court martial, on the charge of inciting the In-

dians to hostilities and furnishing them with

means of war.

These acts were the subjects of remonstrance

on the part of the English and Spanish govern-

ments, and Jackson's course was much criticised,

his enemies condemning his conduct in un-

measured terms. He himself became very in-

dignant when censured by the government,

asserting that; his actions had been governed

throughout by instructions from "Washington,

and intimating that some Senators were in dan-

ger of losing their ears. In 1821 Florida was

ceded to the United States, and General Jack-

son was appointed Governor. The former Span-

ish Governor attempting to carry away some

judicial papers, Jackson arrested him, and, dis-

regarding a writ of habeas corpus issued by a

district judge, summoned the judge before him.

Some members of Congress attempted to get

him censured for this, but failed, only to incur

his displeasure.

He was first mentioned for the Presidency in

1823, when the Legislature of Tennessee elected

him United States Senator, and also nominated

him for the higher position. In the Electoral
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College of 1824 he received 09 votes, to 84 for

J. Q. Adams, 41 for William II. Crawford, and

37 for Henry Clay. This carried the election

into the House, where J. Q. Adams was chosen

by the assistance of Mr. Clay. This result

caused an estrangement between Jackson and

Clay, which was never healed.

In 1828, after a most bitter contest, he was

elected President over Mr. Adams by an elec-

toral vote of 178 to S9. His enemies on this

occasion were most vehement in their attacks

upon his public acts, nor was his private life

or the character of his wife spared ; with such

effect, it has been averred, upon the latter, as to

hasten her death, which occurred soon after the

result of the election was announced.

During his first term the war with the United

States Bank was inaugurated, which finally re-

sulted in the loss of its charter, and which,

though supported by \Vebster, Clay and Cal-

houn, proved to be a rotten concern, and when
finally collapsing, was found to have sunk its

entire original capital. Upon this issue the elec-

tion of 1832 was mainly conducted—President

Jackson and Henry Clay being the candidates.

The former having been triumphantly re-elected

considered it an endorsement of his policy, and

accordingly vetoed the bill rechartering the

bank, which act the bank advocates were not

slow to condemn in almost incredibly violent

language. But succeeding events have fully justi-
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fied the President's course. The strangulation

of the celebrated Nullification attempts in South

Carolina in 1S30-3 was another brilliant triumph

of Jackson's first term of office.

The struggle over the United States Bank
question was continued during the greater part

of his second term, of which it was the para-

mount theme. The President having recom-

mended the cessation of the government deposits

with that bank and the sale of its stock owned
by the government, a conflict ensued, which

finally, however, resulted in the complete triumph

of these measures. The general failure of the

banks, and the commercial distress which en-.

sued, have been charged against Jackson as

the legitimate result of his actions. On the

other hand, he protected the government from

loss, as it was his duty to do, and it is doubt-

ful if these institutions, founded upon false

principles—the right of a certain ring, so to

speak, to bank upon the public money being

one of them—would not have produced worse

results if their existence had been farther pro-

longed.

Retiring from public life in 1S37, he passed

his remaining years at the " Hermitage," as his

farm near Nashville, Tennessee, was called, and
died there June 38, 1845, aged seventy-eight

years. It is iuw universally conceded that he

was an honest and patriotic man, who despised

subterfuge and chicanery, and being possessed of
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an indomitable will, did not hesitate to take a

straightforward course to accomplish whatever he

believed the interests of his country required.

lie was always religiously inclined, the effects

perhaps of the early influence of his mother,

and later in life became a constant attendant

of the Presbyterian Church.

He was no less decisive in his management

of our foreign relations than in those of home

importance, compelling the settlement of various

claims which had long been delayed against

France, Spain, Naples and Portugal. His

simple, unostentatious habits of life well com-

ported with his democratic principles, and

his memory will always be cherished by

the American Democrat as one of the worthi-

est leaders of his party. His firm stand

against nullification and disunion, and his cele-

brated proclamation, avowing his reasons in

the clearest language for sustaining the Union,

were universally approved by the Democratic

party at that time, and are unanswerable to-day.

His memory, perhaps, has no more enduring

monument in the hearts of his countrymen, and

should they ever determine to perpetuate his

name by a national monument worthy of it,

no more suitable inscription could be found

than, "The Union— it must be preserved."

It has been charged against Jackson that he

originated the ' ; spoils system " in office, as it

has been called. This is a mistake; the second
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President, John Adams, originated the practice,

which has been followed since by every occu-

pant of the Presidential chair, Mr. Monroe,

perhaps, excepted, during whose official li'e

party lines had nearly disappeared.

It is a curious fact that an almost similar at-

tempt at assassination to the one which resulted

in the late President Garfield's death, was made
on President Jackson in 1S35. A mechanic

named Lawrence being cut of work, and hearing

on all sides denunciations of Jackson as the cause

of the hard times, conceived the idea of killing

him as the proper remedy. As the President

emerged from the capitol on a funeral occasion,

Lawrence presented himself before him and

drawing a pistol took deliberate aim and ex-

ploded the cap. The weapon missing fire, he

drew another, and presenting it full at the

President's breast the cap again failed, however,

to discharge the pistol. This was very remark-

able, as when afterwards examined both the

weapons were found to be in good order and

properly loaded, and in twenty experiments did

not once miss lire. Lawrence was immediately

secured and examined. He stated that he had

mentioned his intentions to no* one, and had no

friends or accomplices in the matter. On being

asked if he did not expect to be killed on the

spot if he had killed the President, he replied

that he did not, and that he had no doubt of

being protected by the spectators. He also said
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that lie should have made the attempt sooner,

but was prevented by fear of injuring others.

When asked if he felt no trepidation, he replied,

not the slightest, until the second pistol missed

fire. Then observing that the President was

advancing upon him with his uplifted cane, he

feared it contained a sword which might have

been thrust through him before he could have

been protected by the crowd. And he also

declared that the powers of Europe would not

permit him to be punished for what he had

done. The full report of the physicians who

examined him was so conclusive of his insanity

that he was not even brought to trial, but was

placed in an asylum. The most conclusive indica-

tion of his insanity was thought to be his per-

fect tranquility of pulse and demeanor, wThich

it wTas deemed impossible to feign. The almost

complete coincidence between Lawrence's and

Guiteau's cases will strike every reader. But

there was one man—Jackson himself—who could

not be convinced of Lawrence's insanity. Hav-

ing received several anonymous threats during

the bank troubles, he cherished to the last the

belief of an organized attempt upon his life by

his political enemies.

In conclusion we may add that had we such

a President now-a-days General Grant's expres-

sion, " Let no guilty man escape," would have

been good for what it called for; Hayes's civil

service reform platitudes would have resulted in
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actions, and there would be no quibbling or

faltering in the "Star Eoute" cases. Of course,

in such a policy he would incur the enmity of

"Kings" who would endeavor, as they have

done, to cover his memory with obloquy. But

it is to be hoped that there is enough honesty

and patriotism remaining in the republic to

appreciate and cherish the memory of a Chief

Magistrate who faithfully discharges his duty to

the country as did General Jackson.
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

Founder of the Federal Party—Early Military Services—An Able Fi-

nancier—Finished Speaker and Writer—Quarrels with Aaron Burr
—Allied in a Duel by the Latter—Moral Character.

Famous as the founder of the Federal party,

and a very able financier, the subject of this

sketch was born on one of the West India

Islands January 11, 1757. His father was a

Scotchman and his mother was of French Hugue-

not descent. Left with little property, his friends

sent him to school near Elizabeth, N. J., and

afterwards to Columbia College, 1ST. Y., which

he was attending at the commencement of the

war for independence. At that time he gained

considerable celebrity as a writer and speaker,

though but eighteen years old, and joining the

army his energy and talents were immediately

recognized, and he was given the command of

an artillery company. He served with honor

through the war, being present at all the prin-

cipal engagements in New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania, and assisted at the final siege of York-

town, where he acquired much credit by captur-

ing one of the British redoubts.

Having married the daughter of General

Schuyler in 1780, he was thus placed in pos-
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session of the advantages of wealth and influ-

ence, and after a few months study at the

close of the war, he commenced the practice of

the law. He was immediately returned to the

legislature, and thereafter was almost constantly

employed in the public service. lie is most

generally remembered from his connection with

the convention which framed the Constitution,

being one of the acknowledged leaders of the

Federal side in that convention.

On the adoption of that instrument and the

organization of the government, he was called

to occupy the position of Secretary of the

Treasury by General Washington, and his ad-

ministration of that bureau was marked by great

efficiency.

The first United States Bank was founded

through his influence, and the fact that when

it wound up, twenty years afterward, it was

entirely solvent—its stock paying a premium

—

attests his good judgment and his knowledge of

true banking principles.

He is also remembered as a fine writer.. The

Federalist^ mostly written by him in defense of

the Constitution, is thought to be equal to any

political papers ever written.

Resigning his position in the Cabinet in 1795,

he returned to the practice of the law in New
York, his principal competitor, both in law and

politics, being Aaron Burr.

In 1800 the competition for the Presidency
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between Jefferson and Burr having resulted in

favor of Jefferson through the influence of

Hamilton, Burr conceived himself injured by

him, and when in 1803 he was again defeated

for governor of New York, he picked up a

quarrel and challenged Hamilton, and the suc-

ceeding duel resulted in Hamilton's death, on

July 11, 18<)1. It is remarkable that his son

should have been also the victim of a duel on

the same spot, AVcehawken, near Iloboken, 1ST. J.,

two years before.

Hamilton's widow survived him until 185-1,

reaching the age of 07 years.

Hamilton was undoubtedly one of the ablest

of our early statesmen ; of small stature, but

very erect and dignified ; of pleasant address,

but of his morals there remain very unpleasant

remembrances.
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HENRY CLlY.

Early Training of a Good Mother—Emigrates to Kentucky— Opposes

Slavery in that State—Elected to United States Senate— Opposes
United States Bank—Advocates War of 1812—Peace Commissioner to

Europe—Favors Protection and United States Bank—Secures Ad-
mission of Missouri—Duel with John Randolph— Often Unsuccessful

Candidate for President—Personal Traits and Habits—Specimen of
his Oratory.

The subject of this sketch was born near

Richmond, Virginia, in 1777. His father, who
was a Baptist preacher, died when he was quite

young, leaving but little property. ' He had,

however, one superior advantage, a mother, pos-

sessed of excellent qualities of mind and morals.

Indeed it is the almost universal testimony of

those who have become noted in the higher

walks of life, that their early character was di-

rected by the precepts and example of " noble

mothers."

Young "Harry" was of a studious mind, but

had few advantages until his fifteenth year,

when his friends procured him a situation in a

law office in Richmond. Here he soon at-

tracted attention i:i the debating clubs, and

being a neat pensman was much employed in

copying by no less a personage than Chancellor

George Wythe. Having been admitted to the

(192)
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bar in 1797, he removed to Kentucky, where

he soon secured a large practice, and married a

daughter of one of the most prominent citizens

—Mr. Hart.

At this time the subject of a constitution

was before the people of the State, and he

advocated the gradual abolition of slavery. His

preceptor, Chancellor Wythe, had also enter-

tained similar views, and emancipated his slaves

by his will; and it is a singular fact that

nearly all the leading men of the South—Wash-

ington, Jefferson, Madison, Randolph, Laurens,

etc., have left on record their antipathy to the

institution, now happily, by indirect means,

abolished.

In 1801: Mr. Clay was elected to tho legisla-

ture, and in 1806 went to the United States

Senate to fill a vacancy, and thereafter was

constantly in public service to the end of his

life.

In 1S0S occurred his duel with .Humphrey

Marshall, in which both parties were wounded.

Sent again in 1810 to the United States Sen-

ate to fill another vacancy, he made an ex-

haustive speech against the United States Bank,

and was then considered one of the leaders of

the Democratic party, being elected, on his ap-

pearance in the House in 1811, its Speaker, by

a large vote.

The war of 1812 with England being then

imminent, he advocated it with his whole power,
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and it is yet frequently said that to his influ-

ence more than that of any other man are we

indebted for that contest.

In 1814 he resigned his scat, in Congress to

visit Europe as one of the peace commissioners.

A vote of thanks by Congress—nearly unani-

mous—on that occasion attests his popularity.

Eeturning home in 1815, he was immediately

elected to Congress, and was again chosen

Speaker, which position he continued to hold

until 1S25.

His speeches during this period are very vol-

uminous on every important question presented.

He favored a low tariff at first, gradually chang-

ing in his views, until, in 1825, he led the Whig

party in favor of "protection." He also changed

his position on the United States Bank, now

becoming the most earnest advocate of that

institution.

His speeches in favor of the independence of

the South American States, lately revolted from

Spain, are remembered as most eloquent efforts,

and when Missouri applied for admission in

1820 there was much contention, which was

finally allayed by the efforts of his celebrated

committee of thirteen. (For the true history of

this matter see another chapter in this work.)

In 1821 there, were four Presidential candi-

dates, all of whom had been identified with the

Democratic (then termed Republican) party. Mr.

Clay was one of these candidates, and the con-
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test being carried into the House he used his

influence to elect J. Q. Adams over General

Jackson. For this he was much censured bj

the low tariff Democrats, and John Randolph,

speaking of the event as a coalition of the

Puritan and the " Blackleg," was challenged

therefore to a duel by Mr. Clay, which, how-

ever, resulted without bloodshed to either.

In 1825 Mr. Adams appointed Mr. Clay as

his Secretary of State, which seemed to confirm

in the public mind the previous reports. In

1828, on the election of General Jackson, he

retired to private life, to be re-elected, however,

to tho Senate of the United States in 1831. In

1832 he was instrumental in procuring the pas-

sage of a moderated tariff bill, in which Mr.

Calhoun acquiesced, very reluctantly, under fears

of arrest, and which averted the nullification

scheme of South Carolina.

In 1832 he was again an unsuccessful candi-

date for the Presidency against General Jack-

son, receiving the votes of only six States. In

1S36 Mr. Clay reported a bill from committee

in favor of the annexation of Texas, which

soon passed the Senate. In 1810 he failed to

get the nomination of the Whig party, but

ardently supported General Harrison. On his

election, Mr. Clay prepared bills of a United

States Pank, the repeal of the sub-treasury law,

and to distribute the proceeds of the sale of

public lands to the different States, all which
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measures were promptly vetoed by President

Tyler, who succeeded on the death of General

Harrison.

In 1S12 Mr. Clay resigned his seat in the

Senate to retire to private life; but being nomi-

nated again for the Presidency in 1S14, lie ran

against Mr. Polk and was defeated. In 1848

he was again a candidate before the Whig con-

vention, but General Taylor's popularity, grow-

ing out of the Mexican War, secured him the

nomination and subsequent election.

In 1849 Mr. Clay devised a plan to be in-

corporated into the constitution of Kentucky,

then being remodelled, to gradually emancipate

the slaves, which, howTever, failed; but he was

again elected Senator in the same year. His

last efforts in the Senate were in favor of an

increasing tariff bill. His health failing, he lin-

gered until January 29, 1852, when he expired

at Washington.

In person, Mr. Clay was tall and pleasing;

his voice wras all that an orator could desire,

and his early industry and associations, added

to the experience acquired by long years of

public life, contributed to make him a finished

speaker. He has left it on record, that in

early life it was his habit to declaim to his

team in the field on the results of his reading

or reflections. He was also fortunate in the

possession of a good memory, and it is related

that he rarely forgot a person who had been
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once introduced to him. His personal habits,

too, were exemplary, in his later years refrain-

ing from gaming, in which he had indulged to

a limited extent in his early manhood, and

lately he made a profession of religious convic-

tions, and united with the Episcopal Church.

The following extract from his address of

welcome, as Speaker of the House, to Lafayette

in 1824, is given as a specimen of his oratory:

" The vain wish has sometimes been indulged

that Providence would allow the patriot after

his death to return to his country and to con-

template the intermediate changes that have

taken place : to view the forests felled ; the

cities built ; the mountains levelled ; the canals

cut; highways constructed; the advancement of

learning; the progress of the arts, and the in-

crease of population. General, your present visit

to the United States is a realization of the con-

soling object of that wish. You are in the

midst of posterity; everywhere you must have

been struck with the great changes, physical

and moral, which have occurred since you left

us. Even this very city bearing a venerated

name alike endeared to you and to us, has

since emerged from the forest which then cov-

ered its site. In one respect you find us unal-

tered, and this is in the sentiment of continued

devotion to liberty, and of ardent affection

and profound gratitude to your departed friend

—the father of his country—and to you and to
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your illustrious associates in the field and in the

Cabinet, for the multiplied blessings that sur-

round us, and for the very privilege which I

now exercise in addressing you. This sentiment

now fondly cherished by more than ten millions

of people will be transmitted with unabated

vigor down the tide of time through the count-

less millions who are destined to inhabit this

continent to the latest posterity."
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It is pre-eminently the office of the historian

to divest himself of all prejudice, and to give

impartial facts. lie who should do otherwise, or

would lend his pen to record merely the accu-

sations of foes or the flatteries of friends, has

but a poor idea of his calling; and the result

of his labors must be as short lived as the

interests of the factions he may desire to serve.

Of him who is the subject of this essay, it

is difficult to write. Held in one section as an

arch traitor, in another as the chief of states-

men, it is hard to treat his writings and opin-

ions with impartiality, Indeed it would perhaps

have been impossible to have done so at an

earlier day ; time, the leveller, must intervene

to soften asperities and to tone down extrava-

gant praise before a just verdict can be re-

corded.

(100)
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John Caldwell Calhoun was born in Abbe-

ville, South Carolina, March 18, 1782. Like

Andrew Jackson, his parents were of Scotch-

Irish descent, and he inherited the peculiar qual-

ities of the old Presbyterian stock. Of rather

slender means, he labored upon the farm until

his nineteenth year, when he commenced the

study of the law. It is almost needless to say

that, from his earliest youth, like nearly every

other eminent American, he had been a great

reader—to such an extent at times as to seri-

ously impair his health. In 1802 he entered

Yale College, graduating with distinction in

1804. Dr. Dwight, then president of that insti-

tution, remarked then that he "had talent

enough to be President of the United States."

Returning home from college, he completed his

law studies, was admitted to the bar and elected

to the legislature in 1S07. He was married to

his second cousin, Florida Calhoun, in 1811,

who wTas possessed of considerable property, and

the same year he took a seat in the United

States Congress, to which he had been chosen.

During the ensuing six years he took an active

interest in and supported the re-establishment of

the United States Bank; the introduction of an

extensive system of internal improvements, and

the tariff of 1S16. In 1817 he became Presi-

dent Monroe's Secretary of War, and the rules

he introduced in that bureau were so methodical

and judicious that they were continued in force

until the late war necessitated some changes.
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In 1824, Having been elected Vice-President,

he was known as a Jackson Democrat, Mr.

Adams and Mr. Clay, then in coalition, being

the leaders of the movement which resulted in

the formation of the "Whig party, and in 1828 he

was again chosen Vice-President under Jackson.

The tariff question now became the absorbing

one—the Eastern and Southern States wishing

free t-ade, while the Middle States favored a

protective tariff. Owing to the management and

address of Mr. Van Buren, the tariff bill with

excessive rates was passed over the combined

efforts of the Eastern States and the South.

Mr. Calhoun had been hitherto an advocate of

the tariff, but now took the ground that it was

injurious to the interests of his State, and re-

signing the Vice-Presidency, he was immediately

returned to the United States Senate. At this

time his famous South Carolina " Exposition"

appeared, in which the ground was taken that

the tariff was ruining the agricultural States for

the benefit of the manufacturers, and that the

remedy to be applied was " Nullification."

South Carolina was to declare the obnoxious

tariff " null and void," and to forbid the col-

lection of the revenues in the State.

This was followed in 1S32 by the Nullifica-

tion Ordinance of South Carolina, in which the

principles of the "Exposition" were substantially

avowed, and it was further enacted that if the

Federal government persisted in the collection
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of the revenue that South Carolina would with-

draw from the Union.

This attempt at treason was promptly met by

General Jackson, who at once took such meas-

ures as to insure the collection of the revenues,

and to arrest any one who attempted to pre-

vent it. Congress, then in session, sustained the

President, and passed what has since been known
as the. "Force Bill," giving him the power to

change the collector's office in Charleston, if

necessary, to a position in the harbor, where it

could not be interfered with.

Previous to this attempt at nullification, Mr.

Calhoun had acted with the Democratic party;

but he had avowed his determination to break

with it whenever it ceased to carry out the

measures which he deemed best for the interests

of his State. His conduct thereafter can only

be viewed as being inspired from sectional mo-
tives. Finding that his State could not secede

without a conflict with the United States gov-

ernment, he henceforth devoted his attention to

uniting the South against the North on the

slavery basis. And his political efforts were
directed in the future almost exclusively to the

maintenance of the "balance of power" by the

extension of slavery and the admisson of new
States with slavery institutions. He was quite

hostile to General Jackson, voting with Clay

and Webster against all those measures which
resulted in the withdrawal of the public money
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from the United States Bank. Although he acted

with the Whigs at this time, he declined to be

considered as a member of that party, and when

Mr. Van Buren, in 1837, proposed the establish-

ment of the treasury, he abandoned the Whig

side and went to his support. This was made

the occasion by Mr. Clay of a severe attack on

Calhoun, to which he rejoined, and the ensuing

debate is yet remembered as the occasion of a

splendid display of the powerful genius and

unrivalled talents of these foremost orators of

their day, into which Mr. Webster was also

drawn.

In this debate Mr. Calhoun disclaimed enter-

taining or being connected with any party that

entertained disunion sentiments. On the con-

trary, he claimed to be animated with an ardent

desire to preserve the Union, and gave his ad-

hesion to the Democratic party unreservedly,

attending its caucuses and influencing his State

to vote for Mr. Van Buren in 1840.

In 1843 his name was prominently mentioned

as a candidate for the Presidential nomination

of the Democratic party, to which he now
claimed to belong. But finding he could not

be nominated, he withdrew his name, for tho

ostensible reason that the principles upon which

the convention was to be organized were wrong.

The death of General Harrison having placed

the Vice-President, Mr. Tyler, in the chair, he

called Mr. Calhoun in'o his Cabinet as Secretary
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of State, which enabled them to take the initia-

tive steps toward the annexation of Texas, a

measure which Mr. Calhoun had strongly advo-

cated.

It has since been claimed that the measure

was got up to defeat the nomination of Mr.

Yan Buren, which it certainly accomplished, Mr.

Polk being taken up and elected on an annex-

ation platform. On the expiration of Mr. Ty-

ler's term, he was offered the place of Minister

to England, which he declined, and was again

sent to the Senate from South Carolina.

In the debates upon the conduct of the war

with Mexico, he was active and strongly op-

posed the "AYilmot Proviso," which stipulated

that in no territory to be acquired from Mex-

ico should slavery be allowed. Several of the

Northern States having repealed the law which

enabled slave owners to reclaim their slaves, he

advocated "retaliation*' instead of "disunion"

—

the violation of the Constitution by a part of

the North to be met by preventing their ships

and commerce from entering the ports of the

South.

His last speeches, in 1SIS-9, were mainly

occupied with the endeavor to arouse his South-

ern friends to the necessity of concert of ac-

tion to resist the encroachments of the North,

which he said had gone on until the Union

was in danger. In his last speech, which he

was too ill to deliver, and was read by a
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friend, he proposed an amendment to the Con-

stitution which embraced the idea of two Presi-

dents, which he seemed to suppose would obvi-

ate all danger to the permanency of the Union.

He died after an attempt to make some expla-

nation of his position, in which effort he was

exhausted, and was carried to his lodgings in

March, 1849.

The private life of Mr. Calhoun was irre-

proachable, and his probity and honesty of pur-

pose unassailable. In his domestic relations of

husband, father and friend and master, he was

all that could be desired; and the worst that

can be said of him is, that believing that the

institution of slavery, in the midst of which he

was born and reared, was recognized as right

by the laws of God and his country, he sup-

ported and defended it with all his ability.

We may not agree with him in his opinions,

but wo should exercise much charity towards

honest convictions honorably avowed. For, who

of us, for instance, if the accident of birth had

first opened our eyes in Turkey would have

escaped being a Mohammedan ?

It may be said, that while this is eo there

is yet no excuse for his disunion sentiments in

his nullification schemes. To which there is but

one answer—that he was wrong. But other

men at the North as well as the South, nota-

bly J. Q. Adams and Wendell Phillips, have

been found capable of identical sentiments.
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He had one failing, in common "with Web-

ster and Clay, an inordinate desire to be Presi-

dent. Failing in this, he dissolved all connec-

tion with parties and devoted himself to what

he thought the particular interests of his State

and section. His remarks in the United States

Senate in 1S35 on this subject are well remem-

bered :

"He had voluntarily put himself in the very

small minority to which he belonged, and that

he had done this to serve the gallant and pa-

triotic State of South Carolina; he had aban-

doned party voluntarily, freely, and he would

tell every Senator he would not turn on his

heel for the administration of the affairs of this

government."
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Of all the great men whose genius and vir-

tues have endeared them to the country which

they have served, none have displayed greater

abilities than Daniel Webster. Born of good

Revolutionary stock, the fires of patriotism glowed

brightly in his breast; endowed with superior

intellect, he has achieved a most honorable

mention in the history of his country.

He was born in Salisbury, New Hampshire,

in 1782. His parents were in somewhat strait-

ened circumstances, and he paid his way through

college by teaching school in the intervals. He
thus acquired a good education, especially in

the classics, and was the foremost man of his

class at Dartmouth until he graduated in 1801.

He was then variously employed in the study

of law, teaching school and copying deeds

until 1806, when he was admitted to practice

in the Superior Court, when he at once began

to secure a large practice. By 1812 ho had so

(207)
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increased in reputation that he was elected to

Congress. Here his abilities were at once recog-

nized, and he was returned in 1814. -It is said

that he at this time opposed the tariff bills,

which he afterwards advocated. He supported

all the distinctive features of the Federal party

—opposition to the war, a United States Bank,

etc., and advocated one measure— all payments to

the United States treasury to be made in specie

or its equivalent—which afterwards became a dis-

tinguishing principle of the Jackson Democracy.

Ketiring from Congress in 1816, he removed

to Boston, and for several years devoted himself

to the law, with an energy and ability which

soon placed him at the head of his profession.

Some of the cases in which he became engaged

before the Supreme Court at Washington were

very important, and he was employed in nearly

every case of magnitude. He also had acquired

a great reputation as an orator, his efforts in

that direction on the "Landing of the Pil-

grims," the ' ; Bunker Hill Monument," on the

" Death of Adams and Jefferson," and on the

laying of the corner-stone of the capitol at

Washington, arc all worthy the fame which

they brought him.

In 1827 he was elected to the United States

Senate and retained his seat there until 1841. In

1830 occurred the celebrated debate with Hayne,

of South Carolina, which has endeared him to

the admiration of so many Americans of all
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sections and parties. In the nullification troubles

he was in accord with General Jackson, but

was strongly opposed to him on most other

measures, being in favor of the United States

Bank and high tariff.

On the election of General Harrison in 1S10,

he became the Secretary of State, which lie

resigned shortly after the accession of Tyler, and

in 1815 again took his seat in the Senate. As

before, he was one of the foremost in all the

leading debates, and in 1850 was again appointed

Secretary of State by President Fillmore, which

he held until his death, October 24, 1852.

Possessed of a splendid voice, majestic in ap-

pearance and size, and of very winning social

qualities, Mr. Webster was almost universally

esteemed. His understanding of the powers and

intent of the Constitution was very just, and

procured for him the title of " Expounder."

In late years, refusing to join in the meas-

ures which his State had entered upon—"to

force the issue on the South,"—he lost some of

his great popularity at home ; and although his

professional earnings were very large he died

poor.

u*
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The sixteenth President of the United States,

Abraham Lincoln, was born in Hardin County,

Kentucky, February 12, 1S09. His parents were

people of very moderate mean?, both of them

born in Virginia, but married in Kentucky in

180G. In 181G they removed to Indiana, where

young Abraham's mother died in 1818, and

where he took his full share in assisting his

father in clearing up his farm, in which his

large size and strength were of the greatest

advantage. His educational advantages were ex-

ceedingly limited, and it is recorded that one

year's schooling was all that he was permitted

to enjoy. Yet he became expert at figures, was

a diligent reader, and early formed the habit

of copying into a scrap-book whatever inter-

ested him in his readings. He also became

quite noted by his aptitude of speaking in pub-

lic and writing rude poetry, in which keen wit

was the feature, and was also noted for his

strength and size, being six feet four inches tall.
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His family moved again in 1830 to near De-

catur, Illinois, where his strength and activity

found plenty of exercise in the building of a log

house and in clearing and fencing a small farm.

From this time on he was engaged in various

pursuits : went to New Orleans on a flat-boat,

was captain of a company in the Black Hawk
War, ran for the Legislature, kept a country

store, and finally commenced the study of law

in 1S33. Being offered a deputy surveyor's po-

sition, he, in six weeks' study, became able to

fill the office, and was noted for his correct

work.

In 1834 he was elected to the Legislature,

to which he was re-elected until 1840, when he

declined, finding it to interfere with his law

business. He was admitted to practice in 1837,

when he opened a law office in Springfield, and

at once secured a lucrative practice, being noted

for his ability in jury trials.

In 1840, and again in 1844, Mr. Lincoln was

one of the Whig electoral candidates, canvassing

the State for his party on both occasions, tak-

ing a warm interest in the election of Henry

Clay. In 1840 he was elected to Congress,

being then the only Whig from Illinois. In 1849

he introduced a bill abolishing slavery in the

District of Columbia, paying the owners for

the same on their consent to the measure.

He was a member of the Whig National

Convention of 1848, and took an active interest
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in the canvass for General Taylor, and was

considered one of the leaders of the party in

Illinois. Being an unsuccessful candidate for the

United States Senate in 1S-19, he was not in

any public office thereafter until elected Presi-

dent in 18G0 by the Republican party. During

these intervening years, he and Mr. Douglas

were frequently pitted against each other in

public discussions, and he fully sustained his

reputation in these contests.

His election in 1860 to the Presidency, or

rather the success of his party, was made the

pretext for the secession of most of the South-

ern States from the Union in that year, though

there was nothing in the position of either on

the question of slavery to justify that course.

When, however, the war was inaugurated at

Fort Sumpter, he showed all the courage and

firmness of General Jackson in maintaining the

authority of the Constitution and the integrity

of the Union.

His proclamation, freeing the slaves in the

States in rebellion as a war measure, will long

be noted as an epoch in our history. Although

an exercise of power not contemplated by the

law, the act has been fully endorsed by the

country, and if a violent, it has been a final

settlement of that most troublesome question.

Glad to be rid of such a bone of contention,

it is yet too soon, even if it were a question

of any practical utility, to inquire as to who
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are most to blame for the violent instead of

a peaceful solution cf the matter.

His death by the hand of an assassin in a

theatre at Washington, April 1-1, 1865, was

heard of with emotions of horror by the entire

country. At the North he was immediately

regarded as a martyr; at the South, having just

surrendered, it was feared the event would make
the terms of peace more difficult. At first it

was supposed the crime was prompted by the

Confederate authorities, but nothing has ever been

discovered to justify such an idea. It was doubt-

less the result of the same individual frenzy

which impelled the attempt on the lives of

Presidents Jackson and Garfield, and which is

frequently manifested in attempts on the lives

of European monarchs.

As a self-made man, like Clay, Jackson,

Douglas and others of our distinguished coun-

trymen, Mr. Lincoln deserves great credit. It is

one of the grand features of the Democratic in-

stitutions of the country, that the course is

open to the poor as well as the rich, and that

a fair field is offered to every one alike. Ac-

counts of Lincoln's life and services have been

published by several authors, and his speeches

and writings are seen to be distinguished by a

vein of wit and hard sense which almost always

went straight to the point.



CHAPTER XII.

STEPHEN AKN0LD DOUGLAS.

Birth and Early Life— Goes West—Studies Laic—Elected Judge and
United States Senator—Squatter Sovereignty— Candidate for the

Presidency—Siipports the War for the Union—Personal Appearance
—Marriage—Death and Monument.

The prominent Democratic statesman whose

name heads this chapter was born in Brandon,

Vermont, April 23, 1813. His father, a physi-

cian, died when he was but two months old,

when his mother moved to a farm, on which

young Stephen worked until he was fifteen years

of age. He then determined to learn the

cabinet-making trade, but his health not per-

mitting, he attended the village school a short

time. Hi3 family at this time removed to Can-

andaigua, New York, where he attended the

academy and studied law. Acting on Horace

Greeley's later maxim, he went West in 1833,

and turned up in Winchester, Illinois, with

thirty-seven and a half cents in his pockets. He
immediately found a situation as school teacher,

devoting his evenings to the study of the law,

and on Saturdays pettifogging in small cases.

In March, 1831, having been admitted to the

bar, he opened an office and commenced prac-

tice in the higher courts. He soon received a

m
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large sharo of practice, and his reputation was

such that at the age of twenty-two he was

elected Attorney General of the State, which he

resigned on being elected to the Legislature in

1835. Appointed in 1837 Register of the Land

Office by President Van Buren, he also stood to

represent his district in Congress, but was de-

feated by five votes. In 1840 he was appointed

Secretary of State, and the next year was elected

a Judge of the Supreme Court ; again to be ad-

vanced to the United States Senate in 1847,

then thirty-four years of age—a rapid advance-

ment through the many offices ho had held,

which testifies to his great abilities.

In the Senate he was known as an active

business member, and very successful in pro-

moting the interests of his State. The Illinois

Central Eailroad owes to his efforts the charter

which has made it so great a success.

He is principally known as the advocate of

the popular sovereignty idea, as it was embraced

in the celebrated Kansas-Nebraska Act, which he

explained thus

:

" These measures are predicated upon the

great fundamental principle that every people

ought to possess the right of framing and reg-

ulating; their own internal affairs and domestic

institutions in their own way. These things are

all confided by the Constitution to each State

to decide for itself, and I know of no reason

why the same principle should not be extended

to the tcrritories.'
,
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The passage of this act virtually repealed the

Missouri Compromise, as it has been popularly

called, of 1820, which prohibited the existence

of slavery north of 36° 30' north latitude, and

gave rise to much angry feeling throughout the

country—the Northern Radicals viewing it as

permitting slavery where it had hitherto been

prohibited by law ; and the Southern party

claiming the right to take their slaves into the

territories, as allowed, they asserted, by the

Constitution, whether a majority of the inhabi-

tants favored it or not. This measure was criti-

cised by Mr. Lincoln as claiming the right of

an emigrant to govern himself, and also to

govern his neighbor (i. e., his slave), which he

said was a falacy, the bill not justifying such

a conclusion. Apart from the subject of slavery,

no one has ever for an instant contended for

a:;y other rule for the government of the ter-

ritories.

In 1S52 Mr. Douglas was a candidate for the

Democratic nomination for the Presidency, and

again unsuccessfully in 185G. In 1859 he can-

vassed the State of Illinois against Abraham
Lincoln, and was elected to the United States

Senate by a small majority. In 1860 he re-

ceived the regular Democratic nomination for

President, the Southern States having mostly

withdrawn from the convention, and put up a

Southern candidate, Mr. Preckenridge. This ac-

tion, it is believed, was taken for the express
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purpose of dividing the Democratic party, and

thereby insuring the election of the Republican

candidate—by the Southern leaders—in this event

giving them the pretext of secession which they

sought. It has been shown elsewhere in this

work, that if this great folly had not been com-

mitted and the Southern vote had been given

to the regular candidate, Mr. Douglas, he

would have been elected.

In the debates in the Senate at the beginning

of the war, he took a strong stand in favor

of the government and the Union, and in his

speeches, after the adjournment of Congress, he

denounced secession as madness and a crime.

In a letter in May, 1861, he declared that but

one course was left for all honorable men, and

that was to sustain the Constitution, the Union

and the government against all assailants.

On his death-bed, June 3, 1861, his last words

were a wish for the success of his country,

and the defeat of her enemies. And yet Rad-

icals have still the audacity to claim that the

Democratic party, of which he was the leader

at the time, were in favor of the secession of

the South.

Mr. Douglas \yas below the medium size in

stature, yet of a strongly built frame and great

powers of endurance, from which facts, and his

readiness in debate, he was familiarly known

as the "Little Giant." No one of our public

men exercised a greater influence over the
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masses, and none have ever been freer from the

charge of being influenced by unworthy or mer-

cenary motives than Mr. Douglas.

He was married to Miss Martha Martin, of

North Carolina, in 1847. Sho died in 1S53, and

he married Miss Adeli Cutts, of Washington,

who survives him. Two sons by his first wife

are his only surviving children. His remains

rest under a most beautiful monument, designed

by Yolk, on the Lake Shore, Chicago, the tes-

timony of the State of Illinois to the memory of

one of her most illustrious citizens.



CONSTITUTION
OF THE—

United States of America,

We the people of the United States, in order

to form a more perfect Union, establish Jus-

tice, insure domestic Tranquillity, provide for

the common defence, promote the general

Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty

to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and

establish this Constitution for the United

States of America.

AKTICLE. I.

Section. 1. Ail legislative Powers herein granted

shall be vested in a Congress of* the United

States, which shall consist of a Senate and

House of Eepresentatives.

Section. 2. The House of Eepresentatives shall

be composed of Members chosen every second

Year by the People of the several States, and

the Electors in each State shall have the Qual-

ifications requisite for Electors of the most

numerous Branch of the State Legislature.

-In punctuation, spelling, capitals, etc.. this is an

exact copy of the original document.
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No Person shall be "a Representative who

shall not have attained to the Age of Twenty

five Year?, and been seven Years a Citizen of

the United States, and who shall not, when

elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which

he shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct Taxes shall be

apportioned among the several States which may
be included within this Union, according to

their respective Numbers, which shall be de-

termined by adding to the whole Number of

free Persons, including those bound to Service

for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians

not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons. The

actual Enumeration shall be made within three

Years after the first Meeting of the Congress

of the United States, and within every subse-

Cjuent Term of ten Years, in such Manner as

they shall by Lav/ direct. The Number of

Representatives shall not exceed one for every

thirty Thousand, but each State shall have at

Least one Representative ; and until such enu-

meration shall be made, the State of New
Hampshire shall be entitled to ehuse three, Mas-

sachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and Providence

Plantations one, Connecticut five, New-York six,

New Jersey four, .Pennsylvania eight-, Delaware

one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina

five, South Carolina five, and Georgia three.

When vacancies happen in the Representation

from any State, the Executive Authority thereof
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shall issue Writs cf Election to fill such Va-

cancies.

The House of Representatives shall chuse their

Speaker and other officers ; and shall have the

sole Power of Impeachment.

Section. 3. The Senate of the United States

shall be composed of two Senators from each

State, chosen by the Legislature thereof, for

six Years; and each Senator shall have one

Vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in

Consequence of the first Election, they shall be

divided as equally as may be into three Classes.

The Seats of the Senators of the first Class

shall be vacated at the Expiration of the second

Year, of the second Class at the Expiration of

the fourth Year, and of the third Class at the

Expiration of the sixth Year, so that one-third

may be chosen every second Year; and if Va-

cancies happen by Resignation, or otherwise,

during the Recess of the Legislature of any

State, the Executive thereof may make tempo-

rary Appointments until the next Meeting of

the Legislature, which shall then fill such Va-

cancies.

No Person shall be a Senator who shall not

have attained to the Age of thirty Years, and

been nine Years a Citizen of the United States,

and who shall not, when elected, bo an inhabi-

tant of that State for which lie shall De chosen.

The Vice President of the LT
nited States shall
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be President of the Senate, but shall have no

Vote, -unless they be equally divided.

The Senate shall cliuso their other officers, and

also a President pro tempore in the Absence of

the Yice President, cr when lie shall exercise

the Office of President of the United States.

The Senate shall have the sole Power to try

all Impeachments. "When sitting for that Pur-

pose, they shall be en Oath or Affirmation.

When the President of the United States is

tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: And no

Person shall bo convicted without the Concur-

rence of two thirds of the Members present.

Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not

extend further than to removal from Office, and

Disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of

Honour, Trust or Profit under the United

States : but the Party convicted shall neverthe-

less be liable and subject to Indictment, Trial,

Judgment and Punishment, according to Law.'

Section. 4. The Times, Places and Manner of

holding Elections for Senators and Representa-

tives, shall be prescribed in each State by the

Legislature thereof; but the Congress may at

any time by Law make cr alter such Regula-

tions, except as to the places of chusing Senators*

The Congress shall assemble at least once in

every Year, and such Meeting shall be on the

first Monday in December, unless they shall by

Law appoint a different Day.

Section. 5. Each House shall be the Judge of
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the Election?, Returns and Qualifications of its

own Members, and a Majority of each shall

constitute a Quorum to do Business ; but a

smaller Number may adjourn from day to day,

and may be authorized to compel the Attend-

ance of absent Members, in such Manner, and

under such Penalties as each House may pro-

vide.

Each House may determine the Rules of its

Proceedings, punish its Members for disorderly

Behaviour, and, with the Concurrence of two

thirds, expel a Member.

Each House shall keep a Journal of its Pro-

ceeding?, and from time to time publish the

same, excepting such Parts as may in their

Judgment require Sccresy ; and the Yeas and

Nays of the Members of either House on any

question shall, at the Desire of one fifth of

those Present, be entered on the Journal.

Neither House, during the Session of Congress,

shall, without the Consent of the other, adjourn

for more than three days, nor to any other

Place than that in which the two Houses shall

be sitting.

Section. G. The Senators and Representatives

shall receive a Compensation for their Services,

to be ascertained by Law, and paid out of the

Treasury of the United States. They shall in

all Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of

the Peace, be privileged from Arrest during

their Attendance at the Session of their respective
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Houses, and in going to and returning from

the same; and for any Speech or Debate in

cither House, they shall not be questioned in

any other Place.

No Senator or Representative shall, during

the Time for which he was elected, be ap-

pointed to any civil Office under the Authority

of the United States, which shall have been

created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have

been increased during such time ; and no Per-

son holding any Office under the United States,

shall be a Member of either House during his

Continuance in Office.

Section. 7. All Bills for raising Revenue shall

originate in the House of Representatives; but

the Senate may propose or concur with Amend-

ments as on other Bills.

Every Bill which shall have passed the House

of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before

it become a Law, be presented to the President

of the United States; If he approve he shall

sign it, but if not he shall return it, with his

Objections to that House in which it shall have

originated, who shall enter the Objections at

large on their Journal, and proceed to recon-

sider it. If after such Reconsideration two

thirds of that House shall agree to pass the

Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objec-

tions, to the other House, by which it shall

likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by

two thirds of that House, it shall become a Law.
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But in all such Cases the Yotes of both

Houses shall be determined by yeas and Nays,

and the Names of the Persons voting for and

against the Bill shall be entered on the Jour-

nal of. each House respectively. If any Bill

shall not be returned by the President within

ten Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have

been presented to him, the Same shall be a

law, in like Manner as if he had signed it,

unless the Congress by their Adjournment pre-

vent its Return, in which Case it shall not be

a Law.

Every Order,' .Resolution, or Vote to which

the Concurrence of the Senate and House of

-Representatives may be necessary (except on a

question of Adjournment) shall be presented to

the President of the United States; and before

the Same shall take Effect, shall be approved

by him, or being disapproved by him, shall be

repassed by two thirds of the Senate and House

of Pepesentatives, according to the Pules and

Limitations prescribed in the Case of a Bill.

Section. 8. The Congress shall have Power

To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and

Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the

common Defence and general Welfare of the

United States ; but all Duties, Imposts and Ex-

cises shall be uniform throughout the United

States;

To borrow Money on the credit of the United

States

;
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To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations,

and among the several States, and with the

Indian Tribes

;

To establish an uniform Pule of Naturaliza-

tion, and uniform Laws on the subject of Bank-

ruptcies throughout the United States

;

To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof,

and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of

Weights and Measures

;

To provide for the Punishment of counterfeit-

ing the Securities and current Coin of the

United States
;

To establish Post Offices and post Poads;

To promote the progress of Science and use-

ful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Au-

thors and Inventors the exclusive Pight to their

respective Writings and Discoveries

;

To constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme

Court

;

To define and punish Piracies and Felonies

committed on the high Seas, and Offences

against the Law of Nations;

To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and

Peprisal, and make Pules concerning Captures

on Land and Water

;

To raise and support Armies, but no Appro-

priation of Money to that Use shall be for a

longer Term than two Years

;

To provide and maintain a Navy

;

To make Pules for the Government and Reg-

ulation of the land and naval Forces

:
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To provide for calling forth the Militia to

execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insur-

rections and repel Invasions

;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disci-

plining, the Militia, and for governing such

Part of them as may be employed in the Ser-

vice of the United States, reserving to the

States respectively, the Appointment of the Offi-

cers, and the Authority of training the Militia

according to the Discipline prescribed by Con-

gress
;

To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases

whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding

ten Miles scjuare) as may, by Cession of par-

ticular States, and the Acceptance of Congres?,

become the Seat of the Government of the

United States, and to exercise like Authority

over all Places purchased by the Consent of

the Legislature of the State in which the Same
shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines,

Arsenals, Dock-Yards, and other needful Build-

ings ;—And
To make all Laws which shall bo necessary

and proper for carrying into Execution the fore-

going Powers, and all other Powers vested by
this Constitution in the Government • of the

United States, or in any Department or Officer

thereof.

Section. 9. The Migration or Importation of

such Persons as any of the States now existing

shall think proper to admit, shall not be pro-
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hibited by the Congress prior to the Year one

thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax
or Duty may be imposed on such Importation,

not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus

shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of

Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may
require it.

No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law
shall be passed.

No Capitation, or other Direct, Tax shall be

laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or

Enumeration herein before directed to be taken.

No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles

exported from any State.

No Preference shall be given by any Regu-

lation of Commerce or Revenue to the Ports of

one State over those of another : nor shall Ves-

sels bound to, or from, enc State, be obliged

to enter, clear, or pay Duties in another.

No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury,

but in Consequence of Appropriations made by

Law; and a regular Statement and Account of

the Receipts and Expenditures of all public

Money shall be published from time to time.

No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the

United States: And no Person holding any

Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall,

without the Consent of the Congress, accept of

any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any

kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or for-

eign State.
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Section. 10. No State shall enter into any

Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant Letters

of Marque and Reprisal ; coin Money ; emit

Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and

silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts;

pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law,

or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts,

or grant any Title of Nobility.

No State shall, without the consent of the

Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Im-

ports or Exports, except what may be absolutely

necessary for executing it's inspection Laws : and

the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid

by any State on Imports or Exports, shall be

for the Use of the Treasury of the United

States; and all such Laws shall be subject to

the Kevision and Controul of the Congress.

No State shall, without the Consent of Con-

gress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or

Ships of War in Time of peace, enter into

any Agreement or Compact with another State,

or with a foreign Power, or engage in War,

unless actually invaded, or in such imminent

Danger as will not admit cf Delay.

ARTICLE. II.

Section. 1. The executive Power shall be

vested in a President of the United States of

America. lie shall hold his Office during the

Term of four Years, and, together with the
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Vice President, chosen for the same Term, be

elected, as follows:

Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as

the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number

of Electors, equal to the whole number of Sen-

ators and Representatives to which the State

may be entitled in the Congress: but no Sena-

tor or Representative, or Person holding an Office

of Trust or Profit under the United States,

shall be appointed an Elector.

[*The Electors shall meet in their respec ivc States,

and vote by Ballot for two Persons, of whom one at

least shall not be an Inhabitant of the same State with

themselves. And they shall make a List of all the

Persons voted for, and of the Number of Votes for each;

which List they shall sign and certify, and transmit

sealed to the Seat of the Government of the United

States, directed to the President cf the Senate. The

President of the Senate shall, in the Presence of the

Senate and House of Representatives, open all the Cer-

tificates, and the Votes shall then be counted. The

Person having the greatest Number of Votes shall be

the President, if such Number be a Majority of the

whole Number of Electors appointed; and if there be

more than one who have such a Majority, and have an

equal Number of Vote?, then the House of Represen-

tatives shall immediately chuse by Billot one of them

for President; and if no Person have a Majority, then

from the five highest on the List the said House shall

in like Manner chuse the President. Bat in chusing the

President, the Votes shall be taken by States, the Rep-

resentation from each State having one Vote ; A Quorum

*This clause within brackets has been superseded and

annulled by the 12th amendment, on page 243.
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for this Purpose sliall consist of a Member or Members
from two-thirds of the States, and a Majority of all

the States shall be necessary to a Choice. In every

Case, after the Choice of the President, the Person
having the greatest Number of Votes of the Electors

shall he the Vice President. But if there should remain

two or more who have equal Votes, the Senate shall

chuse from them by Ballot the Vice President.]

The Congress may determine the Time of

Chusing the Electors, and the Day on which

they shall give their Yotes ; which Day shall

be the same throughout the United States.

No Person except a natural born Citizen, or

a Citizen of the United State?, at the time of

the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be elig-

ible to the Office of President ; neither shall

any Person be eligible to that Office who shall

not have attained to the Age of thirty five

Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident

within the United States.

In Case of the Removal of the President

from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or

Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of

the said Office, the same shall devolve on the

Yice President, and the Congress may by Law
provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resig-

nation, or Inability, both of the President an;l

Yice President, declaring what Officer shall then

act as President, and such Officer shall act

accordingly, until the disability be removed, or

a President shall be elected.

The President sliall, at stated Times, receive
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for his Services, a Compensation, which shall

neither be en creased nor diminished during the

Period for which he shall have been elected, and

he shall not receive within that Period any other

Emolument from the United States, or any of

them.

Before he enter on the Execution of his

Office, he shall take the following Oath of

Affirmation :

—

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will

"faithfully execute the Office of President of the

"United States, and will to the best of my
"Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Con-

" stitution of the United States.

Section. 2. The President shall be Commander

in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United

States, and of the Militia of the several States,

when called into the actual Service of the

United States; he may require the Opinion, in

writing, of the principal Officer in each of the

executive Department^, upon any subject relat-

ing to the Duties of their respective Offices, and

he shall have Power to grant Reprieves and

Pardons for Offences against the United States,

except in Cases of Impeachment.

He shall have Power, by and with the Ad-

vice and Consent of the Senate, to make

Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators

present concur: and he shall nominate, and by

and with the Advice and Consent of the Sen-

ate, shall Appoint Ambassadors, other public
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Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme

Court, and all other Officers of the United

States, whose Appointments are not herein other-

wise provided for, and which shall be estab-

lished by Law: but the Congress may by Law

vest the Appointment of such inferior Officers,

as they think proper, in the President alone,

in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of De-

partments.

The President shall have Power to fill up all

Yacancies that may happen during the Recess

of the Senate, by granting Commissions which

shall expire at the End of their next Session.

Section. 3. He shall from time to time give

to the Congress Information of the State of the

Union, and recommend to their Consideration

such Measures as he shall judge necessary and

expedient; he may, on extraordinary Occasions,

convene both House?, or either of them, and in

Case of Disagreement between them, with Ec-

spect to the Time of Adjournment, he may

adjourn them to such Time as he shall think

proper; he shall receive Ambassadors and other

public Ministers; he shall take Care that the

Laws be faithfully executed, and shall commis-

sion all the officers of the United States.

Section. 4. The President, Yice President and

all civil Officers of the United States, shall be

removed f.om Office on Impeachment for, and

Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high

Crimes and Misdemeanors.
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ARTICLE. III.

• Section. 1. The judicial Power of the United

States, shall be vested in one supreme Court,

and in such inferior Courts as the Congress

may from time to time ordain and establish.

The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior

Courts, shall hold their Offices during good

Behavior, and shall, at stated Times, receive for

their Services, a Compensation, which shall not

be diminished during their Continuance in Office.

Section. 2. The judicial Power shall extend

to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under

this Constitution, the Laws of the United States,

and Treaties made, or which shall be made,

under their Authority;—to all Cases affecting

Ambassadors, other public Ministers, and Con-

suls;—to all Cases of admiralty and maritime

Jurisdiction;—to Controversies to which the

United States shall be a Party;—to Controversies

between two or more States;—-between a State

and Citizens of another State ;—between Citizens

of different States,—between Citizens of the same

State claiming Lands under Grants of different

States, and between a State, or the Citizens

thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other

public Ministers and Consuls, and those in which

a State shall be a Party, the supreme Court

shall have original Jurisdiction. In all the other

Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court shall
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have appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and

Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such

Regulations as the Congress shall make.

The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of

Impeachment, shall be by Jury; and such Trial

shall be held in the State where the said

Crimes shall have been committed; but when

not committed within any State, the Trial shall

be at such Place or Places as the Congress

may by Law have directed.

Section. 3. Treason against the United States,

shall consist only in levying War against them,

or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them

Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted

of Treason unless on the Testimony of two

Witnesses to the same overt Act, or on Confes-

sion in open Court.

The Congress shall have Power to declare the

Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of

Treason shall work Corruption of Blood, or

Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person

attainted.

ARTICLE. IY.

Section. 1. Full Faith and Credit shall be

given in each State to the public Acts, Records,

and judicial Proceedings of every other State.

And the Congress may be general Laws pre-

scribe the Manner in which such Acts, Records

and Proceedings shall be proved, and the Effect

thereof.

Section. 2. The Citizens of each State shall
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be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of

Citizens in the several States.

A Person charged in any State with Treason,

Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from

Justice, and be found in another State, shall

on Demand of the executive Authority of the

State from which he fled, be delivered up, to

be removed to the State having Jurisdiction of

the Crime.

No Person held to Service or Labour in one

State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into

another, shall, in Conseqv/ence of any Law or

Regulation therein, be discharged from such

Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on

Claim of the Party to whom such Service or

Labour may be due.

Section. 3. New States may be admitted by

the Congress into this Union; but no new State

shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdic-

tion of any other State ; ncr any State be

formed by the Junction of two or more States,

or Py.rts of States, without the Consent of the

Legislatures of the States concerned as well as

of the Congress.

The Congress shall have Power to dispose of

and make all needful Rules and Regulations

respecting the Territory or other Property be-

longing to the United States; and nothing in

thi9 Constitution shall be so construed as to

Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or

of any particular State.
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Section. 4. The United States shall guarantee

to every State in this Union a Republican Form

of Government, and shall protect each cf them

against Invasion ; and on Application of the

Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Leg-

islature cannot be convened) against domestic

Violence.
ARTICLE. Y.

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both

Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose

Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the

Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of

the several States, shall call a Convention for

proposing Amendments, which, in either Case,

shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, a^

Part of this Constitution, when ratified by the

Legislatures of three fourths of the several States,

or by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as

the one or the other Mod© of Ratification may
be proposed by the Congress ; Provided that no

Amendment which may be made prior to the

Year one thousand eight hundred and eight

shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth

Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Arti-

cle; and that no State, without its Consent,

shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the

Senate.

ARTICLE. YI.

All Debts contracted and Engagements en-

tered into, before the Adoption of this Consti-

tution, shall be as valid against the United
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States under this Constitution, as under the

Confederation.

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United

States which shall be made in Pursuance

thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall

be made, under the authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land;

and the Judges in every State shall be bound

thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws

of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Representatives before men-

tioned, and the Members of the several State

Legislature?, and all executive and judicial Offi-

cers, both of the United States and of the

several States, shall be bound by Oath or

Affirmation, to support this Constitution; but

no religious Test shall ever be required as a

Qualification to any Office cr public Trust under

the LTnited States.

ARTICLE. VII,

The Ratification of the Conventions of nine

States, shall be sufficient for the Establishment

of this Constitution between the States so rati-

fying the Same.

Done in Convention by the Unanimous Con-

sent of the States present the Seventeenth

Day of September in the Year of our Lord

one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven

and of the Independance of the United
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States of America the Twelfth. In Witness

whereof We have hereunto subscribed our

Names,
GEO WASHINGTON—

Presidt and deputy from Virginia

New Hampshire.—John Langdox, Nicholas

GlLMAN.

Massachusetts.— Nathaniel Gorham, Rufus

King.

Connecticut.—Wm. Saml. Johnson, Roger

Sherman.

New York.—Alexander Hamilton.

New Jersey.—Wil: Livingston, Wm. Pater-

son, David Brearley, Jona. Dayton.

Pennsylvania.—B. Franklin, Robt. Morris,

Tho: Fitzsimons, James Wilson, Thomas Mif-

flin, Geo : Clymer, Jared Ingersoll, Gouv :

Morris.

Delaware.—Geo: Reap, John Dickinson, Jaco:

Broom, Gunning Bedford, Jun'r, Richard Bas-

sett,

Maryland.—James M'Henry, Danl. Carroll,

Dan: cf St. Thos. Jenifer.

Virginia.—John Blair, James Madison, Jr.,

North Carolina.—Wm. Blount, Hu. William-

son, Ricii'd Dobb3 Spaight,

South Carolina.—J. Rutledge, Charles Pinck-

ney, Charl7s Cotesworth Pinckney, Pierce

Butler.

Georgia.—William Flw, Acr. Baldwin.

Attc-t: WILLIAM JACKSON, Secretary.



ARTICLES
in ali it:;:: tc, and amendment of,

THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE

United States of America,
rrcposed by Congress, end ratified by the Legislatures of (he sev-

eral States, pursuant to the fifth article of (he

original Constitution.

(ARTICLE I.)

Congress shrill make no law respecting an

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of

speech, or of the press; or of the right of the

people peaceably to assemble, and to petition

the Government for a redress of grievances.

(ARTICLE II.)

A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to

the security of a free State, the right of the

people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be

infringed.

(ARTICLE III.)

No Soldier shall, in time of peace, be quar-

tered in any house, without the consent of the

Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner

to be prescribed by law.

l210i
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(ARTICLE IV.)

The right of the people to be secure in their

persons, houses, papers, and effects, against un-

reasonable searches and seizures, shall not be

violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon

probable cause, supported by Oath or affirma-

tion, and particularly describing the place to be

searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

(ARTICLE V.)

No person shall be held to answer for a cap»

ital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a

presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury,

except in cases arising in the land or naval

forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service

in time of War or public danger; nor shall

any person be subject for the same offence to

be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor

shall be compelled in any Criminal Case to be

a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of law;

nor shall private property be taken for public

use, without just compensation.

(ARTICLE VI.)

In a'.l criminal prosecution?, the accused shall

enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by

an impartial jury of the State and district

wherein the crime shall have been committed,

which district shall have been previously ascer-
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tained by law, and to be informed of the na-

ture and cause of the accusation ; to be con-

fronted with the witnesses against him; to have

Compulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in

his favor, and to have the Assistance of Coun-

sel for his defence.

(ARTICLE VII.)

In Suits at common law, where the value in

controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right

of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact

tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined

in any Court of the United States, than accord-

ing to the rules of the common law.

(AKTICLE VIII.)

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor ex-

cessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual

punishments inflicted.

(ARTICLE IX.)

The enumeration in the Constitution, of cer-

tain rights^ shall not be construed to deny or

disparage others retained by the* people.

(ARTICLE X.)

The powers not delegated to the United

States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it

to the States, are reserved to the States respect-

ively, or to the people.
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(AETICLE XL)

The Judicial power of the United States shall

not be construed to extend to any suit in law

or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one

of the United States by Citizens of another

State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any For-

eign State.

(AETICLE XII.)

The Electors shall meet in their respective

States, and vote by ballot for President and

Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not

be an inhabitant of the same State with them-

selves; they shall name in their ballots the per-

son voted for as President, and in distinct bal-

lots the person voted for as Yice-President, and

they shall make distinct lists of all persons

voted for as President, and of all persons voted

for as Yice-President, and of the number of

votes for each, which lists they shall sign and

certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the

government of the United States, directed to

the President of the Senate;—The President of

the Senate shall, in presence of the Senate and

House of Representative?, open all the certifi-

cates, and the votes shall then be counted;

—

The person having the greatest number of votes

for President, shall be the President, if such

number be a majority of the whole number of

Electors appointed; and if no person have such

majority, then from the persons having the
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highest numbers not exceeding three on the list

of those voted for as President, the House of

Representatives shall choose immediately, by bal-

lot, the President. But in choosing the Presi-

dent, the votes shall be taken by States, the

representation from each State having one vote;

a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a

member or members from two-thirds of the

States, and a majority of all the States shall

be necessary to a choice. And if the House of

Representatives shall not choose a President

whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon

them, before the fourth day of March next fol-

lowing, then the Vice-President shall act as Presi-

dent, as in the case of the death or other con-

stitutional disability of the President. The per-

son having the greatest number of votes as

Vice-President, shall be the Vice-President, if

such number be a majority of the whole num-
ber of Electors appointed, and if no person

have a majority, then from the two highest

numbers on the list, the Senate shall choose

the Vice-President; a quorum for the purpose

shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number
of Senators, and a majority of the whole num-

ber shall be necessary to a choice. But no

person constitutionally ineligible to the office of

President shall be eligible to that of Vice-Pres-

ident of the United States.
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(AETICLE XIII.)

Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary serv-

itude, except as a punishment for crime where-

of the party shall have been duly convicted,

shall exist within the United States, or any

place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2. Congress shall have power to en-

force this Article by appropriate legislation.

(AETICLE XIV.)

Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in

the United States and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of

the State wherein they reside. Xo State shall

make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States; nor shall any State deprive any

person of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law; nor deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Section 2. representatives shall be appointed

among the several States according to their

respective numbers, counting the whole number

of persons in each State, excluding Indians not

taxed; but when the right to vote at any elec-

tion for the choice of Electors for President

and Vice-President of the United States, Kepre*

sentatives in Congress, the Executive and Judi-

cial officers of a State, or the members of the

Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the
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male inhabitants of such State (being twenty-

one years of age and citizens of the United

States), or in any way abridged, except for par-

ticipation in rebellion or other crime, the basis

of representation therein shall be reduced in the

proportion which the number of such male citi-

zens shall bear to the whole number of male

citizens twenty-one years of age in said State.

Section 3. No person shall be a Senator or

Eepresentative in Congress, or Elector, or Presi-

dent, or Vice-President, or hold any office, civil

or military, under the United States, or under

any State, who, having previously taken an oath

as a member of Congress, or as an officer of

the United States, or a member of any State

Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer

of any State, to support the Constitution of the

United States, shall have engaged in insurrec-

tion or rebellion against the same, or given aid

or comfort to the enemies thereof; but Congress

may, by a vote of two-thirds of each House,

remove such disability.

Section 4. The validity of the public debt of

the United States, authorized by law, including

debts incurred for payment of pensions and

bounties, for services in suppressing insurrection

or rebellion, shall not be questioned; but neither

the United States nor any State shall assume

or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid

of insurrection or rebellion against the United

States, or any claim for the loss or emancipa-
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tion of any slave. But all such debts, obliga-

tions, and claims, shall be held illegal and void.

Section 5. The Congress shall have power to

enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions

of this Article.

(AETICLE XY.)

Section 1. The right of the citizens of the

United States to vote shall not be denied or

abridged by the United States, or by any State,

on account of race, co?or, or previous condition

of servitude.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to

enforce this Article by appropriate legislation.

THE END.
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